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Junkyards are in. From visits to the rural junkyards 
on a Saturday morning where you meet and commune with 
your neighbors, to rummaging through mounds of wrecked 
autos for that elusive door f1xture, to 10cat1ng just 
the right f1rep1ace mantel at Joyous Junque. Now, 
what does this have to do with computers? Consider 
for a moment that there have been perhaps 300,000 Macs 
sold by now, maybe 70,000 Lisas and 100,000 Apple
Ills. But Apple has sold over 2,000,000 Apple lIs 
and, perhaps with some reluctance, continues to find a 
ready market. After all, the Apple II is over seven 
years old - ancient in terms of new technology. But 
wait, Apple II owners are a stubborn lot and generally 
most reluctant to "move up" to a Banana 9000. 
Besides, it costs money to do that - lots of money. 

What then is wrong with expecting that Apple or some 

other organization will provide an avenue for improv
ing the utility of a tired, wheezing but much loved 
old computer. Surely there would be many eager takers 
for a product which would upgrade the II to a 16-bit 
mu1ti-mHertz system with Mac-like user friendliness. 
Apple pronounced multiple Thank You's on a special 800 
number to the more than 2,000,000 folks that made it 
what it 1s. Well, now 1t's Apple's turn to rek1nd1e 
that spirit by reaching into its mounds of junked
plans for enhancements to the Apple and prov1d1ng
opportunities for third party hardware and software 
developers to tap that existing market. If not Apple,
then some other. 

"Apple II - the computer 	 for the most of us." 
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ELECTIONS. As we mentioned last month, elections are 
rapidly approaching. We will take nominations up to 
the end of the fourth Saturday meeting in April. Bal
lots will be handed out to those attending the May
meeting and mailed to all others for counting in June. 
If you are interested in running for office, please 
contact me so we can assure you of a nomination and a 
second. 

HARD DISK FOR MEMBERSHIP LIST. Dana Schwartz has been 
supervising the maintenance of our membership list on 
a Vista "semi" hard-disk. Since Vista is no longer in 
business, and since our list is reaching the limits of 
one Vista platter (about 1.2 Megs) and since it takes 
about seven hours to print out monthly labels, it 
seemed prudent to consider alternative hardware. Paul 
Malachowski, author of General Manager, who helped
Dana set-up the file with his excellent GM data base 
package, has loaned the WAP a Corvus five megabyte
drive to tryout. We thank Paul for his continued 
assistance and for the use of the Corvus while we 
examine alternatives. We also are considering both an 
Accelerator Card and a faster printer. 

MEMBER 6502. Steven Alexander, a free lance photogra
pher who lives in Chevy Chase, has the honor of being
member number 6502. Appropriately, Steven is an Apple
][ owner, rather than a Mac-man. Gena Urban suggested 
we begin planning for another celebration when we meet 
member number 68000. That's the attitude, Gena! 

DOS 3.3. NEW DISK LIBRARIAN. Fred Edwards, who did 
such a marvelous job culling through our old DOS 3.2 
disks has volunteered to coordinate the preparation of 
new DOS 3.3 disks. We look forward to more of his 
handiwork in assembling collections of useful pro
grams. If you have written something which you feel 
will benefit others, see Fred at our monthly meeting 
or send a copy to the office. If you have typed in a 
non-copywritten program from a magazine, let us add it 
to our collection so others will not have to re-type
the same thing. Remember, every contribution earns 
you a free library disk of your choice. 

LETTERS. WE GET LETTERS: 

DULY CHASTISED. Thanks to Charlene Ryan for appropri
ately reminding us that we failed to mention the over 
one hundred active Apple III members. These folks 
were left out of a recent summary of our membership. 
Our apologies to each and everyone of you! 

GROUP PURCHASE. We received a interesting letter from 
Scott W. Peters. Scott, a salesman of Apple comput
ers, responded with a chuckle to our recent comments 
about staff time consumed in answering Questions 
regarding group purchase. Scott said he wished he had 
a dollar every time he got a call from someone with a 
Question regarding an Apple product which they bought 
from the Pi. Scott relayed his keen support for 
almost all of the club's activities and ended with a 
rousing "Love the magazine!". We thank Scott for tak
ing the time to send in his thoughts. 

We want to add several comments. First, we have in 
the past and we continue to ask members who purchased
anything through our group purchase program, not to 
take your Questions to local dealers. We have a long
list of volunteers on our hot-line who are willing to 
help with such Questions. The group purchase has 
served as a way to provide lower prices to those who 

did not need and. therefore. did not want to pay for 
after-sale support. 

The comment we were making last month regarded the 
many calls we receive from members trying to decide 
what they should buy. We receive many Questions 
asking which modem, which printer. which software 
package. The club has always and continues to want to 
answer these types of questions. However, we ask 
members to direct these questions to hot-line volun
teers and not to the office. While Scott may have 
received questions from a few of our members. our 
hot-line volunteers receive hundreds of Question from 
people. many of whom were directed to us by local 
dealers. In fact, at least one dealer used to hand 
out a copy of our hot-line list to new customers 
telling them to call for help with the products they 
just bought. We are glad to be able to help. That is 
our purpose. 

If Scott got a dollar for EVERY Apple item purchased
by members through the group purchase program in the 
past four years. it would amount to less than three 
hundred dollars. Scott and other local sales people 
may have an inaccurate impression about the magnitude 
of our group purchase activities. It has never been 
the WAP's intention to run a computer store business. 
Our single largest group purchase was from an auth
horized Apple dealer. The club earned not one penny 
from that purchase. In a desire to discuss this 
issue. we have recently sent to as wide a list of 
local vendors as we could assemble, a letter asking 
them to consider establishing with us a discount .~ 
program. If we can arrive at a mutually beneficial 
arrangement that would encourage our members to buy
through local stores, our group purchase program may
become superfluous. 

SIGS. Thanks to the activity of Ron Wartow, the 
GAMESIG has been breathing new life. At the March 
meeting many people showed up to discuss and compare 
programs they enjoy. GAMESIG meets the first Thursday
each month at the office. Many thanks to Ron for his 
effort. 

Ian Thal is the new Appleseeds chairman. Ian has 
plans to expand the activities of this SIG. His 
column in the March issue demonstrated his interest 
and enthusiasm to find ways of serving younger mem
bers. Appleseeds meets during the main meeting on the 
fourth Saturday. 

S1gMac drew over 500 people at the March demonstration 
of Jazz and of Apple's Laser Printer. Both products
received intense scrutiny from our members. The 
multi-media meeting featured a video-tape from Lotus 
which kept the members in stitches (although we don't 
think that was its intended purpose). We decided the 
reason for the late release of Jazz was Lotus' need to 
finish the production of the video sales pitch. 

GARAGE SALE. The June meeting will feature our bi
annual garage sale. This is an opportunity to sell 
old items (hardware or software) or buy slightly used 
adventure games and peripherals of all sizes. Plan to 
come and buy, sell or swap something. There will be a 
one dollar entrance fee. At our December sale, we ~ 
earned enough to pay for the guard service for six 
months. We hope we will do as well in June. As a 
reminder, the sale is for personal property only, not 
commercial sales. Although we repeat this message 

contd. 
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over and over. we always find one or two people
running small businesses who bring a truck-load of 
their inventory to the sale. Please. respect our 
request to limit this to personal, used property only. 
This is a specific restriction placed on us by the 
USUHS. If we do not follow their rules. we risk WANTED: Transforth III for the Apple III. Stephen 
losing an excellent meeting location. Bach, Rt. 2 Box 89, Scottsville, VA 24590. (804)

286-3466. 
COMMERCIAL ADS ON ABBS. Bernie Urban made an excel
lent suggestion for raising additional revenues which FOR SALE: Access II $50; MAE $25; COEX 16K RAM card 
could benefit both the dealer community and the (all chips socketed) $25; Mountain Computer ROMPlUS 
membership. He suggested we open our buylse11 ABBS to board with keyboard filter $50; Apple Integer BASIC 
commercial ads and charge a modest fee for the ROM card $30. Stephen Bach. Rt. 2 Box 89. 

scottsv1l1e. VA 24590, (804) 286-3466.service. We are currently thinking of a $2.00/hundred 
characters monthly rate. Would you like to have 

FOR SALE: Seeking new home for old friend. Apple ][commercial ads on the buylse1l ABBS? If you have a 
(Integer BASIC and Programmer's Aid ROMs) and accessobusiness. would you rent space to place such an ad? 
ries. Language card, HeathlZenith H-19 terminal. twolet us hear your reaction. 	 ~ 
seri al and one parallel 110 cards. Hayes Micromodem 
II, Epson FX-80 printer, Apple Pascal and much other 
software. $1650. Call Alan Freiden (703) 437-7055 
between 7:00 and 9:00 PM. or (703) 835-0755 during the 
day. 

FOR SALE: Electrohome 12· green monitor. $50 or best 
ly) of each month at the Uniformed Services University 
Washington Apple Pi meets on the 4th Saturday (usual

offer. Call Anne Apgar, 338-1093. 

of the Health Sciences (USUHS), Building B, 4301 Jones 

Bri dge Road, Bethesda, MD. on the campus of the 
 FOR SALE: MULTIPLAN for the Apple III, brand new. 
National Naval Medical Center. library transactions. never opened. Runs in nat ive SOS mode; extremely 
Journal pickup. memberships, etc. are from 8:45 powerful and versatile spreadsheet program, superior 

to Advance VisiCalc in many ways. Lists for $195. 
"Help· session in the auditorium. The main meeting 
10:00 AM. From 9:00 to 10:00 AM there is an informal 

sell for $145, or make a reasonable offer. I'll throw 
starts promptly at 10:00, at which time all sales and in a copy of the latest update from Microsoft (version 
services close so that volunteers can attend the meet 1.11). which corrects some minor bugs. Call Bart 
ing. A sign interpreter and reserved seating are after 6:00 PM at 360-1876. 
provided for the hearing impaired. 

FOR SALE: California Computer Systems (CCS) Model 7710 
Following are dates and topics for upcoming months: Asynchronous Serial Interface. CCS Model 7424 Calen

darlClock Module, all with manuals. $60 each or best 
Apri 1 27 - Hard Disks (Massive Storage Devices) offer. Harold Cohn, (301) 267-2156. Message can be 
May 25 - Pri nters left on answering machine. 
June 22 - Garage Sale 

FOR SALE: Apple ][+ with Amdek Color II monitor, disk 
Dates for SigMac are: drive, 	 Silentype Apple Printer. manuals and various 

programs. $1800. Call Brenda Fisher, (703) 734-1707. 
April 20 (3rd Saturday) 

May 11 
 FOR SALE: Apple lIe. Disk II, Mon II, 80-col card, DOS 

3.3 1 Okidata 82A, Grappler. Joystick, Flt Sim II.
The Executive Board of Washington Apple Pi meets on Dol lars and Sense. 552-2852. 
the second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 PM at the 

office. All members are welcome to attend. (Some
 FOR SALE: Profile 5MB hard disk with interface for ][+
times an alternate date is selected. Call the office or lIe, $850; Duodisk drive with IIF, $425; CCS 7710A 
for any late changes.) ~ serial card, $50; System Saver fan. $50; Enhancer II 

true lower case mod for ][+, $75; Titan 128K RAM card, 
$250. Videx Ultraterm, $200. Offers considered on 
all items. leave message for Bruce at 387-6022. ~G~n~Rr~l_ 

InfORmATiOn 
Apple user gro~ps may reprint without prior permission ..JClB rrlr~ I"'~ Tany portion of the contents herein. provided proper 
author. 	title and publication credits are given. 

Membership dues for Washington Apple Pi are $27.00 for 
the first year and $20.00 per year thereafter, begin
ning in the month jOined. If you would like to join,
please 	 call the club office or write to the office 
address. A membership application will be mailed to 
you. Subscriptions to the Washington Apple Pi Journal 
are not available. The Journal is distributed as a 
benefit of membership. 

Current Office hours are: 

"-' 	 Monday - Friday - 10 AM to 2:30 pr1 
Tues. &Thurs. - 7 to 9:30 PM 
Saturday - 12:00 to 3:00 PM * 

* Note change in Saturday hours. 

HELP WANTED 

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: "The Outer Office", in Alexan
dria. VA, needs experienced people with word proces
sing equipment who are interested in working a few 
hours a week in their homes. You set the hours that 
you work; nights and weekends possible. Need letter 
Quality printers; modems. Materials delivered by
courier. Alex. and Arlington areas pref. Call 
549-3388. 

Computer skilled person needed full and lor part time 
for congenial office in home in Colesville area. We 
have an Apple ][+, Wordstar, Spellstar, Mail Merge,
Multiplan, etc. We want someone to set up some office 
program systems such as simple cost analYSiS, client 
listings, data base management, etc. and perform them 
for us. Wages negotiable. Call Nancy, 384-8877. It 
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APPLE III 	 SIG meets on the second
Thursday of the month at 7:30 PH, al 
the Convention Center Inn, 12th and 

* April1985 * 
K streets, HW. The next meetingWAP wt11 be on April 11. See Apple III ,-...... 
Hews elsewhere In this Issue. 

l1)NDAY 'llJEs)AY WillNESDAY 'IHURSDAY FRIDAY SAlURDAY 
----'If , , , , , Apple IIc meets each month after the 

, 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 SigJ-fac 'J , 6 regular lIap meet Ing. 
'I ~nning 'J 'J7:30PM-Lad)1<-Thurs. 'JLISA/XL SIG 
'J ,Thtorial Ill' 'Jof l.o.miesj,4th contd. '19:» AM APPLESEEDS Is the special Inhrest 
'I '17:30 PM 'I '1DisabledSIG'JGAMESIG fJOffice-LISA group for our younger members. They
If "Office" "7PM OCOC,'->'t7 :30~ff. ,Toolkit meet durtng the regular IIAP meeting.
1 I l U U 	 See Appleseeds news el.ewhere In

----'I If , 'I 'I , this hsue. 
7 , S «I 9 , 10 ~ l1STOCKSIG'i 12 'I 13 

'fneooline ,Beginnirg 'Executive ,SPM Officej' , OISABlEOSIG - See the OtsabledSIG 
Hor Journal,Thtorial 112'Board '1Apple I I I , , column elsewhere In this Issue. 
~Articles '17:30 PM '17:30 PM 'J7:3OPM Conv1 , Ca11 Jay ThaI for details. 
'I 'JOffice ,Office 'iCenter 1m 'J , EOSIG - the education spectal Inter

----,' '4 , 'J 'If ,---- est group - see the EOSIG page
14 , 15 " 16 , 17 Apple 'I 18 , <-'I 20 Si.gt.1ac elsewhere In this hsue. 

'I PI SIG 'JBeginoing 'jWriter II 'Pascal SIG 'ISat. 20th '9AM-USJHSj
'J 8:00 PM '1Thtorial 113'1Thtorial '48:00 PM '1contd. ,LISASIG FORTHSIG wt11 hold tts next meet Ing
If Office '1]:» PM 117:30 PM-Off'tOffice IfApple\o.brks Iftbon-Off', on Saturday, April 20 at 10:00 AM In 
I 1 1 1 lItheIIAP office. 
, ,Office 'I 'If '1Thtorial ,Forth lOAM 

----,' , , , , , GAME SIG has been rev hed. They wi 11 
21 	 , 22 , 23 'I 24 , 25 , 26 , 27 meet on the first Thursday of each 


'I ,Beginning , ,FDSIG 'I ~ Meeting month at 7:30 PH at the office. The 

, ,Tutorial 114'1 ,7:30 PM , '19:00 AM next meeting Is April 4. 

, ,7:30 PM, ,Office 'I '1USUHS LAIISIG has been reorganized. lIatch 
'I 'lOffice , 'I , 'ffiard Disks the Journal for more news. 

-------,' 'J 'If , 'I ,
,29 '1l) , , , , LISA/Haclntosh Xl SIG meet. after2B , , , , , , the SlgHac meeting on the second, , , , , , Saturday of the month. 

'J 'I , 'I 'I 'I lOGOSIG -	 watch for further details , 'I , , , , In a later 	Issue of the Journal. 

NEIISIG will meet Just after the 
regular lIashlngton Apple PI meeting (,\,
and conducts a "drop-In· for new 
Apple owners on Thursday evenings* May1985 * from 7:30-9:00 PH In the office. 
They will answer questions and try

WAP to help new owners get their systems 
up and running. 

9JNDAY ~ONDAY 'llJESDAY \-EDNESDAY 'lllURSDAY FRIDAY SA1URDAY, 	 , , PIG, the Pascal Interest Group,'J 'I 'I, 1 	 , 4 meets on the third Thursday of each'I 'I 	 'I 2 SigJ-fac '4 month at 8:00 PH at the Club Office.,'l ,'I , '7 :30PM-Lady'J-)1lurs. 'Id&\SE II The topics for the next meeting Is: 
'4 'Jof Lourdesi'l2nd contd. '1'futorial, , 'I '1DisabledSIG'iGAMESIG '19:00 AM April 18 - The use of Variant 
'I , 'I 'I7~;->'17:3OPM-Off.'IOffice records for optional , , , , , 	 field specification In 

structured data 5 ,'I 6 , 7 , 8 , 9S'IOO<SIG'l 10 , 11 SigMac records.
'J Deadline 'JBeginning 'J Executive ,SPM Officei'l '19AM-U&JHS 
, for Journal'lThtorial Ill,Boord '~~le III , '1LISA-UsrnS PI-SIG (formerly ASHSIG) meets on 
,Articles ,7:30 PM ,7:30 PM ,7: PM Conv'l 'JApple\o.brks the third Honday of each month at, 'IOffice 'IOffice '1Center Inn , 'JTut. 9 AM-Off 8:00 PH In the, IIAP office. For 

further details, call Ray Hobbs at
'I 'I '1 'I 'I 'I 

, 14 	 490-7484. Also, see PI SIG news12 	 'I 13 , 15 '1 16 , 17 'I 18 PFS elsewhere In this Issue.
'Ii 'IBeginning , '1Pascal SIG , 'JFile&Report,
'I 'Thtorial 112'l '1S:00 PM 	 '19Al+Office; SlgHac meets on the 1st Thursday of, ,7:30 PM , ,Office , Worth SIG each month (pro- grammers's meeting) , ,Office , , , 'II0AM-Qffice at 7:30 PH at Our lady of Lourdes, 	 , , School, 7500 Pearl Street, Bethesda,'If 'I 	 'J,22 	 , 24 ,25 HOi and usually on the 2nd Saturday19 	 'I a:J 'J 21 '123 , 	 (general meeting) from 9:00 AM to'JPI SIG '1Beginning , '1FDSIG , ~ Meeting 12:30 PH at USUHS. However, the
'1S:00 PM 'J1\.ttorial /I 'j(J '/7:30 PM 	 '19N+USUHS April meeting will be on the 3rd 
'IOffice ~17:30 PM 	 ,Office , 'JPrinters Saturday (April 20). See SlgHac, 	 '1 , , Hews else- where In this Issue.'1Office 'I 	 ~, 	 , , ,'I ~ 

26 	 , 27 ,28 'J 29 ,30 , 31 , STOCKSIG meetings are on the second, 	 , , Thursday at 8:00 PH at the IIAP
'Beginni~ , 'I 	 ~office.

'I ,Thtorial 114, , , Ii ,'I ,7:30 PM ,'I 'I , ~ Telecom SIG usually meets after the 
,Office 	 'I ~ 'J regular IIAP meet Ing. ~ 
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b~ Chell'"' Le.ne...... 

Our meeting place on 12th and K Streets was Ideal. Al 
Lambert, who made It available, Informed us that we 
should have no problem having that room or a similar 
meeting room for our Apple III SIG meetings. There's 
a lounge and restaurant In the building-if you wish to 
eat before the meeting. 

The next meeting at this new location will be in 
April. Our next Apple III SIG meeting, March 14, will 
be at the Walter Reed location. I recommend that you 
come to a meeting that Is located at the Best Western 
Convention Inn and let us know how you like it. 

The meeting discussion was most informative. Carl 
Bowman showed us how he converts Applesoft programs
into Business Basic programs. Carl was delighted that 
we asked him to share his expertise with us, and he 
will be glad to help anyone who is interested. He 
also converts IBM programs and proclaims that they are 
particularly easy. 

We had our first tutorial, which was given by Bruce 
Chassey, on February 11. There were nine people In 
attendance. It was great fun, partly due to the 
enthusiastic support of the attendees, especially
those who brought equipment so we could have hands-on 
experi- ence. Besides many helpful hints, Bruce 
shared bits with us, such as Informing us of the 
existence of an article In an old On Theme magazine
about the House demo program that comes with every
machine and how the Horizontal Scroll routine can be 
copied from it and used with other programs. Also, 
the Business Basic Program diskette has some sample 

~ programs that can be copied and used as a base for 
what you may need. 

Bart Cable attended the February meeting for a short 
while and gave us a list of collected information 
which he wants to share with us. Thank you, Bart, 
This is much appreciated. He gets much of his 
information from the Apple III section of MAUG on 
CompuServe. "The III Newsletter" Is mentioned once 
again (refer to the February 1985 WAP Journal III SIG 
column) but the price has gone up from $30 to $35; 
It's a weekly publication and you will get all back 
issues with subscription. Update your request address 
by including Attn. Frank W. Moore. This newsletter is 
evidently a very good source for up-to-the-minute
information, such as the tidbit about the school which 
ordered 7000 Ill's and a plant in Texas had to be 
temporarily converted to make them. There are now 
over 100,000 Apple 111's in existence. 

MicroSci has a double-sided disk drive available that 
is III compatible and extremely reliable. It contains 
140 tracks and 572K storage! This item is available 
at two sources for the same price of $349. MicroSci 
Corporation, 2158 S. Hathaway Street, Santa Ana, CA 
92705, (714) 241-5600; and from Don lIorris, 2966 
Diamond Street 1433, San Francisco, CA 94131. (Oon is 
President of Business Apple Group, formerly Original
Apple II/·rs.) 

A color high-resolution monitor is available for the 
III which works in both RGB and composite modes. For 
those of us who don't know the value of that, it means 
we can now use the same monitor for both Apple ][

'-' color and Apple III color. This product lists for 
$535 and is also available from two sources at reduced 
prices. An Apple converter cable is necessary. SGC 
Computer Goods, 700 Mowry Avenue, Fremont, CA 94536, 

(800) 523-2382, has the product for $299.95 and the 
cable for $29.95. The second source is local but the 
price is a little higher at $360, and cable at $25, 
Marva Data Service, 2190 Pimmit Drive, Falls Church, 
VA 893-1544. This offer Is for a limited time. 

Charles McConathy buys up all the Apple III items he 
can lay his hands on and resells them at super prices!
His address is 183 Monte Vista H, Costa Mesa, CA 
92627. If you're looking for something, he just may
have it. 

Robert Huse announced at the February meeting that he 
purchased a 10 meg hard disk called Datamac which is 
Catallst compatible. The cost is only $800 plus ship
ping. I failed to get more information about that 
before I left on my vacation. I'm sitting at an 
outdoor bar on Waikiki Beach sipping a Mai Tai while 
writing this article. I could say, "Eat your heart 
out", but I won't. I will say that I hope one day you 
are as lucky, and that I am looking forward to seeing 
you all at the next meetin • - ____ .. ________ (t 

,-n I n l...J T E. .5 
SUMMARY OF FEBRUARY EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING 

The Executive Board of Washington Apple Pi. Ltd. met 
on February 12, 1985 at the WAP office. The Board 
voted to accept commercial advertising on the WAP 
BuylSell Bulletin Board. All tutors will receive 
compensation. The book, Pascal for the People, will 
sell for $9.50 at the off1ce and $11.00 mail order. 
Rules were adopted to establish and govern "remote 
chapters· of WAP (Slices of Apple Pi). WAP will have 
a booth at MacWorld Expo. Part One of the Member's 
Reference Book will be distributed at the February
meeting. A nominating committee will be appointed at 
the March general meeting. 

FEBRUARY GENERAL MEETING 

WAP, Ltd. met at the USUHS on February 23, 1985 at 
10:00 AM. Tom Warrick presided. The Executive Board 
voted to establ ish Sl ices of Washington Apple Pi. 
These are defined as groups more than 30 miles from 
the Capitol Building. Commerci al ads will be accepted 
at the ABBS. Members were reminded that nominations 
will be held at the April general meeting and the 
election of officers will be held in May. 

The main presentation on income tax preparation is 
reported elsewhere in this issue. (t 
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Have a rroblem? 	 The followinp, club member5 have agreed to help other members. PLEASE, keep in mind that the 
people I sted are VOLUNTEERS. Respect all telephone restrictions, where listed, and no calls after 10:00 PH 
except where indicated. Users of the Hotline arc reminded that calls regarding commercial software packages
should be 11mi ted 	 to those you have purchased. Please do not call about copied software for which you have no 
docllmentAtion. Telephone numbers are home phones unless otherwise specified. 

IIotllne Proctor Paul KOflkofl (30 I) 279-0671 Hard Disks 
Corvus & Omninet Tom Vier (4-IIAM) ~202~ 887-7588 

General John Day 301 ~ 672-1721 Sider Jaxon Brown 301 350-3283 
Dave Harvey 703 527-2704 Barry Fox (BBS) 703 553-0821 
Robert Nllrtin ~ 301 498-6074 Languages (AeApplesoft Ie Integer pepasca301, MPHachine 

A ~eter Combes 251-6369 
Accountinp, Packages 	 A,I Jeff Dillon 301 422-6458 
Accountant(Dec.9up.) Nark Pankin 524-0937 A 	 Richard Langston 301 869-7466 
BP I Prop,rams Jaxon Brown 350-3283 A 	 Hnrk Pankin 703 524-0937* ~~gl~Home Accountllnt Leon Raesly 460-0754 A,I,M Richard Untied 609 596-8816 
Howardsoft (TAx) Leon Raesly * bOI~ 460-0754 A, I ,H John Love 703 569-2294 

M 	 Raymond Hobbs 301 490-7484 
APPLE SSC Bernie Benson (301 ) 951-5294 P 	 Donn Hoffman * 412 578-8905 

Forth Bruce Field 301 340-7038 
Apple TechNotes Lance Bell (703) 550-9064 LISP 	 Fred Naef 703 471-1479 

Shirley Wellver (301 ) 761-2479 
Hathl O.R. Applns. Mark Pankin (703) 524-0937 

AppleWorks Carl Eisen 354-4837 

~ 703~J.J. Finkelstein 	 301 652-9375 Monitor, RGB Color John Day (301) 672-1721 
Jay Jones (BlIlt.) 	 301 969-1990 

Operating Systems
Commllniclltions Packllp,es and Modems-Telecom. Apple DOS 	 Richnrd Langston

Anchor Mllrk 12 	 George Kinal(7-10) 202 5',6-7270 	 John Love 
Jeremy Parker 	 301 229-2578 	 Richard Untied 

Apple Modems 	 John Day 301 672-1721 	 CPIM Robert Fretwell
ASCII Express 	 Dave Harvey 703 527-2704 	 Ray Hobbs 

Marv Redd 	 301 944-2150 	 ProDOS Richard Langston
Barry Fox (BBS) 	 703 553-U821 	 John Love

BIZCOHP Hodem 	 Jeremy Parker 301 229-2578 
General 	 Tom Nebiker 216 867-7463 Printers 
Hayes Smartmodem 951-5294 	 General Walt FrancisBernie Benson ~301~ *Smart com I 	 Harmon Pritchard 
VISITERH 	 Steve Wildstrom 
XTALK CPIM Comm. 	 Bernie HenRon 

Computers, Specific
Apple Ilc 	 John OilY 

Jorge Oflterl1np,
Scott Rullman 

Apple lie 	 Scott Rullman 
LI SA/Nac XI. 	 John Day


Don Kornreich 

Macintosh: 


Gene rill Steve IIunt 

Scott Rullman 
Donald Schmitt 
Rob Clark 

Chart 	 Terry Monks 
Comm. (, NodemR 	 Steve Hunt 


Tom Wllrrick 

Dh:itizers 	 JoAnn Stewart 
File Vision 	 Steve IIunt 
Hard Disk 	 David Jamlson(day)
IIardware Jay IIelier 

J ns ide ~Iac Jon Hllrdls 


Don Lllndlnp,

NllcDraw 	 Tom Berilla 
NncLion (DBMS) Mllrk ~Ilnni 

MacProJect Jay Lucas 


Tom Warrick 
MacWrite 	 Hary Hockmeyer 
MacTermlnll1 	 Jon IIl1rdis 

Hllry 1I0ckmeyer 
HS Basic 	 Tom Warrick 
Huitipilln 	 John Boblitz 

Don Landinp,
Steve Hunt 
Walt Francis 

HultiplanlChllrt Bob Pulgino
HusicWorks Skip Horvnth 
Word Harty MUrad 

Data Bases 
dBase II Paul Bubl1 tz 

John Staples
UB Haster 	 Dave Einhorn 
Data Perfect 	 Leon Raesly * 
Illltll Factory Bob Schmidt 
Generlll ~llIn.1ger No rm., ne! B(' rnllc he 

Leon Raesly * 
List Handler Jon Vaupel

PFS Bill Hue 


Ben Ryan
Jenny Spevllk

QllickFile J J J.J. Finkelstein 

301 
301 
301 

301 
703 
301 
301 
301 
301 

301 
301 
717 
804 
703 
301 
301 
703 
301 
301 
301 
301 
703 
301 
202 
703 
301 
301 
301 
301 
301 
301 
703 
301 
202 
703 
703 
301 

301 
703 
301 
301 
301 
301 
301 
301 
703 
301 
202 
301 

972-4667 	 Leon Raesly
564-0039 Apple 	Color plotter John Day
951-5294 	 Apple Dnisy Wheel John Day

APyie Dot Matrix 	 JOlin B. Dunham * 
Da sywrlter 2000 	 Bill Etue 

672-1721 	 Henry Greene 
671-5797 	 IDS 460 Jeff Stetekluh 
779-5714 	 Imagewriter John Day
779-5714 	 Scott Rullman
672-1721 	 MX-80 Jeff Dillon
292-9225 	 NEC 8023 Bll1 Mark 

Oktdata Fred Feer 
262-9080 	 MichAel Proffitt
779-5714 	 DAn Robrish 
334-3265 	 Scribe PhU Leber 
850-2016 	 Silentype Bruce Field 
471-4610 

262-9080 Sprendsheets Leon Raeslr * 

656-4389 	 Walt Franc s 
527-4072 Lotus 	1-2-3 WlIlt Francis 
262-9080 	 Roy Rosfeld 
589-8841 	 Hultlplan Terry Prudden
948-7440 	 Vis iCalc Walt Francis 
330-1422 	 Leon Raesly * 
670-3000 	 Sprelldsheet 2.0 Leon Raesly * 
434-3256 (MngiCalc)
362-B123 	 SuperClIlc I.eon Raesly * (30 I) 460-0754
751-3332 
656-4389 Statistical Packages Jim Carpenter 371-5263HgH897-5495 	 Hark Pan kin 524-0937
330-1422 
897-5495 Stock ~tllrket Robert Wood (703) 893-9591
656-4389 
356-9384 Time-Shllrinp, Onve IInrvey (703) 527-2704
670-3000 
262-9080 Word Processors Walt Francis
966-5742 Apple 	Wr i te r II Dianne Lorenz
785-5777 	 Leon Raesly * 
536-4091 	 Executive Secretary Louis Bip,gie
46/0-2154 	 Form.H II Henry Donahoe 

Gutf'nberg Neil Huncr Can.
& Jr. 	 lIarris Si verstone

261-4124 I.etter Perfect Cara Cira

759-3461 Leon Raesly * 

593-8420 Hagic 	Window and II Joyce C. Li ttle

460-0754 
 Peach Text Carl Eisen
736-4698 PIE Writer/Arrle PIE .11m Graham
935-5617 ScreenWriter I Peter Combes
460-U754 ~:. ~:. Cllrter
977-3054 Supertext II Peter Rosden
620-2103 	 Word Handler Jon Vaupel
469-6457 	 Christopher Romero
362-3887 	 Word Jup:gler III' CArl Eisen
652-9375 	 Word Star Christopher Romero 

301 869-7466 
703 569-2294 
609 596-8816 
703 971-2621 
301 490-7484 
30 I 869-7466 
30 I 569-2294 

202 966-5742 
301 460-0754 
301 672-1721 
301 672-1721 
30 I 585-0989 
703 620-2103 
202 363-1797 
703 521-4882 
30 I 672-1 72 I 
703 779-5714 
30 I 434-0405 
30 I 779-8938 
703 978-7724 
301 B74-2270 
30 I 530-4202 
703 378-4391 
301 340-7038 

301 460-0754 
202 966-5742 
202 966-5742 
301 340-7962 
301 933-3065 
202 966-5742 
301 460-0754 
301 46U-0754 

202 
301 
301 
301 
2U2 
416 
301 
301 
301 
301 
703 
703 
301 
202 
301 
301 
703 
703 
703 

966-5742 
530-7881 
460-0754 
967-3977 
298-9107 
298-3964 
435-3582 
468-6118 
460-0754 
321-2989 
354-4837 
643-1848 
251-6369 
363-2342 
229-2288 
977-3054 
471-1949 
354-4837 
471-1949 

Expediter Compiler Peter HnlJden (301) 229-2288 ·C1I119 up until midnight Are ok. 
r.raphlcs B1ll Schult he I s (7U3) 538-4575
Visiplot 	 Lee Raesly * (301) 460-0754 
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I-H=:> Lr~.s E.I~ ,...I E. T 

E.. L. Chang 
The Hewlett Packard LaserJet belongs to a new breed of 
printers that uses a "xerographic· method to produce 
very clean, clear, letter-quality hardcopy. The Apple
Ilc is the newest member of the Apple II genus. It, 
however, uses 5-pin DIN connectors rather than the 
standard RS-232 serial outputs, which means interface 
cables are hard to come by unless Apple Inc. directly 
supports a peripheral. There is no "a priori" reason 
why one would purchase a LaserJet (cost $2,500) for a 
Ilc (cost $1,000) but if a LaserJet with a RS-232 
interface is available, then one could take advantage 
of the high quality output of the printer using the 
Ilc. A simple cable has to be made up and then word 
processors such as AppleWorks can be used to drive the 
printer. 

The hardware interface task is straightforward once 
the pin designations are known. The assignments for 
the 5-pin DIN interface are (starting from center left 
and going anti-clockwise): 

1 c OTR (data terminal ready);
3 c SG (signal ground); 
5 = DSR (data set ready) 

These are connected to the HP 

DTR TO SG 

1 2 3 

2 c TO (transmit data);
4 c RD (receive data); 

LaserJet as follows: 

RO OSR 

4 5 

~ ==i Jf 2 3 7 20 

FG TO RO SG OTR 

Disks AcceSSOries 
HaxelllVerbatill F'lIP-lH"ile 50 U1 

SSOO SI7 Flip-Hill' 15 S6 
0500 m fNra~ SO Sll 

Wabash Ril'lCl King 70 U5 
SSSD HZ. ~O SSOO S13. SO OSOO SIS Head Head Cleanil'lCl Kit Sl1 
3 lIZ" SSIlD S3D 

Elephant 
SSSO SIS 

BASf 
SSOO U6 

PilSF (3 In" 5-pack) 

SSOO Ui 
/Ieftorex 

SSOO U6 
HetIorex (3 1/2") 

SSOD S33 
IIIIIUUIIIIIJUIIIJ 

I SVlk disks as low J 

I as S.9S per disk I 

111111111111111111111 

SGL Naber Surge Protectllrs 
6 QlItlet,wall,SlII'ge onl~ US 
1 ollUet,strip,surge onl~ S26 
6 OtJUet,strlP,surge 4 noise S38 
Z ovtlet,wall,SlII'qe 4 roOise SlZ 

I (wtlet,wall,51l1"ge onl~ SID 

Vl!rbatill Head CIl'anil'lCl Kit S7 
11)(-100 Ribtoo Cartrim 17 
11)(-80 Ribbon Cartrim Si 
F'1'owrl ter RibOOn Cartr idge S1 
F'1'owri ter Prl'lllUII Cart 56 
~ldata/Gl'l\ill1 lIX Rib U.iS 
Centronics Zip-pact, 12.50 

Paper 
9.5 X 11,20.,'150 sh,dn edge 16 
Sal«! excwt IDOD sh Sll.SO 
Sal«! extePt m0 sh m 
9.5 X 11,20.,1000 sh,perf III 

1III1II1I1III1IJIIJ1II1IIIIIJIIII 

I Clvantit':l disCIlIAlts available I 

I SoftwarelHardware avai lable I 

uPon re<ltll!St I 

IIUlIllIIIllIIIllIJnUUIIll.I1 

,,3M 3.5" 113'f~ 

P. O. BOX 7332 
Washington, D. C. 200QQ 
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The connections can be made by buying a 5-pin DIN 
cable with any kind of attachment on the other end 
(most likely a 9-pin DB-9 connector) from your Apple
dealer, snipping off the end (DB-9) and soldering on 
your ow~ RS-232 male connector with the above 
interconnections. 

The next step is to get into AppleWorks and specify 
your custom printer. You should be aware that HP 1S 
stingy with its fonts and that features such as "bold 
face" are options which mayor may not be implemented 
on your LaserJet. Listed below are the corresponging 
control codes to be used in your AppleWorks (Esc is 
escape): 

Superscript begin: Esc=Esc&a-lR 
Superscript end: Esc= 
Subscript begin: Esc= 
Subscript end: Esc=Esc&a-l R 
Boldface begin: Esc(s4B (value could be from 1-7)
Boldface end: Esc( sOB 
10 cpi: Esc(sl0H (10 = 10 cpi,
6 1 pi: Esc&16D 
8 1pi: Esc&18D 

The LaserJet does not need a LF after CR, 
of page" commands, and does not need to 
end of a page. I haven't yet figured 
des ignate "proportional spac i ng" from 

etc. 

accepts "top 
stop at the 
out how to 

App 1eWork s. 
Perhaps a word of explanation is needed for the super
and subscript commands: LaserJet only supports 1/2 
line-feed down (Esc=) so to get the original level the 
cursor must be moved down one whole line first before 
being moved back up one row (Esc&a-lR). 

HOGW.t\sH SOFnVARE CO. 
proudly announces 

INCOME AVERAGING 
1982 - 1983 - 1984 

. new TAX software for individuals. accountants. tax preparers. 
Killer tax regulations rendered harmless. Saves 

frustration. 6.500.000 taxpayers chose income 
1981. Average savings: $ 578. 

• Quick. 
• complete (not like other packagesl ). 

• easy to use. 
• wor1<s for THREE tax years. and 
• manual. all forms provided. 

time. money. 
averaging in 

Works on IBM PC. and APPLE II family with 48K. One or two disk 
drives. Printer optional (supports NEe 8023. Okidata 92/93. maybe 
others). 

.,.. $ 50.00" (tax deducllble) All tdX changes ,ncorporated 

Updates at minimal cosl 

EveI)' customer a potential distributor. 

Write. or call (collect) to order your copy: 

HOGWASH SOFTWARE CO. 

P. O. Box 5101 


Arlington, VA 22205 

(703) 237·7424 


MASTERCARD lind VISA. Checks accepted. Money back quar,mlt,c 

Apptf!· IUld 'IBM·' 4fr 't"tl'~h'u'd 'rdc.irndrks of Applr COUlIHJltor Inc dnd lralerrl.lhon.d BW~lnf'!O\ 
M3chlnl" Corp 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *~r; 
DISABLEDSIG APRIL MEETING 


Thursday, April 4, 1985, 7:00 P.M. 

Capital Children's Museum 


800 3rd Street N.E. 

Washington, DC 


Subject· Options: A School for New Skills 


* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Due to an emergency, the speaker scheduled for the 
March was unabled to attend. So, the attendees 
discussed future meeting subjects and matters of 
concern to the disabled. 

Future meetings: 

- The SEPTEMBER main meeting is scheduled for 
demonstrations and discussions of applica
tions for the disabled - as was done in 
"ovember 1983. This represents a call for 
participation. Articles for the WAP Journal 
should be ready by September 51. 

- The May meeting may be coordinated with the 
Council for Exceptional Children's conference 

- We will have a meeting devoted to applications 
in the workplace, with a GSA representative
describing the breadth of adaptive devices 
available. 

- There seems to be a need to discuss the subject
of advocacy - making the technology available 
to students and workers. 

AN INTERESTING NEW PRODUCT - Oberon Int. has announced 
an optical scanning device, called the OMNI-READER, 
that can input printed text into a computer via an 
RS-232 port. It retails for less than $500. What the 
advertisements don't suggest, whether Oberon thought
of it or not, is that coupled with a speech synthe
sizer or a brailling device it may be of great benefit 
to the vision impaired. For further information call 
800-2-0BERON; in Texas, 214-446-9567. This appears to 
be a significant price breakthrough. 

UPCOMING CONFERENCE - Just across the river in Alexan
dria, VA, on May 2-3, 1985 the SpeCial Education Soft
ware Center. The two day session, coordinated by the 
Council for Exceptional Children, will include many of 
the people on the cutting edge of special education 
software design. Pre-registration cost is only $50 
(pre-April 4), on-site $80. This is part of a fed
era 11y funded project operated by CEC, SRI Inter
national, and LINe Resources, Inc. For more informa
tion call Elsa Glassman, CEC, (703) 620-3660. ~ 

, . ...1 Cl rn e:. s (jwe. r t 
This is the second article in what hopefully will be a 
long series of articles about Appleseeds, a SIG for 
kids. A reminder: Appleseeds, is a SIG, not a baby
sitting service. 

At the February meeting we started out talking about 
adventures and soon switched to video games, rock 
music, and BBS's. About then a mother came in and we 
all had fun adviSing her about which adventures are 
good, which "Educational games" 3re truly educational, 
and looking over her interesting color printo~ts. 
Then we adjourned and went over to the main meeting. 

We have a very small membership. About 12 people show 
up every meeting. There were times when we had mem
bership of 50 and up. If you're a kid (9 years and 
up) and attend the meetings, please, please, please 
show up. I usually see about 25 kids with their 
parents but only about 12 of those show up. Also, we 
are interested in obtaining a Ilc for use during the 
meeting. If you have one you can lend us, please call 
Ian. His number is in the list of officers near the 
front of the Journal. 

If you have a little article you would like to con
tribute 
di sk, saved 

to Appleseeds "ews give it to 
as a text file. 

Ian or me on 
~ 

I~ I G r-lE. UJ3 
RCI!~rnond 

PI SIG will be shifting meeting times from the second 
Monday of each month to the third Monday of each 
month. Take note. 

I have received over fifty calls from computer music 
afficionados in the wake of my articles on the subject

therefore we will be folding music synthesis into 
our meetings, along with our usual topics concerning 
program interfacing and operating system level stuff. 
Mac owners interested in music synthesis should bene
fit greatly from this, since the MAC has a programma
ble four-channel synthesizer built in. There are also 
several programs out on the market which make use of 
the Mac's synthesizer (almost all of them are in the 
public domain, too!). Although the MAC's capabilities
for music synthesis are currently quite crude in 
comparison to the Apple's, this just means that there 
is plenty of room for improvements - much of which can 
be done in software!! 

There is a Mac-oriented SIG on CompuServe now which is 
exclusively devoted to unwrapping the 64K MAC ROM and 
documenting it. So much for Apple Computer Corp.'s
closed architecture (and their statement that the Mac 
is for non-programmers ••• ). We can expect t~at there 
will be much more documentation available for the Mac 
programmer in the near future. If Apple continues to 
refuse to provide it, then the users will. Three 
cheers for the MAC64K group! 

Please keep the new meeting date (3rd Monday of each 
month) in mind. The meeting time (8:00 P.M.) and 
place (the Woodmont Avenue Office) remain the same. 
Questions regarding PI SIG may be directed to me, at 
(301) 490-7484. ~ 
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EDSIG Calendar 

Thursday, March 28, 1985 at 7.30 p.m. 

'School Computer Clubs· 

Thursday, April 25, 1985 at 7.30 p.m. 

'App1e + Recorder = 1" 

All EDSIG meetings are held in the Washington Apple Pi 
offices at 8227 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD. 

Meeting Report 

Thursday, February 28, at 7.30 p.m. PEducationa1 
Software" • Demonstrations of recently released 
software. 

In the beginning was the teletype, and the input was 
by words and the output was by words. The Apple 
keyboard still bears traces of the teletype, with keys 
marked "Shift" and "Return", and the ][ and][ Plus 
even had a key marked "Bell", though there is no such 
thing in the machine. The Apple ][ was, however, very 
much designed as a game machine, and part of the 
package was the powerful graphics ability - colors and 
two levels of resolution. It took a long time for 
programmers to get the hang of this resource, and much 
educational material still looks as if it was designed 
for a teletype. 

At Thursday's meeting, we had a second look at "Shapes 
and Patterns" by Methods and Solutions, Inc. for 
Learning Well. Although we were, again, rather unim
pressed by its long loading times, and the difficulty 
which adults had in working out what was gOing on, it 
should be noted that this is an unusual example of a 
completely visual program; no word inputs are used, 
and a teletype would be suitably baffled. 

Vocabulary Challenge, also put out by Learning Well, 
is, in contrast, right back to the text oriented 
package. Four programs are provided "to reinforce 
word association, understanding analogy and word 
definitions." It is intended for grades two through 
high school. Matchword has the player identify 
synonyms. Sticks and Stones asks you what you say
when somebody calls you a particular word. The 
insults offered are, fortunately, rather weak! To Be 
Or /lot To Be is a similar idea, asking you which of 
two words you would rather have apply to you. Oddball 
presents four words at a time, one of which does not 
match the others. This writer was baffled by one set, 
which were apparently bowling terms. The package has 
over 3,000 words built in, but also allows a teacher 
to add his own word lists. 

Finally from Learning Well, Poetry Express is a~ 
ambitious attempt to teach poetry patterns. The list 
of options is formidable - can you write one each of 
the following: Diamante, Haiku, Tanka, Cinquain, Sijo,
Limerick? Though the editing functions take a little 
learning, and the help which a micro can give is 
obviously limited, the idea is a challenging one, and 
certainly kept EDSIG busy for a while. The limericks 
we produced will not be printed here. 

Once upon a time, all you had to specify on the 
package of a program for the Apple was the amount of 
memory it needed. HindPlay's programs have the 

impressive sticker: "Apple ](, ][+, /Ie, /lc -- Uses 
Keyboard, Joystick, or Mouse." Presumably, MindP1 ay
has other computers in mind, too, since the instruc
tion booklet refers to the "ENTER" key. 

Math Magic, by HindP1ay, uses "arcade" techniques to 
hold the child's attention on counting, addition, and 
subtraction. The game is reminiscent of Little Brick 
Out, and requires the child to answer math questions
in order to "capture monsters". 

Take two packs of playing cards, shuffle well and 
place them face down on a table. Player One picks up 
two cards and looks at them. If they match, he keeps 
the cards and has another turn. If they do not, he 
replaces the cards and the turn passes to the next 
player. The winner is the one with most cards at the 
end. This is the English game of "pa1minism" and 
develops in the British their qualities of concentra
tion, endurance, and cheating. The game seems little 
known in the U.S., and Webster seems not to have heard 
of its name. However, a similar idea is used by "Race 
the Clock", another offering from MindP1ay. Squares 
on the screen hide either animated actions or printed 
verbs and the players try to remember where they are. 
This certainly set up an enjoyable session for EDSIG, 
with the guilty feeling that perhaps we should call 
GAMESIG in to take part. MindP1ay claims that this 
tests and develops a child's memory skills - we will 
have to wait a bit longer to find out what it does for 
concentration, endurance, and cheating. ~ 

ROBiNS .. _.//*_
The Small ,-i' .,; 


Computer Store ~ 


For YourNEW Apple Imagewriter 
Get better quality 
from your I mage
writer with the new 
multistrike matrix 
film ribbon. Available 

~-', at Robins $595 
" for only 
~ ALSO FITS: 


C.ltoh P, ownter 8500/8510 

NEC 8023 & DEC LA50 


Add a little color to your life with 

color cloth ribbons. Your choice 


• Blue • Green 
• Red • Brown 

Regular black cloth ribbons 

Hours: Monday thru Friday 9:00-5:00 • Saturday 10:00-4:00 

8304 Hilltop Road 560-5900 
Fairfax, VA 22031 

Specialists In personal computer supplies and equipment. 
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IllE.E. T I riG RE.PORT 

r~drl~n You~ll 

If you have ever sat in Building 'B" auditorium on the 
edge of your seat with bated breath, sweaty palms and 
an uncomfortable apprehension of impending crisis,
then you were in company with about 200 others on 
Saturday, 24th February, to think about your tax posi
tion. If you missed the main meeting due to inconven
ience, the wonderful weather, (or in San Francisco at 
Mac Expo), you missed highly informative, spine chill
ing, presentations by ROY ROSFELD and CORNELIUS MHLEY, 
on tax packages and tax law respectively. On behalf 
of the Pi, I thank these gentlemen for their dedi
cated, extenuating efforts to prepare and present
their subjects with penetrating clarity; their time 
given gratuitously, although both are professional 
computer teaching and tax experts; Roy is an ex-IRS 
agent! 

It is difficult for this author to feel involved in 
the IRS requirements (being a UK tax payer without 
enjoyment of the benefits of tax deductionsf, but to 
make a point, I was enthralled by the lucid logic, to 
be drawn into the fray, and felt sufficiently involved 
to ask questions to set my own mind in order. I saw 
only 2 people leave between 10:30 and 12:00! There 
are several major points on The Law which seemed to be 
the over-riding considerations of the meeting, and 
which set computer tax packages somewhat in abeyance,
but of that more anon. The 'legal' reference points 
were mainly devoted to computer hardware and periphe
rals, defined as any equipment under control of the 
CPU. 

In reverse order, because I think you will want to 
hear the bad news first, Cornelius Mhley, who is a CPA 
in Rockville, and is not a Pi member, described The 
Problem; the IRS told Congress that there were too 
many flagrant violations of computer deductions
procedures, or to be more polite, 'substantial tax 
loop-~oles', and 18 June 1984 became the arbitrary
cut-off date. If you were IN before 6.18.84 you are 
OK; if after that date you are in bad shape! So, June 
18, 1984 wi 11 become a date, an unwel come turni ng
point in computer h1story, a reminder that the 
Orwellian year did not pass unscathed. '50S', 'lOOS 
office use',' log' (or 'contemporaneous record keep
ing') became the most frequently used 'handles' of the 
morning (nay, the Q&A teetered onto 1 o'clock pm).
Business and Part-Time use of computers were isolated 
at the outset of Cornelius' talk, as 'interrupts':
business is OK, part-time use is suspect; the key is 
'employee' status. Employer-purchased machines are 
outside The Problem - so exit that question, at our 
level. 

Next paragraph - trouble. Employees who buy personal 
computers for work at home and in the office; if your
boss will certify that 'he' requires you and all other 
employees in your equivalent position to buy your own 
personal computers, with suitably annotated job
descriptions, you may be OK. But, if that is the case 
why didn't he buy your computer for you, in the first 
place; see the problem? Further, (are you surprised 
I knew this would be an impossible Meeting Record, or 
Echo?), even if you transport your computer to work 
and back home every night, you do not necessarily
satisfy BUSINESS use, which is 100S use (for business, 
and outside the restrictions). PART-TIME work at 
home, (moonlighting) is also in this category; OK if 
100% business use, produCing earned income, but surely 
you 'dashed off' a Quick letter to 'Hom' (?); you
should keep a log of your computer's use, and you have 

Tax on 

to use the machine in an 'office environment' at your

home. This implies that your home-office is dedicated 

to that purpose, and does not 'double' as a television 

room, or v1sitor's bedroom. Cornel suggested that 

insuring your computer and peripherals implies a 

'proper' business approach to the equipment you deem 

so valuable, and so essential to your work. Facili

ties for visiting clients, however few, may not be a 
bad plan. 

The 50S rulel You must demonstrate that you use your 

computer for at least 50S of its use in 'producing'

income, not just tracking your investments, and it 

will probably be required to be seen to be a substan

tial amount of time. Playing computer games with the 

kids and educational programs for them, as a logged 

use, may severely limit your credibility, but all uses 

must be logged. The write-off restrictions do not 

apply IF 100S business application is made, year by 

year. 


Software purchase is another basket of snakes, classi
fied 'intangible property', which is only worth the 
plastiC it's written on. Software is deductible, but 
comes under different scrutiny from Hardware, but as 
the article in A+ (January 1985, page 91) says, you 
can deduct your accountant's fees just as tax prepara
tion software is also deductible. Numerous packages
purchased regularly, will fare better than the odd one 
or two a year. Cash amounts of $100 to $200 will 
probably be acceptable as immediate write-offs, being
'small fry', but larger sums, especially sporadiC, are 
not good. ACRS does not apply to software, wh ich r"'\. 
should be written off on a straight-line basis over 
3-5 years. Equipment cost up to $5,000 may be 
expensed directly, in the year of acquisition, but 
must be used entirely for business; 'unbundled' soft
ware could be included in this expense if the bill 
statement does not itemize component parts. More 
expensive equipment should write-off the dollar 
difference over $5,000, as ACRS over 5 years. The 
current understanding is that the IRS has not 
addressed the small-user, as regards software, and 
scrutiny is likely related to 'amount'. Watch this 
space. 'CPA signature' 15 the next most trying
requirement. 

Your CPA or tax-preparer MAY NOT submit your IRS 
Return without signing that 'he' has seen your 'log'.
No log, no CPA. More, not less paper. Mr. Mhley
emphasized that Hard Copy of your 'work' may be very
important if you are audited, if not Essential. Your 
log; back to the old leatherbound accountant's 
petty-cash book. AND you thought you could keep a 
clever electronic log, within computer memory? Nope! 
If in doubt, LOG. If you need it, you have IT; if you
don't you may regret it. If you are audited, and 
cannot show a physical log, or 'contemporaneous
record', as a personal subscriber to the IRS you could 
suffer a 'negligence penalty' on your deductions, but 
the ugly word 'FRAUD' was ment ioned 'soto voce'; 
although no case-law has been established, do you want 
to be a 'test case'? These new restrictions on 
write-off and deductions also apply to cars used for 
business, and any other equipment, such as copiers,
all of which could be used for private (read; recrea
tional and educational) purposes. The log should r"-.. 
identify the type of work, by whom and for how long.
Beware, the IRS has statistics on how long jobs take, 
in each profession and trade. 

contd. 
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So, in summary of this section; imprinted in our minds 
are: '18 June 1984', 'employee status', '50% Rule', 
'contemporaneous log', '100% home-office' and 'Income 
Production'. The $5,000 write-off maximum, and depre
ciation over 3 or 5 years for larger sums, or 12 years 
if your annual log average falls below 50% in any 
year, were also mentioned. Of special interest,
discussed in the Q&A, were Training Courses in com
puter use - there is no problem, even if you do not 
own a personal computer! But care, expensive software 
training courses are OK if you are in management, not 
so credible if you are 'merely' a stock clerk. Cornel 
gave voice to the patrician problem; if you are a 'big
wheel' you may swing a fair deduction, but if you are 
a small-operator, the IRS may look at you more care
fully, (and nastily). Don't be discouraged, LOG. 

Now, Tax Packages. Well it all depends how you go
about it, and how much you want to pay, how adept you 
are at your understanding of the requirements, and if 
you make a personal return to the IRS, or are a tax
preparer. Did I say this would be easy? I feel I 
should insert a caveat that neither I nor Washington
Apple Pi Limited accept the least responsibility for 
the accuracy or sentiments of opinions expressedl I 
am certainly not going to mention specimen salaries, 
or allowances! 

As regards software, you pay for what you get - $50 
gets you a functional program (for yourself); $1,000 
buys a BIG program (e.g. "Aardvark") if you are a 
tax-preparer. Again, A+ Magazine (January 1985 p.93)
reveals a preference for Micro Labs' "Tax Manager"
(list: $180), over Howardsoft's "Tax Preparer" (list:
$250). Roy Rosfeld emphasized that your dollars buy
quality, the more the better, but warned that you may 
not need the extra power. Of all the programs, more 
is not necessarily best. Of all the generalizations I 
have ever heard, this seemed the most abstruse, but 
think-a-while. Do you really want the program to 
print your tax return, or just remind you of entries 
you can deduct, OR, error-trap you that you cannot 
deduct "such and such" amounts. 'What-If' calcula
tions are an attractive utility. I was impressed with 
Roy, but felt that he is so professional, he passed
'the common man' by. aThe Tax Manager" sounds so 
good, I think it would be for me, but yet Roy would 
(like the reviewer in A+) say it is very slow; to me, 
minutes in recalculation, and scrolling menus, are but 
'grains of sand' in the worry-time of the whole pre
occupation of tax preparation. Mac packages are well 
reviewed in aMacworld", March 1985, page Ill, except 
"Forecast" by Monogram, which is reviewed in Icon 
Concepts' "Macazine" (February, 1985, page 16), and 
interfaces with "Dollars and Sense a• Joel Broida 
(Home: 730 - 4663, Office: B54 - 2346) has a demo disk 
of aMaclnTax·, by SoftWeave. 

Roy's main thrust was advice to put your details on a 
spreadsheet, and just fill-in the forms from this 
information. OK I say, but I like the idea of 'error
trapping', as in the "Tax Manager", which reminds you 
to deduct expenses you may have forgotten, or dis
allows deductions you may think applicable. Another 
feature to consider is the facility to print actual 
forms in your surrender procedure; only Form 1040 must 
be personally completed. Other schedules are accept
able in computer print-out, as long as format is 
identical to the IRS version. NELCO sells such trac
tor-feed forms. So, do you pay for the 'Cadillac' 
version or go with the 'General Motors' level? 
Greeted'to boos and hisses, Roy confessed to using "PC 
Taxcut" (for IBM only - at $89 from Capital PC). 

We failed at the meeting to find time to announce and 
thank Ronald LaJoy for delivering Stallion's ·Profes
sional Tax Consultant" demo disk to the Office (list
price for full program, $225). Thank you Ron. He 
intends this to be for the use of members, in 

assessing their needs, and which he recommends,
marginally, over the Howardsoft product. Roy examined 
this disk and told me later he thought Stallion too 
expensive, lacking error-trapping, and 'advice'; in 
summary, a 'mickey mouse' product, in his words. But, 
Roy emphasized - a good spreadsheet, or calculating 
program (Multiplan and V1siCalc) can do all the 
'leg-work' to help you fill in all relevant forms. 
Templates for spreadsheet programs can be purchased or 
custom-designed, in various degrees of automation, as 
simple or as complex as you wish, and should allow 
'rounding-up' cash amounts. Templates are valuable 
for State Tax figuring, a copy of which he submitted 
to the Pi office. 

Good Luck in your altercation with the IRS this year,
sincerely meant; and to all members the most prosaic
greeting I could wish you, "I hope you will never be 
audited"' A GREAT meeting, and I hope you find this a 
helpful Report. Now I have to master PRODOS in prepa
ration for next month's presentation; any offers of 
HELP will be gratefully received. 00 YOU want to 
write the Meeting Report on Prodos? Please tell me at 
the next meeting; I m the busy-body with red tie, and 
sports jacket in dull shades of brown. ~ 

••• DISCOUNT PRICES ••• 

Amdek CalOlI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $270 
Amdek CcIOlIl (RGB) . . . . . . . . . . . . . $410 
An\deI( 300 A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $155 
NEC 1260 (Green) ............... $120 
NEC CaIOl (Composite)............ $270 
NEC RGB...................... $395 
NEC 3510 5Ilinwriler..............$1250 
Okldala 82 A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $310 
0kidaIa 83 A . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ... S560 
Okidala 92.. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $435 
Okidala 93.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... $650 
Ejlscn FX 80 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. S435 
Epson FX 100 .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. S600 
Toshiba 1351 ...................$1300 
D.C. Hayes Micremodem lie ........ $230 


VISAlMC (Add 3%), money order, certified check. 

Govemment purchase orders accepted. 


Prices subject to change. Shipping/handling $5. 

MD residents at 5% tax. Mail order only. 


CALL FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED 

We carry a complete line of hardware and software items. 


RAMADA COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
A Division of H & H Scientific 


13507 Pendleton St. 

Ft. Washington, MD 20744 


Tel. (301) 292-2958 


D.C. Hayes 300 Baud 
Slmrtmodem.. .. .. . ... ..... $215 

D.C. Hayes 1200 Baud 
Slmrtmodem.. .. . . .. .. .. S480 

Koala Gibson Light Pen... .. ...... $195 
Apple Dumpling w'I6K. . .. . ...... $165 
Applicard (6 MHz) .. .. . . .. .. .. ... S260 
Siock Olllion Analysis Proqram 

(H &HScientifit). . . . . S250 
Stock Option Scanner 

(H & H Scientific) .............. $350 
Money Decisions Vel. II............ $180 
Fox &(idler Quick Code.. . ..... $210 
BPI General Accounting lie . . . . . . . .. $240 

• 
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(1PPLE.UJORI(S Tr~>< 

TE.mpLI~TE.. 198 L l 
Paul. I( 0 .s " 0 S 

At the February PI meeting, it was announced that the 
1983 DDS 3.3 Spreadsheet Tax Template would not be 
updated, because the author was too busy. For those 
of you who are interested, there are available for 
copying, at the PI office, two Appleworks Templates 
for your 1984 Federal taxes. 

The first was prepared by Rocky Rogano. It includes 
Schedules A, B, and Form 1040. It uses approximately
20K of user memory, which is available with the Apple
Ilc and with the Apple lIe if you have a 64k extended 

80-column card. 


The second template, prepared by this author, is con
siderably longer, and requires an Apple lIe with a 
128K extended 80 column card. In return for these 
limftat ions, it offers 10 IRS forms which may be 
needed by those with a more complicated return. The 
additional forms are: 

Schedule C Business Income 
Schedule 0 Capital Gains 
Schedule E Supplemental Income 
Schedule SE Social Security Tax for the Self 

Employed
Schedule W Marital Deduction 
Table 1 Earned Income (not an IRS form) 

All forms are inter-linked, and will transfer values 
and calculate taxes automatically with the following
precaut ions: a) In the longer Template, Parts III to 
VI of Schedule 0 are not interlinked. I plead comp
lication of the form and lack of time. b) The 
Appleworks template is set for MANUAL recalculation. 
in order to speed up data entry. Because of several 
unavoidable forward and backward references in the 
template, it will be necessary to press the RECALCU
LATE command (OPEN-APPLE-K) several times to get a 
final answer for your tax which does not change on 
further recalculation. d) All NA's should be replaced
by an appropriate number or a zero, where the form 
calls for input. 

CAUT! ON: THE TEMPLATE IS OVER 70 K LONG. USE AN 
INITIALIZED NEW DISK TO SAVE YOUR MODIFIED TAX 
WORKSHEET AFTER YOU HAVE LOADED THE TEMPLATE. IF YOU 
HAKE CHANGES TO YOUR WORKSHEET AND WISH TO SAVE THEM. 
USE ANOTHER EMPTY DISK, OR DELETE YOUR FIRST WORK FILE 
FROM THE DISK BEFORE SAVING THE MODIFIED ONE. I FIND 
THAT APPLE WORKS INSISTS THAT THERE IS NOT ENOUGH ROOM 
ON THE DISK WHEN I TRY TO SAVE A LONG. MODIFIED FILE 
BY WRITING OVER THE EXISTING DISK FILE. EVEN THOUGH 
THERE IS ENOUGH ROOM ON THE DISK BY MY CALCULATION. 

Enough talk. Go to it, you tax enthusiasts. Bring a 
blank disk(s) and your PRO-DOS Utility Disk to the 
office if you wish to make a copy of either template •• 

G RE.E. T I r~lG 5 TO PI 

51G I.:J 8 r'\ 

Alrre.d I~ . 
A Challenge to PI-SIG Members: 

Rum

I would like to lay before your Assembly 

ble. 

Language 
experts a challenge which I hope one or several will 
accept. possibly one or more who have a ][+, Apple
Writer II program, Videx Videoterm 80-column card, and 
Videx Apple Writer II Pre-boot disk. 

I have the above mentioned setup and frequently use it 
several times a day. A couple of months ago I 
acquired a second disk drive. Since then it has 
occurred to me that it might be possible to cut down 
on so much disk changing if a relatively simple (I
think) change could be made near the end of the Pre
boot program. As users know, you first insert and 
boot the Pre-boot disk. After a wait the screen dis
plays the instruction "INSERT APPLE WRITER II DISK AND 
PRESS RETURN". Then you have to take out the di sk and 
insert the other. When you press RETURN, I presume
that the Pre-boot program issues a command equivalent 
to BRUN OBJ .APWRT, but in machine language. (Note:
There's something that looks like a subscript 7 
between the B and the J in the catalog.) This causes 
the Apple Writer program to be loaded. When that is 
done. you will usually then take out that disk and put
in one from which you may load or to which you may 
save. Often. I have to continue or finish something
I've started, so I have to put in three disks each 
time. 

Now here is my brainstorm. Modify, near its end, the 
Pre-boot program so that instead of the above men
tioned display we see the question, "DO YOU HAVE A 
SECOND DISK DRIVE AND IS THE APPLE WRITER II DISK IN 
IT? ANS YIN". If the answer you type is Y, then the 
(modified) Pre-boot program would issue the same BRUN 
command as above plus ,02. If the answer is N then 
there would be displayed the original "INSERT APPLE 
WRITER II DISK IN DRIVE 1 AND PRESS RETURN". 

Now. in my case I would keep the Apple Writer II disk 
in Drive 2 practically all the time. This would 
reduce the amount of disk changing by a third. To get
back to my text file disk in Drive I, I would issue 
any appropriate command followed by ,01, e.g. LOAD or 
CATALOG. 

I can loan my copy of Apple Writer II and the Videx 
Pre-boot disk for experimenting. If an assembler is 
necessary, I have a couple of different ones but I 
don't know how to use them. One is on Apple Tool Kit 
and the other is BIG HAC from A.P.P.L.E. 

There are probably other members who would like to 
make such a modification if exact detailed instruc
tions were provided for doing it by a person not 
versed in assembly language. ~ 
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R DISK Ilion R II ? 


$169 
WOWI 

Clinton Computer had an opportunity to buy a limited 
number of brand new Apple Disk Ills at a very special 
price from App Ie. We made this purchase because we have 
manufactured an adapter to make these Apple Disk Ills work 
on the Apple II Plus or Apple lie, with either 005 J.J or 
ProDOS. The adapter requires no modification to the computer, 
disk drive or cable. These drives will operate on an Apple II 
or an Apple III. 

~h 
~~tlii 

There are many third party drives for the Apple II. Most 
of them have a low Inlttal price, but are more expensive over 
the life of the drive because they are not Widely serviced or 
supported. The Apple Disk III, on the other hand, was built as 
an Improvement over the Disk II. The Disk III works better 
and qUieter, It looks nicer and It can be serviced by any 
authorized Apple dealer. A disk controller Is also available 
for $69, If you need one. 

Apple Disk Ills available only at our Clinton locatton. 
Call ahead for large quantlttes. Supply limited. 

linton 
Branch Ave. (RI. 5) al 

644J Old Alex. Ferry Rd.tar 
Clinton. MD 207J5 

(JOI) 856·2500 
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Q & A 
F e.ldBruce. F 

Q. 	 I would like to be able to use Appleworks on my Ihle
 
which has 64K, DOS 3.3. One salesman claimed t at 

I don't need to make any changes, that I can use 

Appleworks on my Apple as is, although I won't have 
much me'mory for data.~ What mod1ficatfons or memory 
expansions would you suggest? 

A. 	 Your salesman is right, Appleworks works fine on a 

standard lie; however with only 64K of memory you

will only have about 10K left for data after 

loading Appleworks. For any serious work you will 

want to get the extended 80-column card that 

includes an add1tional 64K of memory. With the 

extended 80-column card Appleworks has about 55K of 
memory left for data. Applied Engineering (see
their ads in any Apple magazine) sells a Ramworks 
card that can hold up to 1 megabyte of memory
leaving 800K left for data. For most household 
uses I think that only the extra 64K. is required. 

Appleworks runs under the ProOOS operating system, 
and this comes on the Appleworks diskette. You 
just boot this like you would any ordinary DOS 3.3 
diskette and use the program. The only problem 
comes if you want to copy an Appleworks file to 
another disk or make a backup copy of the Apple
works program. For this you will want the ProOOS 
Filer program. If you buy the ProOOS Users disk
ette and manual from your dealer this will have a 
copy of the Filer program and instructions on how 
to use it. 

Q. 	 Is there an agreement in the industry which makes 

it possible for a program to detect what make of 

printer is being used? Two programs which I have 

seem to indicate so. One says, • ••• If a compatible 

printer is not detected, an error message will be 

displayed ••••• The second program listing says, 


c10 PEEK(49633) and indicates different IO's for 
different printers. By what procedure, and when, 
does the printer cause the right number to be POKEd 
into 49663? 

A. 	 You are understandably confused because regardless 

of what these programs say, or imply, there is no 

way to tell what printer.is connected to the Apple. 

Within reason it is possible to tell what kind of 

printer INTERFACE card is plugged into the Apple

and from that you could draw some conclusions as to 

what type of printer is being used. Most printer

interface cards for the Apple have a small memory
that contains a machine language program telling
the interface card how to work to print a 
character. This program or a part of it can be 
read by the Apple as the command IO=PEEK(49663)
does. This reads the last byte in the memory on 
the card in slot 1. If you know what the last byte
in the program of each possible printer interface 
card is you can tell what card is in the Apple. 

If you need real proof that you can't tell, look at 
the electrical specifications for parallel printer
interfaces (a lot, if not most, printers are 
connected using a parallel Centronics-type inter
face). This interface allows data to flow only
from the computer to the printer; the printer may
send back signals to indicate only if the printer
is selected, paper is out, or if the printer is 
busy. There is no provision to send any data back 
to the computer to identify the type of printer. 

Q. 	 When using the Appleworks word processor'll liitkhettho 
enter my own page breaks. This works wel w e 
new page command. However, after I put in the 
first page break, I then want the next ,. page to 
tiegin with LINE 1. It doesn't. The line numbers 
are listed cumulatively. This is not good at all 
in telling me what line I am on the current page. 
What am I doing wrong? 

A. 	 You are not doing anything wrong, Appleworks simply
numbers lines from the beginning of the document 
and ignores page breaks. There is nothing you can 
do about it. 

Q. made one copy of my Appleworks start-up disk and 
now I cannot copy it again. The same holds true 
with the program disk. I want to have more than 
one copy n just in case". According to the 
instructions and other people I have spoken with, I 
should be able to make as many copies as I want. 
The leads to my next and most serious problem. You 
will probably advise me to take the Appleworks 
program back to the dealer for help. I have been 
back to the dealer many times and get no assistance 
whatsoever. When I returned the "Getting Down to 
Basic" disk because I couldn't load 1t, he tried 
it, saw the error message and told me to leave it 
with him and it would be corrected. This was at 
least six weeks ago and there it still sits. I 
keep calling and the answer is always the same, "I 
haven't been able to copy it yet because no one has 
come in the store with that disk for me to use as a 
good source". 

What do I do now? Apparently, I have paid $250 for 
a defective package and the dealer cares only that 
his commission was paid. Everyone else that I have 
turned to for help says "Go to the dealer"; an 
exercise in futility. Do I send it back to Apple
headquarters in California? I wrote to them about 
it and received no response. 

A. 	 First, you should be able to copy your Appleworks

di sks as many times as you want. Be sure you are 

using the Filer program on the ProOOS Users 

diskette to do the copying. You are right in 

saying that I would normally send you back to the 

dealer, but given your experience I wouldn't set 

foot in his store ever again. Get your original 

copy of ·Getting ••• • back and see if you can't find 

a friend that has a copy of that and Appleworks and 
make your own copies. 

Q. 	 I am interested in transferring Applesoft programs 

to other machines and to other Apple ][ users via 

modem. Is there any existing software to convert 

Applesoft files into text files for this purpose? 


A. 	 A number of communication programs will transfer 

Applesoft files directly from one Apple to another. 

If you are going from Apple to Apple this is 

preferable because fewer characters have to be 

transmitted. However if you want to, it is really 

easy to convert Applesoft to text files. The old 
 ,'-"',DOS 3.3 manual contains a short program that can be 
appended to the beginning or end of an Applesoft 
program and will save it to disk as a text file. I 
will repeat it here. 

contd. 
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Compare COMPUTER WARE 
UNLIMITED to Anyone else! 

ACCOUNTING 
The Accountant 

The Accountant 5.0 

AR/AP/GLIPR (Cont.) 

AR/AP/PR (BPI) 

Church Management (BPI) 

General Accounting (BPI) 

Home Accountant 

Inventory Control (BPI) 


COMMUNICATIONS 
ASCI/ Express Pro 
Data Capture 5.0 
P-Term Pro 
Visiterm 
l-Term Pro 

DATA BASE 
DB Master 
Datastar (req. CP/M) 
PFS: File, Graph, Report 
Visidex, Visifile 

EDUCATION 
ABC-Alphabet Beast & Co. 
Algebra I, 2, 3, 4 
Algebra 5 & 6 
BaSic Skil/s 
Body Awareness 
Cause &Effect (red/blue) 
Cogito 
Compumath/arithmatic 
Compumath/decimals 
Compumath/fractions 
Computer SAT 
Fact or Opinion (red/blue) 
Foreign languages 
Gertrude's Puzzles, Secrets 
Hands on BASIC Prog. 
KinderComp 
learning w/Fuzzywomp 
Mastering the College Bds. 
Mastering the SAT 
Mastertype 
Math Blaster 
Math & Social Studies 
Number Farm 
PSAT Word Attack Skills 
Rocky's Boots 
SAT Word Attack Skills 
Speed Reader 1/ (Davidson) 
Sticky Bear ABC, Numbers 
Terrapin logo 
U.S. Geography 

$67 

88 


ea. '65 

260 

325 

260 

5' 


260 


88 

50 

88 

72 


'02 

'60 

'95 


ea. 86 

ea. '75 


21 

ea. 	29 


36 

'4 

35 

35 

24 

36 

36 

36 

55 

35 

14 


ea. 31 

56 

2' 


'2'2' 

104 

28 

34 

'4 
2' 
36 

35 

36 

48 


ea. 28 

68 

28 
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LEISURE 
Arcade Machine . 
Beyond Castle Wolfenstein 
Checkers 
Computer Ambush 
Deadline 
Decathlon 
Enchanter 
Infidel 
Knight of Diamonds 
legacy of lIylgamyn 
lode Runner 
Napoleon's Campaign 
Sargon 1/1 
Seastalker 
Ultima III 
Wizardry 
lork I 

Magicalc $107 
Multiplan '53$42 Visicalc 	 ,15

24 
 Visitrend /Visiplot 7'34 
 Visischedule '0743 

35 UTILITYIGRAPHICS 
24 
 Alpha Plot 	 20
28 
 Apple Mechanic 27
31 
 Complete Graphics System 56 


lork 1/,11/ 	 ea. 3' Routine Machine 
Silicon SaladSPREADSHEET Super Disk Copy 

24 
 Data Plot
28 
 DOS Boss
24 
 Doubletime Printer
43 
 Fontrix 
35 
 Graphics Magician
28 
 Graftrix 
42 
 Hi-Res Secrets 
34 
 Printographer
28 
 Pronto DOS 

41 

17 

68 

51 

42 

44 

90 

28 

20 

28 

'7 
21 


WORD PROCESSING 
Addressbook1lMaillist $34 

Bank Street Speller 49 

Bank Street Writer 49 

Format 1/ 102 

PIE Writer 
 '03 
Print Shop 35 

Sensible Speller 85 

Screenwriter 1/ (Pro.) 88 

Spellstar (req. CP/M) 67 

Super Text Professional 
 "9 
Super Text Home/Office 85 

Word Handler 55 


MISCELLANEOUS 

Dollars and Sense 69 

Micro Barmate 28 

Micro Cookbook 28 


Appetizers 9 

Soups & Salads 9 

Desserts 9 


Base 
Chart 

BUSINESS/HOME 
$117 

Davinci: Building Blks. 
Comm'l. Interiors 
Houses 
Interiors 
Landscapes 

DB Master 
DB Test Drive Kit 
Dollars & Sense 
File 
Filevision 
Helix 
Home Accountant 
Mac Basic Interpeter 
Mac Transfer 
Main Street Filer 
Multiplan 
Overvue 
PFS: File 
PFS: Report 
PFS: Report/File 
Sales Edge 
Speller 
Think Tank 
Think Tank Fat 
TK Solver 

98 
55 

138 
35 
35 
35 

140 
245 
103 
153 
132 
300 
68 

117 
36 

130 
153 
225 
86 
86 

134 
165 
55 
99 

160 
190 

Utility City 20 
loom 35 

EDUCATIONAL 
ATI Maccoach $59 
Mastertype 35 
Typing Tutor III 41 
Word Challange 28 

GRAPHICS 
Art Portfolio 41 
Card Shoppe 41 
Clickart 39 
Clickart Publications 39 
Macpic 1,2 ea. 34 
Macvision 275 
Slide Show Magician 41 

LEISURE 
Cutthroats 28 
Cyborg 28 
Deadline 35 
Enchanter 28 
Flak 28 
Frogger 28 
Fun Pack 27 
Hitchhiker's Guide 28 
Infidel 31 
Lode Runner 28 
Macgammon 34 
Macvegas 40 

and much, much more _•. 

Murder By The Dozen 
Musicworks 
Pensate 
Planetfall 
Run For The Money 
Sargon III 
Seastalker 
Sorceror 
Starcross 
Suspects 
Suspended 
Transylvania 
Trivia 
Trivia Savant 

(Add'i Question Disks) 
Disque Francais 
Jocks 
(The) Me Generation 
Showbiz 
What's That Tune? 

Witness 
Wizardry I 
Xyphus 

19 
19 
19 
19 
21 
28 
41 
32 
28Zork I 

Zork 11,111 ea. 31 

DISKETTES 
3W' Fuji Disks (10) 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
SPECIFY II + lIellic 

Maryland residents add 5% sales tax • Shipping and handling $3 per order ($4.00 for U.P.S.)

No charges or COO's • Prices subject to change· Call for items not listed 


--Ttlank You-


P.O. Box 1247 • Columbia. MD 21044· (301) 854-2346 
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1 	 REM CAPTURE 
2 	 0$ = CHR$(4): REM CTRL-D 
3 PRINT DS;"OPEN LISTING" 

4 PRINT D$;"WRITE LISTING" 

5 POKE 33,30 

6 LIST 10
7 	 PRINT D$;"CLOSE LISTING" 
8 	 TEXT: END 

As the program is listed above the Applesoft pro
gram you want to convert should not have any li~es 
numbered below 10. Load your Applesoft program ln, 
type in the listing above, and run it. This will 
create a text file with the name LISTING and list 
all the program lines starting with line 10. The 
POKE 33,30 prevents Applesoft from including extra 
spaces in the listing. 

Q. 	 I've written three Applesoft programs that are 
associated. The first "HELLO" program is loaded 
when the disk is booted. It has a menu which takes 
me to either of the other programs that I select. 
The "HELLO" asks for today's date to be inserted. 
Is there any way to transfer the date to the other 
programs when they are selected without having to 
reenter it? 

A. 	 There are two ways to do this. One, you can have 
your HELLO program POKE the date in some protected 
area of memory that is not destroyed when you load 
your second and third programs in. Then the later 
programs can PEEK at the memory locations to 
determine the date. Alternatively you could have 
you HELLO program write a small text or binary file 
to disk which contains the date. Writing the date 
to the disk has the advantage that you can always
tell on what date you last updated you data. Of 
course, in this case you need to keep the same disk 
in the drive for all three programs. An example of 
each way is shown below. 

Using POKES and PEEKS: 

In 	 your HELLO program

5000 REM ASSUME THE DATE IS IN VARIABLES 
MO, DA, AND YR (I.E. YR=84)

5010 POKE 973,MO : POKE 974,DA : POKE 97S,YR 

To 	 recover the date in later programs

1234 MO=PEEK(973) : DA=PEEK(974) : YR=PEEK(97S) 

These memory locations are in page 3 and are 
usually not disturbed unless you load in a machine 
language program in page 3; then you will need to 
check if there is a conflict between these memory
locations and the ones used by the machine language 
program. Page 3 is also altered if you re-boot 
your system. If you want to write a disk file, one 
way is shown below. 

To store the date from your HELLO program

2000 REM ASSUME DATE IS MO, DA, YR 

2010 PRINT CHR$(4)"OPEN TODAYSDATE" 

2020 PRINT CHR$(4)"WRITE TODAYSDATE" 

2030 PRINT MO,DA, YR 

2040 PRINT CHR$(4)"CLOSE TODAYSDATE" 


To 	 read the date back

3000 PRINT CHR$(4)"OPEN TODAYSDATE" 

3010 PRINT CHR$(4)"READ TODAYSDATE" 

3020 INPUT MO,DA,YR 

3030 PRINT CHR$(4)"CLOSE TODAYSDATE" 


Q. 	 I want my Applesoft program to make a backup copy
of a data file on a backup disk in drive 2. What 
do I say in my program to get this file from 01 to 
D2? I have no problem saving my program on either 
disk drive but I can't save the data file on D2 the 
same as I do the program. 

A. 	 There is no Applesoft or DOS command to copy a text 
file from one drive to another. What you will need 
to do is modify your Applesoft program so that it 
first writes your data file to drive 1 and then 
writes an exact copy to drive 2. This is actually 
not too difficult. Structure your program so that 
the part of your program that prints to the disk is 
in a subroutine. Do all your calculations and 
whatever in the main program and save all the 
results in variables. Then the subroutine only
takes the variables and prints them to disk. If you 
want to be really clever, save the drive 
designation (Dl or D2) in a string and set the 
string appropriately before calling the subroutine. 
Here's what I mean. 

1000 REM ALL YOUR CALCULATIONS GO HERE 


1010 DR$c"Dl" : REM FIRST WRITE TO Dl 

1020 GOSUB 2000 : REM GO DO IT 

1030 DR$e"D2" : REM NOW THE SAME TO D2 

1040 GOSUB 2000 


1050 REM MORE PROGRAM 

1900 END 


2000 PRINT CHR$(4)"OPEtI YOUR DATA FILE ," ;DR$ 

2010 PRINT CHR$(4)"WRITE YOUR DATE FILE," ;DR$ 

2020 PRINT "YOUR DATA" 

2030 PRINT CHRS(4)"CLOSE YOUR DATA FILE,";DRS 

2040 RETURN 


Q. 	 I would like to know of a method to boot a pro
tected game diskette from disk drive 2 after I have 
booted the OOS from disk drive 1. I use a 3.5" 
type disk drive as drive 1 and a 5" type disk drive 
as drive 2. 

A. 	 When the Apple "boots" DOS it runs a small machine 
language program stored in a ROM (read-only-memory) 
on the disk interface card. The instructions in 
this permanent memory tell the Apple what drive to 
use as the boot drive. If you are adept at machine 
language you could copy this program into RAM and 
modify it to run at the new memory address and to 
use drive 2 as the boot drive. This is not a 
simple process. 

Another way is to modify your disk interface card 
by adding a switch to control which disk drive is 
connected as drive 1. This is not as difficult as 
it first sounds; all but one of the wires to the 
drives are connected in parallel and go to both 
drives. Only one wire for each drive has to be 
switched. The traces going to pin 14 of each of 
the drives should be cut and a double-pole double
throw switch added that connects the pin 14s from 
each of the drives to either the trace that origi
nally went to that pin 14 or to the trace for the 
other drive. ~ 
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Although thought that there was some amount of 
interest in music synthesis on computers in our 
membership, I really wasn't prepared for the number of 
phone calls I have received in the wake of the first 
two articles on music synthesis. 

Most of the calls have concerned available synthe
sizers for the Apple and the Mac. This is one of the 
topics which we will try to cover in our next PI SIG 
meetings (see PI SIG NEWS elsewhere in this month's 
Journal); nonetheless, I will briefly cover some of it 
here. 

First, on the Mac you don't have to buy a synthesizer 
- it is built into your Mac already. What didn't come 
with the Mac was software to drive the synthesizer.
For that purpose, Hayden has a software package out 
for about $70 which drives the synthesizer, lets you 
compose music on the screen, and plays selected pieces
back. Although there is some control over the enve
lope, that control is quite 1imfted. What canes out 
is roughly equivalent to the sound control on an RMI 
piano. Additionally, there are a fair number of 
public domain drivers for the Mac available both on 
SigMac disks and on Compuserve. These MS-BASIC 
programs are written by Dennis Brothers, and perform
well. However, to serve as general-purpose drivers 
such as the Hayden package, they should be modified to 
the extent of becoming templates for the MAC sound 
driver. They should also be written in a compiled 
language, such as Pascal or C, or in 68000 assembly
language. Altogether, an interesting and challenging 
project. 

Second, the Apple has a number of synthesizers avail
able for it. I really can't compare them, since I 
have experience with only one of them - the Alpha
Syntauri system. I have al so heard (but not tested) 
the ALF synthesizer and the Soundchaser system. The 
Alpha Syntauri and Soundchaser systems are built 
around the Mountain Music System, which is a 16
channel additive synthesizer; that is, it calculates 
the individual sound waves which are input and inte
grates them into a canposite waveform (it adds all the 
waves together and outputs the total). The ALF system
is somewhat smaller, less expensive and provides a 
little less control over envelope parameters. Also, 
the ALF does not depend on the Mountain Music System 
boards. Please note that I do not intend this to be 
in any way a review of the different synthesizers, but 
rather a thumbnail sketch of them. 

My Alpha Syntauri system has eaten up my Apple. It 
requires three cards - the two cards for the Mountain 
Music boards plus a third for the keyboard interface. 
Additionally, it is strongly recommended (a recommen
ation which I took quite to heart) that the user also 
install a RAMDISK. The one specified was the Synetics
card, and I got the biggest one they had (there goes
the fourth slot). Now my Z-80 softcard and my Hayes 
are sitting in a box. The output from the system goes
straight to the stereo, where it comes out with all 
the feeling that 120 watts can provide. 

The software part of the package is what makes the 

Alpha Syntauri a real joy. Not only can the instru

ment waveforms and envelopes be developed inter

actively with the system, but songs can be recorded 

(on the RAMIHSK) directly from the keyboard (I am 

referring to the five-octave music keyboard) and then 

saved to di sic. Th'!: 16 channel s are recorded two at a 
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time, so that up to eight voices can be recorded at 
the same time. As long as no more than eight voices 
are recorded at any moment in time, more instruments 
can be added overall. Available software also 
includes a large selection of music instruction pro
grams, but since I have been into music for umpteen 
years, I had no need of these programs, so haven't 
tested them out. 

At any rate, the total cost of setting up the Apple
for music synthesis was, in my case, about $1800. 
This doesn't count the roughly 5 megabytes of disk 
files I have accumUlated. 

I will attempt to set up another music synthesis
demonstration for WAP if there is sufficient interest, 
and in the meantime, I will be happy to cont i nue to 
answer questions as best I can. Owners of computer
music synthesizers are also invited to attend our PI 
SIG meetings, where music synthesis is a current topic
of discussion and information interchange. Perhaps we 
can get somebody in there who has an ALF or a Sound
chaser and compare notes (and checkbooks). ~ 
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THANKS 

would like to personally thank Genevie and Bernie 
Urban, David Morganstein, Tom Warrick, Kevin Nealon, 
and Paul Koskos for their support and help in getting 
GAMESIG off the ground. Without people like them, the 
club would never have attained the reputation it has -
a bona-fide users group serving thousands of mem
bers. 

MARCH GAMESIG MEETING 

Since the deadline for this article was the day before 
our first regular GAMESIG meeting, I could only report 
what probably happened. Since the May article dead
line is 4 days after the next scheduled GAMESIG meet
ing on April 4, that article will be in the present 
tense. Based on the telephone response, about 25-30 
people showed up and watched demonstrations of several 
games for the whole Apple family of computers. A 
lively discussion followed with everyone trading
information on what games of quality will be released 
in the near future. The glacial pace of gaming soft
ware for the Macintosh was lamented by the few Mac 
owners attending. 

The chairman reported that he had contacted several 
gaming companies and had arranged for software to be 
sent to the club for demonstration and review pur
poses. Various GAMESIG participants will be doled out 
software for which they have an interest and expertise
for reviews. Sometime in the next few months, we hope 
to have one of the most famous game programmers of 
all-time visit the area and speak possibly to the club 
as 	 a whole, if this can be arranged. 

Further discussions involved the possibility of 
informal swapping among GAMESIG members - mini-garage 
sales - which will be cleared with the club's direc
tors, and the listing of a GAMESIG coordinator on the 
Journal's ·WAP HOTLINE" page for the assistance of 
those club members who do not want to actively partic
ipate, but need help or software recommendations. 

It was decided that the club membership was sick of 
getting only my views of gaming. Therefore, the 
chairman obligingly turned over the writing of this 
column to the hundreds of volunteers. Several des
perate club members stuck in caves. dungeons, space,
the bathroom, or whatever, were assisted with a few 
nudges in the right direction. One gamer who could 
not solve a particularly maddening puzzle was, against
GAMESIG policy, given the exact answer on the basis 
that the club would be grenaded beyond recognition and 
existence if we did not answer the puzzle directly. 

We also focused on the bewildering demographics of 
GAMESIG members. Among others, the group is comprised
of lawyers, an airline pilot, a 5th-grader, a doctor, 
2 	 research scientists, a high school student, and a 
programmer. Finally, the subjects of future programs
for the meetings was discussed. 

I 	 again urge any interested club members of whatever 
computer persuasion to participate. 

MOST COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

I thought the membership would be interested in the 
most commonly asked gaming questions asked of me since 
GAMESIG was revived. Here follows the unexpurgated 

18 	 April 

list: 

1. 	What is the answer to the last riddle in The Knight 
of Diamonds? 

2. 	How do I deal the thief in Zork I? 
3. 	Why did I ever buy (Fill in the blank) ? 
4. 	When will more decent games Mac games be released? 
5. 	When will (Fill in the blank) come out? 

HOST COHHON ANSWERS TO THE MOST COHHONLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS 

1. 	Call Sir-Tech. The answer is so cockamamie that 
you won't believe me but you will believe them. 

2. 	After he has stolen from you for the umpteenth
time, use primal instincts. 

3. 	Because you didn't read this column or talk to 
someone who had made the same mistake. 

4. 	 Soon, or so "they tell me." 
5. 	Do what I do. Call the company and get a guaran

teed inaccurate prediction. 

GAMING DEVELOPMENTS 

Recent interesting releases which I've seen and 
recommend that club members might evaluate for possi
ble purchase are: AMAZON AND FAHRENHEIT 451, graphic
adventure games from Telarium (formerly Trillium), and 
written by Michael Crichton and Ray Bradbury, respec
tively; BELOW THE ROOT, a graphic role-playing adven
ture from Windham Classics based on a famous author's 
child fantasy trilogy, it is joystick-operated from a 
command menu. involving AZTEC-l ike movement; and ,--., 
GEMSTONE WARRIOR, an sst release, involving a fantasy/

arcade setting, using joystick. 


Things to look forward to but probably not for a while 
are ULTIMA IV, MOEBIUS I (fantasy role-playing), SWORD 
OF KADASH (fantasy role-playing), ALICE IN WONDER
LAND, WIZARDRY IV, AND MACWIZARDRY. ~ 

UPGRADE YOUR 

"MAC" 
EMULnlJ\mE t" _t....F ··",,·,~ 
THE ADVANCED 

" 

BANANA JR. 9000! 
USE BANANAWRITE, 
BANANAFILE, DRAW, 
&: BANANAMANAGER 

SELF-PORTABLE 

ROBOTICS - $1,500 


FEET EXTRA 

ZAP INC.-BLOOM,KS 


JAY THAl CR[AIIONS LID ••• "A MRDN[SS 10 OUR METHODS" 
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o 16 RAM CARD S49.00• SSIDD. BOX OF 10 • 10 MEGABYTE WITH 
CONTROLLER & o 64K RAM & 80 COLUMN CARD• SSiDD. 10 BOXES 
SOFTWARE .............. $995.00 • 
 FOR lie 	 5109.00• DOUBLE NOTCHED DS/DD, 

MONITORSBOX OF 10 ................ 514.00 	 • RAMWORKS 64K + RAM & 

o GORILLA 121NCH GREEN 584.00 80 COLUMN FOR lie ....... 5139.00
o DOUBLE NOTCHED DSIDD 

100 5125.00 • USI 12 INCH GREEN 594.00 • RAMWORKS 128K ........ 5175.00 


o USI 121NCH At\ABER 599.00 	 • RAMWORKS 256K ........ $249.00
o HARD PLASTIC STAND UP 
DISKETTE LIBRARY 52.75 EACH o INTRA 14 INCH COMPOSITE • RAMWORKS 512K """" $495.00 

o RAMWORKS 1 MEG ....... 5895.00
CASES 4 FOR 510,00 COL ORI80 COLUMN $199.00 
IlI)n(~(>f~ color ct1(jce'l hpcfW lilan tll,,(. q' (l'(H 1 • RGB OPTION FOR 


;I':!, 't'{11 • PANASONIC 1300 
 RAMWORKS. . .. 5109.00COMPOSITE/RGB ........ 5239,00·
• SMOKE:U PLASTIC JUMBO·SIZE • SERI·ALL SERIALFlIP·TOP 75 DISKETIE INTERFACE CARD 5119.00512.00· MODEMSFILE CASES e 080 COLUMN CARD (VIEWMASTER)• 140 DISKETTE LOCKING WOOD • ZOOM TELEPHONIC; 
WITH SOFT SWITCH 5129.00FILE CABINET 533.00 300 BAUD 	 5109.00 

o CE NTAURI APS Z 80 CARD 559.00 o lie MODEM 
PRINTERS rlI W/SOFTWARE ., ......... $159.00 •zao PLUS CARD 
• PANASONIC Pl0~'99.00 • CENTAURI 300 BAUD ...... 5159.00 (CPM FOR APPLE) 5115.00 

• PANASONIC P1091 5299.00 o PRO MODEM 1200 5349.00 o TIME MASTER II CLOCK/CALENDAR 
• PANASONIC P1092 ....... 5439.00 o PRO MODEM 1200A CARD 5109,00 


INTERNAL ............... $299.00 • OUICKLOADER PROM
• EPSON RX 100 $439.00 
BOARD 	 5149.00

• OKIDATA MICROLINE 92A GRAPHICS DEVICES • 0 ANALOGfDIGIJAL BOARD 599.00DOT MATRIX 5369.00 • POWER PAD & o SUPER 1/0 BOARD 549.00 
o SIL VER REED 400 	 STARTER KIT $129,00 • MUL TIPLE·SLOT EXPANSION lETfER OUAL ITY S269.00 CHASSIS. 	 .5149.00 
• CITIZEN MSP-10 .......... $359.00· VIDEO & DISPLAY EQUIPMENT 


o SINGLE SLOT EXTENDER 529,00
• CITIZEN MSP-15 . . . . . . . . .. $549.00' 0 DIGITIZER 	 5299.00 

o WILDCARD II COPY 
• CANON PW1080 . . . . . . . . .. $339.00· 0 B & W CAMERA 5195.00 BOARD .................. $109.00 


PRINTER INTERFACES • PROM BURNER .......... $119.00
GENERAL ITEMS 
AND ACCESSORIES 

• 6.QUTlET POWER STRIP 519.00 	 SPECIAL PERIPHERALS 
o STANDARD PARALLEL • 6.QUTLET WITH SURGE • COOLING FAN WITHINTERFACE CARD 549.00 PROTECT ................ $25,00 
 SURGE PROTECTOR S39.00• APPLE lie TO PARAllELI • SURGE PROTECTOR 511.00 

GRAPHICS INTERFACE .... $99.00 	 o LIFETIME POWER• RF MODULATOR 549.00 
SUPPLY 	 5179.00• GRAPHICS PARALLEL • COMPUTER STAND $24.00

INTERFACE CARD 575.00 	 • SHIFT KEY MOD KIT 58.00• MODEM ELIMINATOR CABLE 521.00
• FINGERPRINT PUSHBUTTON o SCREEN SWITCHER! 


GRAPHICS CARD 5119.00 GAME I/O DEVICES DRIVE STEPPER 574.00 

o MICROFAZER GENERAL PRINT • CH PADDLE STICKS ....... $37.00 APPLE SOFTWARE 


BUFFER 5149.00 
 • CH MACH II JOYSTICK .537.00 	 o WORD STAR 599.00 • 
o PRINTER STAND 514.00 	 • CH MACH III JOYSTICK 545,00 • MAIL MERGE;SPELL STAR; 
• SWITCH BOX STAR INDEX 5125.00 

3 PARALLEL PORTS 599.00 * DENOTES NEW PRICE OR ITEM o INCOME TAX PREP ...... $199.00 
• SWITCH BOX • PRINT SHOP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. $39.00·

3 SERIAL PORTS 579,00 	 LONG DISTANCE • CALL TOLL FREE 

WITH TOUCH TONE PHONE. DIAL 
• 2700 SH EETS OF PAPER .... $31,00 • 
950·1088. WAIT FOR TONE. DIAL 	 UPS shipping.

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 363·1313. NOTE: IF 950·1088 DOES STORE HOURS: $4.00 per onSer 
o FOURTH DIMENSION NOT WORK IN YOUR LOCATION. 	 plus $6.00

12·8 M-TH
(FULL OR SLiMLINE) 5159,00 CALL 1.800.446.4462. WAIT FOR 	 per printer12·6 FRI 

Of' monitOf' 


.LASER/MITAC ............ S139.00 ~ 

• DISTAR 	 5149.00 TONE. DIAL 383-1313. 11-5 SAT 

• GAMMA .................$129.00. (301) 652.4232 

CLOSEOUT 

. SPECIAl!
:g~~i~~::::;:BOVEH :::::" rII £)£)l'1rtIIlTh"£) 
WORD STAR 

o DOUBLE SIDED DRivE 5199.00 M()()Vv/M/ J 	() $99.00·• 2.DRIVE SET ............. 5249.00 

8231 Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD/20814 
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The Telecom SIG met after the WAP meeting on February
23 and was conducted by George Kinal. The meeting
started off with a discussion of the Prometheus modem, 
Pro Modem 1200A, which fits inside the Apple. This 
modem consists of two cards that plug into slots in 
the Apple. The cards consist of the CPU (Central 
Processing Unit) and the SPU (Signal Processing Unit). 
The CPU plugs into any slot except slot 0 in the Apple 
J[ and J[+ or the auxiliary slot of the lIe. The SPU 
is connected to the CPU by a cable supplied with the 
modem. The SPU can be plugged into any other slot in 
the Apple. All signals and power are supplied to the 
SPU board from the CPU board via the CPU/SPU inter
connecting cable. The original instructions for 
setting up the modem state that the SPU can be placed 
upon the top of the power supply but a errata sheet 
included with the latest packages deletes this advice. 

The discussion about the modem centered around the 
experiences of Barry Fox using the modem with Uni
versal Bulletin Board software. Although the modem is 
supposed to duplicate the Apple Super Serial Card as 
far as interfaces go, it turns out this is not exactly 
true, since the timing is not identical between the 
two devices. A custom driver is being written for the 
UBBS software. 

There followed a discussion of Barry Fox's BBS, called 
the ·Crystal City Connection". This BBS uses the new 
hard disk so heavily advertised lately, "The Sider". 
Barry is very pleased with it. The BBS runs under 
Apple ProDOS and most of the hard disk can be used for 
the BBS (all but 96K, in fact, which must be reserved 
for CPIM and Pascal operating systems). The BBS also 
allows XMODEM transfers of files. One problem arises 
when using ASCII Express Professional to download 
bi nary fil es: They are converted to text fil es. 
George Kinal suggested a solution - just change the 
file designation on the disk that has the downloaded 
file to binary using a disk zap program or one of the 

,utilities available in the WAP disketeria. 

George announced that he is still looking for volun
teers for the communications tutorials caning up in 
March. We are still a few instructors short. Please 
contact George or the office if you would like to 
volunteer. He is also still looking for volunteers to 
test some Modem 7 disks with different configurations. 

A question was raised about how to get on the WAP 
Bulletin Board System. Instructions are contained in 
the Members Reference Book, and everyone should be 
aware that the BBS is in constant use and they can 
normally expect a busy Signal on the first try. If 
there is no answer it could be that the system is 
being worked on, or sometimes the system might go down 
while the SYSOP, Tom Warrick, is at work or out of 
town. George observed that members equipped with 
modems without speakers should pick up the phone after 
the modem has dialed to be sure you have a computer on 
the other end. He suggested that they consider using 
an amplifier marketed as a speakerphone conversion 
device. If placed near the modem, by inductive 
coupling it amplifies the telephone conversation 
through a speaker. George got his by mail order, but 
Radio Shack offers something similar. Another solu
tion is to convert an old tape recorder that you have 
no more use for by connecting the leads going to the 
recorder heads to the telephone wires with a 220K 
resistor in series with the connection. 

George reported that the new Hayes 2400 baud modem 
will support 4 data rates, 300, 600, 1200, and 2400 
baud and is also compatible with all foreign 2400 baud 
standards. 

We next discussed interrupts on the Apple and hOW, on 
some serial cards and internal modems, a jumper must 
be installed to enable this capability. Notwithstand
ing the instruct ions in the Apple Super Serial Card 
Manual, interrupts are essential for preventing loss 
of characters at the beginning of each line, especial
ly at higher data rates. Some internal modems, such 
as the ProModem 1200A, do come with this jumper 
installed, but not all. 

In the subsequent discussion of XModem transfers, 
someone wanted to know how to get back into the 
terminal mode when using Modem 7. George suggested 
that a reset or Ctrl-C should bring you back to the 
terminal mode. 

Dave Harvey next gave a status report on the ABBS 
Committee and its efforts to find something to take 
the place of our present system, which would make it 
more readily accessible. A number of leads were 
investigated, and although some solutions were found, 
they were rejected either because the cost was too 
high (about $10,0001 year) or could not be used on 
Apple hardware. The consensus at the last meeting of 
the committee was that a local area network installed 
at the WAP office was the way to go, with each Apple 
running BBS software and using files on a common hard 
disk. Software would have to be located or developed 
to support this use. There then followed a discussion 
on the possibility of the UBBS fulfilling this 
requirement. Barry Fox ment ioned that he has been in 
contact with the author of the program who has indi
cated that for a fee special custan modifications 
could be made to the program. It was agreed that the 
author should be contacted to see if he thought that 
the program could be modified to incorporate this 
multiuser requirement. It 
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INTRODUCTION: A History of Serial Interfaces 

Serial interface cards for the Apple J( slots were 
originally represented by the Apple High Speed Serial 
Interface (intended primarily to permit connection of 
external CRT terminals to the Apple, and to drive 
printers), and by the Apple Communications card, for 
modem operation at 110 and 300 baud. By modern stand
ards, these cards were quite primitive, despite their 
$200 list prices; no handshaking (control) was pro
vided. The baud rate on the serial card was set by
switches on the card, while the baud rate on the Comm. 
card was fixed to default to 300 (with a software 
commandable change to 110). 

CCS and SSM, two peripheral card manufacturers in 
California, both came out with serial interface cards 
that could essentially function either as a printer
driver (like the Apple Serial) or to work with a modem 
(like the Comm. card). The baud rate was adjustable
by switches, and some handshaking to the card was 
provided (this could be used as "prTriter busy" with 
printers, or carrier detect with modems). There were 
also several less well known cards, such as the Elec
tronic Systems which never achieved much prominence. 

The addition of handshaking was an important improve
ment. The Apple Super Seri al card, introduced at 
about the same time as the Apple lie, replaced both 
the Serial and the Comm. cards in Apple's catalog.---rf
had firmware to mimic either card. This card also 
supported more handshaking functions than the CCS and 
SSM. In particular, one could now control the 
interface. (For example, with the older cards, OIR was 
always on whenever the computer was on. Therefore, an 
auto-answer modem connected to it would answer a ring
ing telephone line even though the computer was not 
being used for communications. With the SSC, DTR 
would not be on unless turned on by communications 
software; the call would not be answered otherwise).
The SSC also had full control of baud rate and other 
data format parameters such as parity using either 
switches on the card or under software command (from a 
program, or from the Keyboard). 

Intra-Computer's PSIO interface card probably preceded 
the SSC on the market, yet had both of these important
advances, i.e. programmable baud rates and data for
mats, and full control of handshaking lines. It still 
sells in modest quantities despite its obscurity,
because it has a few features not found on the SSC or 
its recent imitations (like the CCS 7711 and the Seri
All). Specifically, the PSIO provides both RS-232C 
and current loop interface capability. It comes with 
a variety of utility software routines, including
several which essentially turn the ASCII Apple into a 
Baudot code machine. 

THE PSIO'S UNIQUE FEATURES 

The old Apple Serial card used standard logic chips to 
interface with the RS-232 connector. The Comm. card, 
the CCS 7710, the SSM cards, and several others 
(including several cards recently introduced) use the 
6850 chip, which is a special communications interface 
chip that makes for a more flexible and useful inter
face. The SSC designers adopted a similar, but more 
advanced, chip called the 6551. The PSIO uses yet 

// 

another communications interface chip, the Western 
Digital 8250 ACE (Asynchronous Communications Ele
ment). Not only does this chip have all of the hand
shaking capabilities of the 6551, it has more regis
ters which allow greater flexibility in controlling it 
to do different things. The PSIO can be commanded to 
baud rates from 50 to 19,200 bits per second. The pin
25 "BUSY" function is supported (though it is a rare 
modem today that uses this as an indication that the 
"terminal" is busy). Firmware is provided on the 
board by Intra that performs an "auto-baud" function 
the interface will decode the baud rate of incoming
data (based on a carriage return character) and pro
gram itself (set its baud rate) accordingly. 

The current loop, the Baudot software, and a pulse
autodial routine in firmware all combine to make the 
Apple/PSIO combination a full equivalent of a Telex 
machine. I don't simply mean that you can send 
messages to Telex subscribers; MCI and Western Union 
will now let you do that with an ordinary modem. I 
mean that you can be a Telex subscriber, by arrang
ing for a Telex cirCUit from one of the carriers like 
Western Union, RCA, WUI, ITT, etc., and using the 
Apple/PSIO on that circuit. ASCII Express - the 
Professional supports the PSIO, incidentally, which 
makes it possible to turn an Apple J( into a very 
flexible (ASCII and Baudot) communications terminal. 

Current loop has other applications besides connection 
to Telex networks and using antique teletypewriters to 
list your programs at the breakneck speed of 7 charac
ters per second. RS-232 signals are not supposed to 
be transmitted over very long cables, although with 
special low capacitance cable it is possible to go a 
thousand feet or so. Current loops can be extended 
for miles, even at high baud rates, and do not require 
expensive cable. So if you need to drive a high speed 
serial printer, or connect with a remote terminal, at 
some distance, the current loop approach can be very
useful. 

(In the commercial application for which specified 
the PSIO, the card and a modification of one of 
Intra's Baudot software routines called TTY-EMU were 
used in place of a set of external converters (ASCII 
to Baudot, RS-232 to current loop) that would have 
cost $700 (and still, a serial interface would have 
been required to output the ASCII to the converter]. 

CONCLUSION 

The Intra-Computer PSIO is useful, if not mandatory,
in two situations: where a current loop is needed, and 
where Baudot communications are involved (or both, as 
when conn ect i ng to aTe1ex network). It is a power01 

ful" interface card for experienced programmers. It 
is not very well supported by commerci al software. 
however, except for AE-Pro. 

Would recommend the PSIO over the SSC? Yes, for 
those cases where its unique characteristics are 
necessary. With AE-Pro, at least, it will do every
thing that the SSC will, plus provide the current loop
and Baudot capabilities. ~ 
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This article deals with the transfer of a program
written for a Commodore 64 computer (in Commodore 
BASIC) to an Apple )[+, but the same principles apply 
for transfer of programs between any two different 
machines. After the transfer, the program code on the 
Apple must still be edited to account for differences 
between Commodore BASIC and Applesoft, and for differ
ences between the disk operating systems. But that's a 
lot less work than re-keying the entire program. 

Step 1: Write the Commodore program to disk as a text 
file. 

The medium of exchange between incompatible computers
is ASCII text, since different makes of computers 
store their programs using completely different 
internal forma ts. Almos t every operat ing system
allows you to ·list the program to disk" (see, for 
example, the Apple DOS 3.3 manual section "CAPTURING 
PROGRAMS IN A TEXT FILE"). Such a procedure converts 
the BASIC program in memory to a text file on disk. 
(Some systems, notably CP/M and IBM PC BASIC, always 
store programs in plain text form, so no conversion is 
needed). For the Apple )[-/// series, ASCII Express 
The Professional ("AE-Pro·) comes with a conversion 
utility for this purpose. 

The equivalent instructions with the C-64 are: 

OPEN 4,8,4, OPEN "Program.name"
CMD4: LIST: PRINT 14: CLOSE 

Step 2: Transfer the text file from one machine to 

the other. 


If the machines are next to each other, two serial 
ports can be connected by cable (see for example
·Macintosh <-> Apple )[ File Transfer", WAP May 1984)
and communication software used for the transfer. In 
most cases, however, especially with the C-64 where 
the owner is more likely to have a modem than a serial 
port adapter, transfer can be accomplished by modems 
and telephone lines. 

We used a Commodore 1600 300 baud modem on the C-64, 
and an Anchor Mark XII with SSM AID interface on the 
Apple. A public domain version of the "MODEM" program 
was used on the Commodore, while AE-Pro was used on 
the Apple, commanded to receive a file in the "proto
col· mode. Public domain MODEM7 software is also 
available for Apples equipped with CP/M. We strongly
recommend that a verified, or protocol, transfer be 
used when software is being exchanged by telephone,
since line errors can cause a lot of trouble. These 
programs all use the Christensen protocol, which is 
one of the most universally used verified transfer 
protocols. Others that would work just as well are 
KERMIT, BLAST, and the Microcom Networking Protocol. 
Remember that although in the protocol mode ANY kind 
of file can be transferred and will be stored on disk,
for program conversion between dialects of BASIC, the 
files must be text versions. 

Step 3: Conversion of Text File Format 

This step mayor may not be required. In general,
though, the text files produced under non-Apple
operating systems (including CP/M and PC-DOS) have 
separate line feeds and carriage returns, and use 

control characters to mark the beginning and end of 
the file. Such a file is not exactly in the correct 
format for the Apple. 

AE-Pro has conversion utilities to deal with this 
problem. In particular, CHFORM was used to convert 
the received file (which was treated as if it had a 
CP/M-like format) to proper Apple DOS 3.3 text file 
format. 

Another method of file conversion is to use a word/ 
text processor such as ScreenWriter II, with the 
capability of handling text files (some word proces
sors use their own binary format), to filter out and 
replace improper characters like the Control-Z's used 
in CP/M-like files. As a matter of fact, we had to 
use ScreenWriter II as well as CHFORH, because the 
file transferred from the C-64 was too long for CHFORM 
to process. (The text file version of a program will 
always be longer than the BASIC program, because in 
the latter key words such as ·PRIUT" or "REM" are 
stored using only one byte, instead of the five or 
three characters in the text). So ScreenWriter was 
used to separate out the excess portion of the 
received file, and CHFORM was then applied piecemeal. 

In fact, using a word/text processor in this way is 
useful for another reason, namely to take care of the 
language differences. A global search/replace func
tion, for example, allows you to substitute the 1'"""'\ 
Apple's "HOME" command for the Commodore's ·PRINT 
CHR$(147)". Also, some dialects of BASIC allow both 
upper and lower case; a word processor eas11y can 
convert to all upper case, if need be. 

Step 4: Convert received text to native BASIC Apple-
soft) in memory 

Under Apple DOS and ProDOS, the "EXEC" command is used 
to take a text file on disk and treat this text exact
ly as if it were being typed from the keyboard. Thus,
after this step is completed (it takes a while), an 
Applesoft program resides in memory. just as if you
had typed the same program statements from the key
board. (NOTE: With ProDOS, do not include the "TXT· 
as part of the file name after the EXEC command; you
should be in Applesoft BASIC with ProDOS booted in the 
machine .) 

Step 5: SAVE the program to disk. 

You should SAVE the program at this point, even though 

some more editing may have to be done on it. That 

way, if in the proces s of editing, you mak e a mi stake 

such as deleting a statement you didn't mean to, you 

can start over. 

SUMMARY: For the Apple. you should use communications 
software which handles file transfers to disk, 
preferably in a protocol mode using a popular protocol 
such as Christensen's (AE-Pro. Softerm II, MITE. or 
MODEM7); a word processor that can work with disk text 
files; and a familiarity with the use of the EXEC 
command for using text files to obtain a BASIC program ~. 
in memory. For the Commodore, a public domain copy of 
the MODEM program can be used. (A comparable
communications program for the IBM-PC is PC-Talk). ~ 
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Short of the 10 or 20 megabyte hard disk that we'd all 
like to have (and a few fortunate souls actually do 
own) there's a case to be made that the penultimate
peripheral for your Apple may be another computer. If 
you can live with an expenditure of between $399 and 
about $600, there is a device available which may do 
you some good as a stand-alone computing machine, and 
enhance the utility of your existing microcomputer as 
well. 

I know we're talking considerably more money here than 
you'd spend for the average Apple ][ series peripheral
card, but consider the following: 

1. 	 Full stroke, full size keyboard capable of dis
playing and delivering ASCII values up to 255. 

2. 	 Onboard integrated full screen text editor. 
3. 	Onboard integrated file manager program. 
4. 	Onboard integrated smart terminal package COMPLETE 

WITH 300 BAUD INTERNAL MODEM. 
5. 	Sixteen function keys, eight of which are instantly

user-definable. 
6. 	RS232 protocol serial port.
7. 	 Parallel port.
8. Cassette tape port.
9. 	Power source may be either AC or four AA batteries 

(other alternatives as well).
10. 	Mixed text and 240 x 64 hires graphics on the same 

screen. 
20. 	 ROM-based Microsoft BASIC, complete with far more 

bells and whistles than Applesoft, except for the 
absence of random access file commands. 

••• and more. 

The unit I speak of is the Radio Shack Model 100 lap 
computer, and it seems delighted to talk to my Apple.
While I've had my Model 100 for only a few months, it 
regularly communicates with my Apple lIe. As a matter 
of fact, my lie, (AKA: The Mainframe) serves as the 
mass storage device for the Model 100. 

The Radio Shack computer is a lap sized unit - smaller 
than a Washington DC phone book, and equipped with 8K 
to 32K of CMOS RAM. Radio Shack, as well as at least 
one independent manufacturer markets a disk unit for 
the portable, but if I'm going to put more money into 
disk storage, you can be it'll be more for The Main
frame! 

I've simply been linking the Model 100 and the lIe via 
a modular phone cord, with one end plugged into the 
lap comuter and the other into the Micromodem lIe jack 
on the back of the Apple. 

As a journalist (photojournalist, actually), I fre
quently compose text on the small computer. Since my 
current word processor of choice happens to be Apple
works, and I have no Apple communications software 
which runs under that operating system, I wrote a 
simple program to perform file transfer with the Model 
100. I'm not much of a BASIC programmer, so I was 
delighted to find that WAP Library Disk 019, a selec
tion of public domain files placed in the public
domain by the DC Hayes company some time ago, contains 
a program called PICKUP from which I extracted the 
code to perform the actual connection between the two 
machines. I've found it to be quite adequate for my
needs. Worthy of note is that fact that it supports 

transfer of TEXT FILES ONLY. 

The PICKUP program, by itself, can also serve to 
provide an added bonus - with slight modifications it 
turns the Model 100 into a detached keyboard for the 
Apple. How nice to be able to sit back and prop up my
feet with a keyboard several feet away from The Main
Frame! 

When I'm away from home, the Model 100's full screen 
text editor has proven to work quite well for me for 
things like hacking on Applesoft programs. If the 
program was originated on the lIe, I simply use a 
short capture routine to convert it to an ASCII, or 
text, representation, and then move it to the little 
computer through the modem. From that point on, I'm 
able to use the cursor addressing capabilities of the 
Model 100 to edit the program to my heart's content. 
When finished, I send it back to the Apple, EXEC it 
into memory, and proceed as usual. 

Since Applesoft is a Microsoft BASIC-based language, 
you may fi nd that many programs you've run on your
Apple will work with only minor modifications on the 
lap computer. Immediate removal of POKE and CALL 
statements is a good idea, since the memory maps are 
entirely different for the two computers. 

There are a host of printer formatting utilities out 
there for the Model 100, but I've found considerable 
utility in composing text on it, while in my car (but 
not, obviously, while I'm driving!), at the breakfast 
table, or virtually anywhere. Later, at home, I 
upload the text to the Apple and use a word processor 
to format and print it. 

If this article sounds like an ad, I apologize. How
ever, I find this fascinating little machine to be an 
extremely useful peripheral device. My only further 
recommendation would be that anyone else who purchases 
one strongly consider a CompuServe membership, to take 
advantage of the Model 100 SIG, which boasts over 800 
files for the pint-Sized wonder, including a number of 
reference and program files dealing specifically with 
moving information to and from your lap computer and 
][ series and Macintosh Apple products. The SIG also 
supports several other lap computers to a lesser 
degree. I'm also a member of MAUG, the CompuServe
Apple SIG, and recall seeing some of this transfer 
software within its databases as well. It 

HARDWARE HELPERS 

Please note that the list of volunteers who are 
willing to advise you when you have hardware problems 
was published in the December 1984 WAP Journal AND in 
the Member Reference Book. ~ 
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Introduction 

The Apple ][ with Applesoft BASIC is blessed with 
making data input simple. It is so simple that anyone 
can sit down at an Apple for the first time and enter 
information that is requested by an Applesoft program. 
This flexibility, however, makes it nearly impossible 
to read data that is structured as data fields which 
are separated by one or more spaces. Such data are 
commonplace when one is dealing with data that was 
formatted by other programming languages or other 
vers ions of BASI C. For ins tance, if you write a data 
file using either free field or fixed field format 
using FORTRAN, output data records may look like: 

datal data2 data3 data4 <cr> 
datal data2 data3 data4 <cr> 
••• etc. 

Applesoft can accomodate these types of data, but a 

rather complex program is required to read each line 

of data as a string variable, then parse out each 

substring, and convert that substring to an integer or 

floating point value if necessary. In addition, this 

process is very slow and is prone to error. If the 

data records are not evenly spaced, as is the case 

when BASIC writes free formatted records, the process

becomes very complex because the beginning and ending

of each substring in the search subroutine must be 

found. An example of such data is as follows: 


datal data2 data3 data4<cr> 

datal data2 data3 data4<cr> 


datal data2 data3 data4<cr> 

••• etc. 


Using standard Applesoft to read such files is an 

experience which would cause most people to give up 

and use another method. 


This article presents a subroutine that can read the 

above data records. It can easily be called by an 

Applesoft program and will read the data several times 

faster that Applesoft. It is also user friendly, so 

that it will make sense when used. It is written in 

assembly language, but this should not scare off 

beginning programmers, since this program is very

short and easy to use. This version as written is 

assembled at location $300 but the subroutine can be 

moved easily by changing the starting location of the 

subroutine and then calling that location from the 

Applesoft program. 


Using the FREE READ Subroutine 

First the machine code subroutine must be saved to a 

disk file under the name FREEREAD. Second, any

Applesoft program that calls FREEREAD must have a 

buffer to receive incoming data. So, the first line 

in the Applesoft program MUST be a DATA statement: 


1 DATA <up to 240 blanks> : 

The data that is read in by FREEREAD is inserted in 

the keyboard buffer of the Apple J[ and neatly fits in 

the blanks typed in after the command DATA in line 1 

of the Applesoft program. There must be enough blanks 

in the DATA statement to accept the number of charac

ters of data that are anticipated. If you will never 
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read in more than 80 characters per data record, 80 
spaces or more are required in the DATA statement. 
Hotice the colon at the end of the data statement; 
that should be added to show the end of the statement. 

Third the FREEREAD subroutine must be BLOADed so that 
it ca~ be called by the Applesoft program, such as: 

2 PRINT CHR$(4); "BLOAD FREEREAD" 

Fourth, open the data file for reading and then call 

the FREEREAD subroutine to input a record of data. 

The data record is inserted in the DATA statement by

FREEREAD, then the Applesoft program can READ individ

ual data fields rapidly and without error, such as: 


120 CALL 768: READ A, B%, C$, D 

Notice that all data types, integer, floating point, 

and string can be read using FREEREAD. The only 

restriction on strings is that they must contain no 

spaces, since spaces are assumed to be field delimi

ters. The best part is that once FREEREAD is avail

able, only a CALL followed by a READ is required to 

read in data; all of the complex programming is 

handled by FREEREAD. Following is a brief example of 

what a program which uses FREEREAD might look like: 


1 DATA 

2 PRINT CHR$(4);"Bload FREEREAD" 
5 ONERR GOTO 70 

10 PRINT CHR$(4);"OPEN TEST" 
20 PRIHT CHR$(4);"READ TEST" 
30 CALL 768:READ A,B,C 
40 READ DZ,E 
45 F=A+B-C-E*D% 
50 PRINT A,B,C,D%,E,F 
60 GO TO 20 
70 PRINT CHR$(4);"CLOSE TEST" 

100 END 

Use of FREEREAD in a program does not preclude use of 

other input methods, such as GET or INPUT. They can 

be used at any time as usual. Use of READ gets

complicated if you try to read other data statements 

in the program other than the first data statement, 

because each call to FREEREAD always resets the READ 

pOinter back to the the first DATA statement. 


SPEED 

Depending on the structure of the data being read, 

FREEREAD can speed up the process 2-5 fold. Generally 

you will experience a significant speed increase, 

because the machine code parsing routine operates so 

fast. The reason FREEREAD was written was that a data 

file that filled about 1/3 of a disk required 2 hours 

to read into an Applesoft program for processing.

Th is was totally unacceptable since I knew that it 

should have only taken 10-20 minutes to process the 

data after it was read in. Use of FREEREAD dropped

the time required to about 20 minutes. Other timing 

tests were conducted to determine whether use of 
 i~.
electronic disks would substantially speed up data 

transfer. Following is a table that indicates the 

results of several timing tests. In each case, 8 data 

files were read in and written to a floppy disk or 

ramdisk. The method indicates whether the Applesoft 


contd. 
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GET statement or INPUT statement was used to input the1aia , .followed by Applesoft code to parse the data 
t n 0 lnteger or floating point numbers or the use of 
he FREEREAD subrout ine. The TIME' is the time 

required for the process to be completed. Floppyl 
represents an Apple Disk II drive and Floppy2 repre
sents a Super-5 drive. 

Read Write Method Time
From To (min:sec)------- --------

ramd i sk floppy GET 20:
ramd i sk floppy INPUT 13:
ramdisk floppy FREE READ 6:48 
ramdisk ramdisk FREEREAD 4:28
floppy! floppyl FREE READ 7:35
floppy2 floppy2 FREEREAD 7:35
floppyl floppy2 FREEREAD 8:45 

26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
4J 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 

• ARD READ STATEHENT, CALL 768 • 
• INITIATES THE DATA INPUT • 
• WHICN IS FOLLOIlEO BY AN AUTO-. 
• MATIC RESTORE, SO THAT EACH • 
• SUBSEQUENT READ GETS DATA • 
• FROM THE FIRST DATA STATEHENT.
• • 
• EXAHPLE PROGRAM: •· • 
• I DATA (FOllOII BY 230 BLANKS. 
: OR SO AND END IIITH :I • 

• PROGRAM., ,
• • 
• 100 PRINT CHR$(4); 'OPEN TEST'. 
• liD PRINT CHR$(4);'READ TEST'. 
• 120 CAll 768:REAO A,81 C$ 0 • 
• 130 PRINT A,81,CS,o ' , • 
• • 
• 200'GOTO 110: REH INPUT HORE •· • 
• 900'ENO• 
• LINE 2 COULD BE: 

As can be seen from the table, FREEREAD speeded up
this task by a factor of 2 or 3 over the Applesoft GET 
or INPUT commands, while use of an electronic disk 
speeded up the task by 41% over use of floppies;
reading from an electronic disk as opposed to reading
from a floppy disk accounted for a 14% speed increase, 
while writing to an electronic disk accounted for a 
27% speed increase. To my suprise, using two disk 
drives as opposed to using the same disk for reading
and writing actually took 13% longer. There was no 
difference in time required for the two different 
brands of floppy disk drives. 0300 

0302 
A2 00 
86 07 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

• 2 PRINT CHRS(4):'BLOAO 
• FREE READ' : REM LOAD • 

MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM, • 

• HtRLIN ASSEMBLER................................ 
• 

ORG S300 

GEllN EQU $F06F 
KEyeD EQU S0200 
OUTOAT EQU $0808 
RESTOR EQU $0849· START LOX ISOO 

STX S07 

How It Works 
0304 
0307 
0308 

20 6F 
8A 
A8 

FD 69 
70 
71 

INPUT JSR 
TXA 
TAY 

GEllN ; INPUT DATA RECORD 

A CALL to the FREEREAD subroutine causes a Single data 
record to be read from the current input device (usu
ally a disk file) into the keyboard buffer. The data 
in the keyboard buffer (memory locations $200-$2FF) 
are then parsed from $200 and up. Each blank string
is compressed and replaced with a comma so that it 
resembles data in a READ statement, i.e., each data 
field is separated by a comma. The new string is 
written to the memory location of the first DATA 
statement as it is parsed. The new string is followed 
by an extra comma, so that if too many fields are 
read, the last one read will have a zero value. As is 
standard with the READ statement, partial reads of the 
data record are acceptable and the 'Extra Ignored' 
error does not occur if all of the data are not 
requested by the READ statement. Another benefit is 
that the data fields in the DATA statement can be read 

0309 FO 3A 72 
0308 A9 FF 73 
0300 85 08 74 
030F A9 01 75 
0311 85 09 76 
0313 E6 08 77 
0315 C4 08 78 
0317 FO 2C 79 
0319 90 2A 8l) 

OllB A6 08 81 
0310 BO 00 OZ 8Z 
0320 Z9 7F 83 
032Z A6 09 84 
0324 Fa 13 85 

86 
0326: C9 20 87 
0328: FO E9 88 
032A: AZ 00 89 
032C: 86 09 90 
032E: A6 07 91 
0330 : 90 08 08 92 
0333: E6 07 93 
0335: A2 01 94 
0337: 00 OA 95 

READ 

CF 

\/RITE 

BEQ 
LOA 
STA 
LOA 
STA 
INC 
CPY 
BEQ 
BCC 
LOX 
LOA 
AND 
LDX 
SEQ 

CHP 
SEQ 
LOX 
STX 
LOX 
STA 
INC 
LOX 
SHE 

EX IT 
UFF 
S09 
1$01 
S09 
S08 
S08 
EXIT 
EXIT 
S08 
kEYBO ,X 
1$7F 
S09 
CONT 

1$20 
READ 
ISOO 
S09 
$07 
OUTDAT ,X 
S07 
1$01 
READ 

:INITIAlIZE POINTER B 
:STORE 8 IN S08 
; SET flAG S09 
; SAVE IN S09 
; INCR POINTER B 
: IS B<LENGTH OF DATA 
:B)'Y, SO EX IT 
:B)'Y, SO EXIT 
:LOAO B READ OFFSET 
:GET CHAR FROH BUFFER 
;CLEAR HI BIT 
:GET flAG 
;BRANCH IF CLEAR 

:COHPARE TO HEX 20 
; IF BLANK ,GET CHAR 
:SET X"O 
;CLEAR FLAG 
;LOAO IIRITE OFFSET A 
:IIRITE CHAR IN DATA 
: INC A \/RITE OFFSET 
:LOAO A I IN X 
:BRANCH ALIIAYS 

1n sequential READ statements, or can be re-read by
restoring the DATA pointer. If the data in the DATA 
statement does not agree with the data type requested 
by the READ statement, a 'Syntax Error in I' error 
will result. Each call to FREEREAD causes the data 
pointer to be restored so that the next READ will 
always read from the first DATA statement. 

0339: 
033B: 
0330: 
033F: 
0341: 
0343: 
0345: 
0347: 
0349: 

C9 20 
00 ED 
A9 2C 
A2 01 
86 09 
00 E9 
A6 07 
A9 2C 
9D 08 

96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 

08 105 

CaNT 

EXIT 

CHP 
BNE 
LOA 
LOX 
STX 
SHE 
LOX 
LOA 
STA 

1S20 
CF 
1S2C 
ISOI 
$09 
\/R ITE 
S07 
ISZC 
OUTOAT ,X 

:COHPARE TO HEX ZO 
:IF<)BLANK THEN \/RITE 
:LOAO A , IN ACC 
:LOAO A 1 IN X 
:SET flAG 
:IIRI TE THE CHAR 
;LOAD POINTER A 
;LOAO , III ACC 
:PUT , IN DATA BUFF 

034C: E8 106 INX :INC X 

:ASH 
I 
2 
3 
4 

................................ 
• • 
• FREEREAO .OBJ •
• 

0340: 
0350: 

90 08 08 
4C 49 DB 

107 
108 
109 
110 

STA OUTDAT ,X :PUT , IN DATA BUFF 
RESTR JHP RESTOR :EXIT AND RESET DATA................................ 
.*t_•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

5 
6 

• \/RITTEN 8Y:
• --END ASSEHBL Y-

7 
8 

• LOIlELL H, BAHUER 
• 810SYSTEHS, INC. ERRORS: 0 

9 
10 
II 
12 
\3 
\4 
15 
16 
17 

• 15803 PRESSIIICK LANE 
• BOIIIE, KO 20716 
• (3011 249-5646
• 
• SEPTEHBER 1984·• INPUTS 8UFFER OF DATA FROH 
• ANY SOURCE (I,E. KE YBOARD , 
• DISK, HOOEMI INTO KEYBOARD 

•
• 

•• 

83 BYTES 

SYHBOL TABLE - ALPHABETICAL O~OER: 

CF "$03ZA 
1 INPUT 'S0304 

RESTOR "$0849 

CO NT 
KEYBO 

1 RESTR 

'S0339 
'$0200 
"$0350 1 

EXIT 
OUTOAT 
START 

"$0345 
"$0808 
'S0300 

GETLN 
READ 
\/RITE 

'$F06F 
'S0313 
'$032E 

18 
19 
20 
21 

• BUFFER ($ZOO-UFFI, THEN 
• COHPRESSES DATA FielDS, AND 
• SEPARATES THEH IIITH A COHMA, 
• THE BUFFER IS IIR I HEN TO A 

••
• SYHBOL TABLE - NUHtRICAL ORDER: 

22 
23 
24 
25 

• DATA STATEHtNT IN THE CALliNG· 
• BASIC PROGRAH, FROH WHICH · • THE INDIVIDUAL DATA FIElDS 
• CAN 8E READ USING THE STANO • 

KEYBO 
CF 
RESTR 

'$0200 
"S032A 
"S0350 

1 START 
IIRITE 
OUTOAT 

'$0300 
'S032E 
'S080B 

1 INPUT 
CONT 
RESTOR 

"S0304 
'$0339 
'S0849 

READ 
EX IT 
GElLN 

'S0313 
" S0345 
'SF06F 

Ii 
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f ORTI-1 Phone. Lis t 

b,yChe.ste.r 1-1 . 
This program accepts a text file of the form 

Page, Chester H.598-6095 
Doe, John L. 555-6789 
Smith, Henry 555-4321 
Kelly, Alice 301-774-1234 

where the only format restriction Is that each entry 
ends with a CR. Spacing between name and number is 
optional. 

The strings are rearranged into alphabetical order and 
printed in the following format, either on paper or on 
80-co1umn screen. 

Doe, John D. 555-6789 Kelly, Alice 301-774-1234 
Page, Chester H. 598-6095 Smith, Henry 555-4321 

An address list can also be sorted and printed in a 
single column. These entries can contain several 
lines each; the only restriction is a 255-byte length 
limit - all characters are allowed. Each string must 
carry a del imiter at its end. This del imiter can be 
any desired character, either printable or non
pri.ntab1e. 

After the program is booted, either TEXTLOAD or Ctrl-Q 

will call for a text file name. That text file is 

fast-loaded directly into the storage area. BUILD

LIST then searches the text for delimiters (end marks) 

and each delimiter is replaced with the length count 

of the following string. The first byte of the 

storage area is reserved for the first count, and the 

final delimiter is replaced by a zero. A list of 

pointers to these count bytes is established. 


The strings are alphabetized by $SORT and displayed by 
$SHOW. In the case of phone numbers, a two-column 
listing is given by 2COL. Preceding any display com
mand with PRT produces paper copy. The operation of 
SSORT was described in The Journal of Washington Apple 
Pi, Vol. 6, No.9. 

Tne allowable list length is controlled by the space

allotted to the POI~TER.LIST by PL.SIZE. The three 

CREATEd words, TEXTREAD, MAKE-COUNTS and $COMPARE are 

"explained" by their appended source'codes. 


SCR , 0 
o ( Two-column phone 11st maker 2IJAN85CHP) 

1 ( After bootlno. TEXTLOAO or CTRL-O calls for text file name. 

Z (After It loads. enter BUILD-LIST to establish strlnos. 

) ( $SHOI/ displays strlnos. PRT $SHOI/ prInts strlnos. 

4 ( $SORT alphabetizes strinos. 

5 ( For a list of phone numbers. 2eOL or PRT ZCOL lists them 

6 ( In standard two-column format. I.e., alphabetically 

7 ( ordered down the fIrst column, then down the second 

8 ( then down the first column of the next paoe, etc. • 

9 ( Present PL.SllE value of $400 allows up to 51Z strlnos. 


10 ( For strings contalnlno CR's, use an end-mark, and enter the) 

11 ( ASCII code for the end-mark. hlbH set, as the value of MARK) 

12 ( The text file must have the end-mark as Its hst entry ) 

IJ ( so that the first Character of the fIrst 'non-strlno' )

14 ( wIll be the EOF null. ) 

15 --> 


SCR , I 
o ( rastlo.d text directly to storage area 2IJAN85CHP) 

I HEX 

Z CREATE TEXTREAO OCAO ; 0691 , 00C9 , 0700 , 00A9 
3 4885 , 484e , 8508 , C80Z • 06BI ,0385 0984 
4 E320 , 8403 , 8500 , AOOI • A903 , 9100 ' C800 ' 
5 02A5 , 0091 , A5C8 , 9103 , AOOO , A508 • 9104 ' 
6 C800 , 05A5 , 0091 , 0lA9 • OCAO , 0091 ' E320 ' 
7 2003 • 0309 , 05E6 • 09A4 , 18C8 , B490 ' SMUDGE 
8 400 CONSTAfIT PL.SIZE ' 
9 0 VARIABLE POIlITER.L1ST PL.SIZE ALLOT 

10 B5BB COtlSTAlIT FHPARMLIST 

II 0 VARIABLE tlAHE.BUF IF ALLOT 

IZ 80 VARIABLE MARK 

:~ --> (Using a different MARK allows multilIne strings) 


15 

26 Apr 11 

seR , Z
o ( File name needs 
I 1- I - : 

~ : BLANK.BUF NAMLBUF 11 BLANKS: 

4 

5 : NAHLIN BLANK.BUF NAHLBUF IE EXPECT 

; NAMLLENGTH ( ---n) NAME.BUF IE OUP 0 DO OVER OVER 

8 + 1- Cli OUP BL • SIIAP O· OR IF 1- ELSE LEAVE EHOIF LOOP 


9 
10 CAPS NAMLBUF OUP NAME.LENGTH - SIIAP DO I C~ OUP 40 

11 AND IF OF AND ENolF I CI LOOP: 

12 

Il NAME.PRINT CAPS NAMLBUF NAMLLENGTH TYPE 
14 
IS CATALOG CR 4 EHIT .' CATALOG' CR : --) 

SCR , 3
o ( Open file. close fl1 •• then load fl1e 2IJANB5CHP) 
I 1CATALOG ( ---f) NAME.BUF C9 3F • 
2 
3 : FOOL -DOS 60lB A6SE 1 : 

4 

5 : FIX-ODS A04B A65E 1 : 
6 : TEXTLOAO C EMIT PAD 1< oUP POINTER.L1ST I 1< 4 I 
7 .' LOAD: • NAME.IN 

8 1CATALOG IF CATALOG ELSE NAME.BUF C9 If FOOL-D'DS CR 

9 4 EMIT .' OPEN' NAMLPRINT CR FMPARIILlST A - CO 6 • 


10 IF .' FILE HOT FOUND' CR 4 EMIT .' DELETE' NAME.PRIMT CR 
II ELSE CR 4 EHIT .' CLOSE' CR FHPARHLlST E - 9 6 I 

12 TEXTREAo FIX-ODS • FILE LOADED' CR ENolF ENOIF EHolF SPI 

I) 

14 : 0 TEXTlOAO : 

IS 9181 • 0 HFA I Thh makes CTAL-O Olve TEXTtOAo) .-> 


SCR , 4
o ( Countlno strlno characters snd settIng pointers 18JAN85CHP) 
1 CREATE MAKE-COUNTS 02AO , OSB4 • OOAO • BICB • C908 • FOOO • 
2 092B • eSBO • 0004 • BBF3 • A098 • 9100 • A408 • 1805 • 0169 • 
3 0865 • OB85 • 0691 • 09A5 , 0069 • 0985 • 91C8 • C806 • 0200 • 
4 07[6 , 0584 • OOAO • CEFO • 9188 • 4COB • 0848 • SMUDGE 
5 
6 : 2· 2 • ; 
7 : 20UP OVER OVER : 
8 : PICK Z· Spp - p : 
9 : 2oROP DROP OROP : 

10 : 2SlIAP >R ROT ROT R> ROT ROT 
11 : 20VER 4 PICK 4 PICK: 
12 : NOT O' : 

13 

14 : BUILD-LIST MARK C9 4 CI POINTER.L1ST DUP 2 < PL.SIZE ERASE 

IS OUP 6 I 9 8 I HAKE-COUNTS --) 


SCR , S 
o ( StrIng comparisons I7JAH8SCHP) 
I : EXCHANGE ( PI P2 ---I 20UP 9 SIIAP 0 ROT I SWAP 1 

2 

3 0 VARIABLE MIOOLE$ 
4 
5 : $tlST.ENDS ( ---PI PZ) POINTER.tlST OUP BEGIN OUP (I C9 WHILE 
6 2 - REPEAT Z - : 
7 
8 : $. ( PI P2---) 2- SIIAP 00 9 COUNT TYPE CR 2 -LOOP: 
9 

10 CREATE 
11 SCOMPARE OOAO • 40A9 , I A8S • 1885 • 06B 1 • 0801 • 0690 • 
12 00A9 • IB85 • OBBI • IEBS • BIC8 • 2406 • FOlA • 2902 • B50F • 
13 BIlC • 2408 , FOIA • 2902 • C50F • FDIC. 9010 • A907 • 8501 • 
14 4CIB • 0848 • 00A9 • IBB5 • 4B4C • C608 • DOlE. 4C05 • 0848 • 
IS SMUDGE --, 

SCR , 6 
o ( String sortino IBJAHB5eHP) 

I $< ( SI SZ---F) 8 1 6 1 $COMPARE IB C9 : 

2 $> SIIAP $ < : 

3 SORT ( PI PZ---) ZoUP ZOUP OVER - 4 I 2 • - • MlooLE$ 

4 BEGIN 

5 SIIAP BEGIN OUP ~ HIOOLE$ • $< IIHILE 2 • REPEAT 

6 SWAP BEGIN OUP ~ MIOOLU D $> WHILE Z - REPEAT 

7 ZOUP ) NOT IF 20UP EXCHANGE 2 -Z 0- EHolF 

B 20UP ) 

9 UtlT IL SWAP ROT 


10 20VER 20VER - ROT ROT - < IF 2SWAP ENOIF 

11 20UP < IF [ SMUOGE 1 SORT [ SMUDGE 1 ELSE 20ROP ENOl F 

12 ZOUP < IF [ SMUDGE 1 SORT [ SMUDGE 1 ELSE 20ROP EHolF 

13 

14 : $SORT $L1ST .ENoS SORT: 
15 : $SHOII $L1ST.ENOS S. C300 36 I : --> 

SCR , 1 
o ( Colu"'n control 18JAN85CHP) 
I : PRT CIOO 36 I 3EA CALL 
2 

3 0 VARIABLE LHH 

4 : SET-LHHI 0 LHH I : 

5 SE T-LHMZ ZA LHM I 

6 

7 25 CONSTANT 11 

8 

9 PRINT-COL ( P---) LHH ~ 24 CI 9 OUP IF OUP CO IF OUP 


10 BEGIN I- OUP C~ 

\I OUP BO < OVER B9 > OR WHILE EHIT REPEAT ( Print If not dlOIt) 

12 DROP OUP ROT OUP U < 1+ SWAP - tHM (I 11 • OVER 

\3 - Z4 CI TYPE ELSE OROP ENoif ELSE DROP ENOIF : 

14 

15 --> 
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THE COMPLETE DATA BASE PROGRAI1 $59. 95 

t750 records/file; 38 fields/record', 100 characters/fl.eld 
fSearch and sort on any field fMulti-sort up to 10 levels

I with mixed ascending or descending fSearch using ( a > 
not=, and/or, wildcard, and substring criteria- with up' t~ 
50 cOllparisons. 'Print lost any specified forsat - lists, 
forlls, tables, fori letters -- with headers, page nos., 
dates, special type faces, etc. tPrint lUiling labels lIith 
lixed 3 or Hine addresses, up to 5 across fSave a 
COlplete report forlUt 1 di Iti 1 h itI· ncu nglu pesearc cr eria, 
report breaks and subtotals fRestructure the file so that 
you can add,changeanddeletefhldsfPack,lerge, and 
copy files fRecover frail disk errors fPerfor. arithlletic 
calculations across and IIi thin records including +, -, x, 
I, SUD, average, count fComputed fields fUse arithlletic 
capability along with cOllputed fields and global insert to 
provid~ a mini-spread sheet capability fCheck for 
duplicate entries betlleen records fUse passllord protection 
'Copy previous entries lIith I key fUse DDS cOlloands 
fAutoaatically insert the salle data into a field for 
5elected records fUse one or tllO disk drives lIithout any 
disk sllapping 'Copy the prograll 10 that you don't have to 
pay for back-ups fProvides complete file statistics and 
disk/lleRory information on request. fConfigure the progral 
to latch your printer fDisk overfloll protection 

RECORD MASTER DOES IT ALL AND MORE 

•••• colpetes with dOase II for lost file lanagelent 
applications'. Washington Apple Pi Journal, Jan. 1985 

•••• a very powerful prograa•••• quite easy to use.' Barons 
MicroColputing Reports, Dec. 1984 

You cannot buy any other comparable Apple data base 
prograll at the RECORD MASTER price of $59.95. Cales with a 
complete, indexed aanual, tutorial data file, and nOli with 
15 file tellplates for you to use. For the Apple 11+/e/c or 
compatible computers, 4Bk or 64k, 1 or 2 disk drives. Send 
$59.95 plus $1.50 for shipping to 

BRIDGET SOFTWARE CO. 
1309 CANYON RD. 

SILVER SPRING, MD 20904 

Md. residents please add 51 sales tax. Call (301) 384-7875 
for lore info. RECORD MASTER is now available at "D/DC/VA 
stores including COlputer Den, Computer land-Woodbridge & 
Manassas, HLA Computers, Co.puter Workshop, and The 

1Don' t 1et your APPLE take a "bi te" 
out of you. We meet or beat most 
~~~~~~~~e~egd~:es for all your 

, 30% or more off on all softWare for
all A.PPLE c.omputers, including Mac 

S~eci al prl ce on all pri nters:10 idata ML 92 ..•..•..•••••. $375.00C. Itoh Color, 180 CPS ••.••. $560.00 
Epson RX-80 ••.•••••...••••• $215.001 RX -80 FIT+. . . • • . • . . . •• $300.00 

FX-80F IT+. • • • • • • • • • • •• $385.00FX-100+ •.••••••••••••• $575.00 
JX-80. • • • • • • . . . . . . . . •. $525.00 

LQ-1500 w/par. i nterf ace ••• $1165.00Okidata 84 (in stock only>. .. $600.00 
Call for pricing on C. Itoh, Star 
Panasonic, Silver Reed, Okidata, NEC 

Paper 20#, 2500 sheets ••.••• 
20#,microperf ...•••••• 

Grappler + •• 0 

Buffered Grappler+ ••••.••.•• 
Serial Grappler (IIc) ••••.••• 
PKASO/U •••••••.••••..•••••••• 
Print it! Interface ••••••••• 
ShuffleBuffer (64K) ••••••••• 
ShuffleBuffer (128K) •••••••• 

28.00 
34.00 

110.00 
160.00 
85.00 

129.00 
175.00 
275.00 
350.00 

Printer Stand: short--25. long--30.

Disk holder for 3-1/2" ••••••• 11.00 

Disk holder for 5-1/4" ....... 12.00 

Hayes Smartmodem 1200 w/Terminal

Program & Alphabits card ••• 630.00 
Prometheus Promodem 1200 ••.• 375.00 
SuperSprite Graphics Pkg. ,D. 300.00 
Koala Pad Touch Tablet •...... 80.00 
Micro-Sci Disk Drive, A2 •.•• 205.00 
Mac Enhancer (Microsoft) •••••• Call 
Verbatim diskettes 

SSIDD --17.00/10 --170.00/120
DSIDD --25.00/12 --250.00/120
3-1/2" -18.00/5 -- 34.00110 

Bur 5 boxes of 5-1/4" disks and 
rece ve a Flip N· File ••• FREE 
Head Cleaning Kits .•••••••.••• 1.30 
Visicalc for lIe (1 left) ••••• 40.00 
Trivia Fever ••••••••••••••••• 30.00 
FingerPrint (MX. RX Series) •• 45.00 

(FX·Series) •••••• 52.50 
Record Master (Complete Data Base 

System) .•••..••..•.•..• 45.00 
Special on Scholastic Ed. Seriesl 

Story Tree, Agent USA, Mystery
Sentences, Tales of Discovery,

& Math Man •••••••••••••••• 28.00 
COpy II PLUS for II, lIe, IIc 28.00 
COpy II MAC •••••••••••••••••• 28.00 

This ad is written a 
advance. Since prices 
to change, please call 
pricin9' We attempt to 
advertlsed prices. 

month in 
are subject
for current 

meet all 

COMPUTER DEN Ltd. 
11716 KEMP MILL ROAD 

SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20902 
301-649-6868 

~~t~______ --l Call to order 
Sunday - Thursday, 10 A.M. -.9 P.M. 

Free delivery to Crystal CIty
UPS shippIng

Quantity Discounts Available 
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seR , 0
o ( Enttr 2COl or PRT ZCOl 
1 
2 6E CONSTANT 'l 1 ) 
3 ( T .. lce the nUrlber of Hnes per paoe [55 
4 : 2COl POINTER.L1ST OEGIN OUP IL + OUP ROT 
5 00 SET-LHHI I PRINT-COL 
6 SET-lHH2 I 'l • PRINT-COL CR 2 +lOOP C EHIT 
7 'l • OUP 9 0 UNTil C300 36 I ; 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
!3 
14 
15 

10JAlC85CHP) 
0000: 
0000: 
0000: 
0000 : 
0000: 
0800 : 
0800 :AO 02 
0802 :84 05 
0004 :AO 00 
0806 :C8 
0007:BI 08 
0809 :C9 00 
0808:FO 28 
0800:09 ~ 
080F:C504 
0811 :00 F3 
0813: 88 
0814 :98 

0004 
0005 
0006 
0008 
0800 

0838 

0806 

1 • HAKE-COUNTS 
$42 HARK EQU 

3 YSAY EQU '5 
4 POINTER.L1ST EQU $6 
5 Pl EQU ,0 
6 ORG $800 
7 lOY 12 
o STY YSAY 
9 lOY'O 

10 lOOP INY 
(PLI. Y11 LOA 

12 CMP '0 
13 BrQ DONE 

ORA "8014 
15 CHP HARK 
16 BNE lOOP 

DEY17 
18 TVA 

;REAO CHARACTER 
; EOF? 

;SET HIBIT 

SCR , 9
o ( Haklno a rep lacement header 
1 HEX CR CR CR CR CR 
2 : NEWHEAD INITFL CO IF FC58 CALL 
3 18 SPACES 
4 ." TIIO-COLUHN PHONE-LIST MAKER" CR CR 
5 IE SPACES 
6 ." Ches ter H. Page" 
7 CR CR IF SPACES 
8 ." January, 1985" CR 
9 ELSE 

10 ." IIARH RESET RECONNECTS ~OS" 
11 EIIO IF 
12 0 INITFl CI 
13 
14 ' NEIIHEAD ' HEADER OYER HERE 1+ SWAP - CHOYE 
15 

C EHIT 

18JAlC85CHP) 

COLO 

0815:AO 00 
0817:91 08 

0819:A4 OS 
0818: 18 
081C:69 01 
08lE:65 08 
0820 :85 08 
0822:91 06 
0824 :A5 09 
0826:69 00 
0828 :85 09 
082A: C8 
0828:91 06 
0820:C8 
082E :00 02 
0830:E6 07 
0832:84 OS 

0832 

19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 Ll 

LOY 
STA 

LOY 
CLC 
AOC 
ADC 
STA 
STA 
LOA 
AOC 
STA 
INY 
STA 
INY 
BNE 
INC 
STY 

'0 
;REPlACE HARKER wlln(PLI, Y 

STRING COUNT 
YSAY ;UPOATE POINTER 

II 
PL 
Pl 
(POINTER.lISTI,Y 
Pl'1 
'0 
Pl'1 

(POINTER.lISTI, Y 

II 
POINTER.L1ST+1 
YSAY 

0834:AO 00 36 LOY 10 

0000: 
0000: 
0000: 
0000: 

0000 
0002 
0003 

1 • TEXTREAO 
2 PTR EQU 
3 TRACK EQU 
4 SECTOR EQU 

$0 
'2 
Sl 

0836: FO 
0838: 88 
0839:91 
0838:4C 

CE 

08 
48 

0806 

08 

37 
38 DONE 
39 
40 

8EQ 
DEY 
STA 
JMP 

LOOP 

(PL), 
'848 

;PUT ZERO IN LAST HARKER 

0000: 
0000: 
0000: 
0000: 

0004 
0006 
0009 
0309 

5 STORAGE 
6 TS 
7 YSAY 
8 RWTS 

EQU 
EQU 
EQU 
EQU 

'4 
'6 
'9 
Sl09 

; TRACK/SECTOR LIST 

0000: 030 9 GElI08 EQU '3E3 
0800: 0800 
0800:AO OC 
0802:81 06 
0004:C9 00 
0006:00 07 080F 
0808: A9 00 
080A:85 48 
OBOC: 4C 48 DO 
OOOF :05 02 
001\:C8 
0812:81 06 
0814:85 03 
0816:84 09 
0818: 20 E3 03 
0818:84 00 
0810:85 01 
08IF:AO 03 
0821 :A9 00 
0823:91 00 
0825 :C8 
0026 :A5 02 
0828:91 00 
082A:C8 
0828: A5 03 
0820:91 00 
082F:AO OS 
0831:A504 
0833:91 00 
0835:C8 
0836: AS 05 
0838:91 00 
083A:A9 01 
083C:AO OC 
083E: 91 00 
0840:20 E3 03 
0843: 20 09 03 
0846:E6 05 
0848: A4 09 
084A:C8 
OB4B: 18 
084C:90 B4 0802 

10 
11 
12 LOAD 
\3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 1I 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

ORG 
LOY 
LOA 
CMP 
BNE 
LOA 
STA 
JHP 
STA 
INY 
LOA 
STA 
STY 
JSR 
STY 
STA 
LOY 
LOA 
STA 
INY 
LOA 
STA 
INY 
LOA 
STA 
LOY 
LOA 
STA 
INY 
LOA 
STA 
LOA 
LOY 
STA 
JSR 
JSR 
INC 
LOY 
INY 
CLC 
BCC 

$800 
ISC 
ITS), Y 
10 
II 
'0 
$48 
'848 
TRACK 

ITS), Y 
SECTOR 
YSAY 
GElIOS 
PTR 
PTR'I 
'3 
'0 
(PTR), Y 

TRACK 
(PTR), Y 

SECTOR 
(PTR), Y 
18 
STORAGE 
(PTR), Y 

STORAGE'1 
(PTR),Y 
1\ 
ISC 
(PTR), Y 
GElIOO 
RillS 
STORAGE+\ 
YSAY 

LOAD 

; GET TRACK I 
;QUIT ON TRACK ZERO 

;RESTORE STATUS BYTE 

;GET SECTOR , 

;FINO PARMlIST 

; ENTER PARHS 

;POINT RillS AT STORAGE 

;SET POINTER TO PARMlIST 

,AOYAICCE STORAGE AREA 

0000: 
0000: 
0000: 
0000: 
0000: 
0000: 
0000: 
0800: 
0800:AO 00 
0002: A9 40 
0804 :85 IA 
0806:85 18 
0808: SI 06 
080A:01 08 
080C :90 06 
080E:A9 00 
0810:85 18 
0812:81 08 
0814:85 IE 
0816:C8 
0817:01 06 
0019:24 IA 
0818:FO 02 
08\0:29 OF 
081F:85 IC 
0821 :81 08 
0823:24 IA 
0825:FO 02 
0827:29 OF 
0829 :C5 IC 
0828:FO 10 
0820:90 07 
082F: A9 01 
0831 :85 IB 
0833: 4C 48 
0836 :A9 00 
0838:85 IS 
083A: 4C 48 
0830:C6 IE 
083F :00 05 
0841 :4C 48 

0006 
0008 
001A 
001 B 
OOIC 
001 E 
0800 

0814 

08IF 

0829 

0830 
0836 

08 

08 

0816 
08 

1 • 'COMPARE 
2 SI EQU 
3 S2 EQU 
4 LETTER EQU 
5 FLAG EQU 
6 HOLD EQU 
7 COUNT EQU 
8 ORG 
9 LOY 

10 LOA 
11 STA 
12 STA 
13 LOA 
14 CMP 
15 atC 
16 LOA 
17 STA 
18 LOA 
19 L.I STA 
20 LOOP INY 
21 LOA 
22 81T 
23 SEQ 
24 AND 
25 L.2 STA 
26 LOA 
27 OIT 
28 BEO 
29 AND 
30 L.3 CHP 
3\ SEQ 
32 OCC 
33 LOA 
34 STA 
35 JHP 
36 L.S LOA 
37 STA 
38 JMP 
39 L.4 DEC 
40 SHE 
41 JMP 

'6 
$8 
SlA 
SIB 
SIC 
SlE 
$000 
10 
"40 
LETTER 
FLAG 
(511, Y 
(S2), Y 
L.I 
'0 
FLAG 
(S2), Y 
COUNT 

(51), Y 
LETTER 
L.2 
"OF 
HOLD 
(S21, Y 
LETTER 
L.3 
1t0F 
HOLD 
L.4 
L.5 
II 
FLAG 
'848 
10 
flAG 
$848 
COUNT 
LOOP 
$848P 

;COHPARE STRI NG LENGTHS 

;STORE SHORTER LENGTH 

;lE TTERl 

;YES, CAPITALIZE 

;$52>$51 

;COHPARE NEXT BYTES 

~ 
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I~PPLE.50F T AtJTO DATA r~DDE.R 

Richard ROLue L L 

I initially intended this program to convert Applesoft
BASIC programs to text files for transmission over 
phone lines, but then as also happens when I go into 
the grocery store for a Quart of milk, I couldn't 
resist adding another item. The program in its 
present form will also format and add DATA lines to an 
App1esoft program. It would be Quite easy to substi
tute REM or PRINT or HPLOT or any of the other BASIC 
words for DATA; the program would work the same way.
It happens that writing long series of DATA lines is 
the most common tedium in my programming life. 

Here's 	what to do to use Auto Data Adder: 

1. 	LOAD your original App1eSoft program, noting the 
line numbers of your DATA. 

2. 	 EXEC AUTO DATA ADDER. 
3. 	Type in any new DATA lines upon prompting.
4. 	 SAVE the (now appended) App1eSoft program under a 

file name of your choosing. 

(Note that a text version has already been written to 
the disk with a temporary file name 'TEMP.PRGRM'.) 

Auto Data Adder uses line numbers above 63000, so 
should not get in the way of your original program.
If you have so many DATA lines that you needed lines 
11-63000 then (a) this program will not work, and (b) 
you have no business using BASIC. 

If you do not use the DATA adder feature (answer 'NO' 
when asked if you have lines to add) then this utility
will still convert your BASIC ASCII textprogram to an 
file. 

----------_...---------------------------------------
HOME: 	 VTAB2 : PRINT "AUTO DATA ADDER ••••• RICHARD 

ROWELL" : VTAB22 : POKE 34,20 : PRINT 
o 	 TEXT:HOME:CLEAR:GOT063001 
63001 	 VTAB 3: INVERSE: PRINT" SOME CAUTIONS: ": 

NORMAL 
63002 	 POKE 33,36: POKE 32,4: PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
63003 	 PRINT "I. YOUR PROGRAM MUST ALREADY": PRINT· 

BE IN MEMORY.": PRINT 
63004 PRINT "2. IT MAY NOT HAVE A LINE 10.": PRINT 
63005 PRINT "3. IT MAY NOT HAVE A LINE I >63000.": 

PRINT 
63006 	 PRINT "4. IF YOU USE MULTIPLE DATA": PRINT" 

(WITH COMMAS) THEN BEGIN": PRINT" WITH A 
QUOTATION MARK.": PRINT 

63007 	 POKE 32 0: POKE 33,40: VTAB 23: HTAB 9: PRINT 
"TOUCH [RETURN] WHEN READY.";: HTAB 39: 
CALL - 678: HOME 

63008 0$" CHR$ (13) + CHR$ (4)
63009 FL$ a "TEMP.PRGRM" 
63010 N" 100 
63011 	 DIM A$(N)
63012 	 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO ADD DATA LINES? ";IN$
63013 PRINT: IF LEFT$ (IN$,I) ( > "Y" AND LEFT$ 

(IN$,I) ( > .y" THEN 63024 
63014 VTAB 20: FOR I .. 1 TO 39: PRINT" A;: NEXT I: 

PRINT " " 
63015 	 HTAB 7:-PRINT "TYPE 'QUIT' WHEN FINISHED.": 


POKE 35,19: HOME 

63016 INPUT "FIRST DATA LINE '";LN 

63017 INPUT "DATA LINE INCREMENTS" ";LI 

63018 HOME 

63019 FOR I .. 0 TO N 

63020 PRINT LN + I • LI;" DATA ";

63021 	 INPUT "";A$(I) 

Washington Apple Pi 	 Aprl1 

63022 	 IF A$(I) .. "Quit" OR A$(I) .. "Quit" OR A$(I)
"QUIT" 	 THEN J .. I - 1:1 = N 

63023 NEXT I 
63024 TEXT: HOME 
63025 INVERSE: PRINT" CREATING FILE '";FL$;"' A;: 

HTAB 38: FLASH: PRINT "+": NORMAL 
63026 PRINT D$;"OPEN ";FL$ 
63027 PRINT D$;"DELETE ";FL$ 
63028 PRINT D$;"OPEN ";FL$ 
63029 PRINT D$;"WRITE ";FL$ 
63030 PRINT "NEW" 
63031 POKE 33,33 
63032 LIST 1,63000 
63033 FOR I .. 0 TO J: PRINT LN + I • LI;"DATA";A$(I):

NEXT I 
63034 PRINT "POKE34,0:VTAB 9:CALL-958" 
63035 PRINT D$;"CLOSE" 
63036 TEXT: HOME : VTAB 2 
63037 FOR I .. 1 TO 39: PRINT ".";: NEXT I: 
63038 POKE 33,32: POKE 32,8: PRINT : PRINT 
63039 PRINT "WHEN THE DRIVE STOPS": PRINT "TYPE SAVE 

63040 
[FILE NAME].": PRINT" 
POKE 32,0: POKE 33,40 

---------------" 

63041 PRI NT 
63042 FOR I = 1 TO 39: PRINT ".";: NEXT I: 
63043 POKE 34,10: VTAB 10 
63044 PRINT D$;OEXEC TEMP.PRGRM" 

HOME :RUN 

.Paragon Technologies, Inc. 

offers classes in our IBM PC laboratory 
and Apple lie laboratory In McLean: 
· Getting Started With The Micro 
Computer 

· VISICALC, LOTUS 1, 2, 3 

· d Base II 

· WordStar 

· Programming in BASIC 

· Computer assisted SAT preparation 

All classes are hands-on with one person 
per computer. 

Call 
556-9659 

or write to us: 
P.O. Box 6128 


McLean, Virginia 22106 
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PouL R Cl S S 

just switched from Homeword to AppleWorks for word 
processing. Homeword was too much like a toy and I 
wanted a word processing program that would take full 
advantage of all the print enhancements available on 
my Epson FX-80 dot matrix printer. 

AppleWorks was very disappointing. The most obvious 
problem was that it would not print consistently with 
my Grappler+ interface card and Epson FX-80 dot matrix 
printer. It seems that Apple didn't program Apple
Works for non-Apple parallel interface cards. Fortu
nately, Walt Mossberg published a fix for these prob
lems in the November 1984 Washington Apple Pi Journal. 

After putting Walt's fixes into AppleWorks I was still 
disappointed. Although I could print in 6 widths from 
5 to 17 characters per inch, none of the printing was 
"letter quality." The FX-80 printer provides three 
degrees of boldface but AppleWorks used none of them 
except for "emphasized" type which was available at 5 
and 10 characters per inch. There were no italic 
typefaces at all and it was not possible to change 
type sizes within a paragraph. This last problem not 
only ruined the fun of using type size for emphasis,
it also meant that superscripts and subscripts had to 
be the same width as the other characters on the line 
even though they were only half as tall. (In fairness 
to AppleWorks I must say that there is one "letter 
quality" type style available - proportional. How
ever, proportional isn't useful for technical work 
because the columns don't line up and there are no 
boldface, superscripts, or subscripts. These are 
limitations of the Epson FX-80 dot matrix printer, not 
AppleWorks.) A (probably) harmless peculiarity was 
that I could intermix paragraphs printed with differ
ent type styles freely except that proportional could 
not follow 6 or 12 characters per inch. 

A solution for most of the above problems would be for 
AppleWorks to send user-defined strings to the 
printer, but AppleWorks doesn't provide this capabili
ty - at least not explicitly. AppleWorks does provide
for user-defined custom printers. Appropriate use of 
that customization feature can allow your FX-80 
printer to produce "letter quality" print, Italics, 
continuing boldface (in everything except proportional 
spaCing), and intermix proportionally typed paragraphs 
with other paragraphs at random. It will even make 
superscripts with width in proportion to their height.
About the only feature I haven't been able to obtain 
is the intermixing of different type sizes within the 
same paragraph. 

Here's how I did it: (If you have any trouble follow
ing these instructions, see Appendix B, pp 281-293, 
AppleWorks Reference Manual.) 

Go to the "Add a Printer" menu. Add a custom printer.
Give it a name. (I named mine "LETTER QUALITY. a) 
Your new printer is accessed exactly the same way you
old printer is; both from the same slot - probably
slot 1. This new printer does need a line feed after 
each return and does accept top-of-form commands. 

Proceed to the "Printer Codes Menu.· This is where 
the real work is done. 
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A. Characters per inch. Make the following entries: 

characters per inch: Enter "ESC! ( -a. (a-. is the5 
character which ends the entry process.) These 
characters instruct the printer to print emphasized
enlarged type when you specify 5 characters per
inch in the text of the document. The AppleWorks
built-in driver uses draft mode at 5 characters per 
inch, which isn't dark enough on the page. 

6 	 characters per inch: Enter "ESC ! I -0. This pro
duces enlarged Elite type which is useful for 
material, such as speeches, to be read aloud. 

8 	 characters per inch: Enter "ESC $ -D. This pro
duces enlarged condensed type. 

9 	 characters per inch: Enter "ESC I CTRL-H ESC 4 -". 
This produces emphasized Italic type at 10 
characters per inch. This is your new "global
Italics" command. After you specify 9 characters 
per inch in a document everything will be printed
in Italics for the entire rest of the document or 
until you specifically turn it off. To turn on 
global Italics, specify 9 characters per inch in 
the document and print at least one character. You 
can then switch to any other type size you want and 
it will appear in Italics. If you do not switch 
type sizes you will get emphasized Italics at 10 
characters per inch with the margins just a little 
off. To get the margins just right, I specify 9 
chararacters per inch; print a single period; and 
then specify 10 characters per inch. You must 
actually print a character; just a space or return 
won't turn on the Italics. If you adopt this 
global Italic feature, you must also have ·local" 
Italics (see below) because the only way to turn 
global Italics off is to turn the local Italics on 
and off in immediate succesion. 

10 	 characters per inch: Enter "ESC I CTRL-H -". This 
produces emphasized (letter quality) Pica type. It 
will be the AppleWorks default typeface. This 
isn't true letter quality but it's as close as you 
can come on the FX-80. 

11 	 characters per inch: Enter "ESC I CTRL-@ ESC p 1 -a. (Note the lower case .p •• ) This produces pro
proportional typing at about 10.2 actual characters 
per inch. 

12 	 characters per inch: Enter "ESC I CTRL-A -". This 
produces standard Elite type which prints quickly
and looks good but is a little small for my old 
eyes. This is the same as with the AppleWorks
driver except that boldface works with this. 

17 	 characters per inch: Enter "ESC I CTRL-F -". Pro
duces condensed type. 

B. Lines per inch. Make the following entries: 

6 	 Lines per inch: "ESC 2 -n. (Remember,·-" is the 
indication that you are through making entries.) 

8 	 lines per inch: "ESC 0 -0 	

contd. 
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C. 	 Boldface, Superscript, and Subscript. Make the 
following entries: 

Boldface begin: "ESC G·", Boldface end: "ESC H··, 
These codes will produce boldface with type sizes 
5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 17 characters per inch 
everything except 11 characters per inch 
(proportional), In contrast to the boldface 
supplied in the AppleWorks driver, this boldface 
will continue to the end of the paragraph or until 
specifically ended, 

Superscript bel)in: "ESC SO·", Superscript end: "ESC· 
T .", Superscripting terminates at the end of the 
line or when specifically ended, These 
superscripts are the same width as the rest of the 
characters on the line; that keeps the right
justification correct, If you rarely right
jus t ify, usually use 10 characters per inch, and 
you 	 would like superscripts that are appropriately
proportioned according to their height, try:
Superscript begin: "ESC I CTRL-F ESC SO·", 
Superscript end: "ESC T ESC I CTRL-H .", This 
begin command installs narrow characters when 
superscripting is started, When superscripting
ends the printer doesn't have any way to know what 
width you were using before and so it reverts to 10 
characters per inch, This is rather useful for 
equations but only if you're using the 10 
characters per inch typeface, 

Subscript begin: "ESC 4 .", Subscript end: "ESC 5 • ", 
This produces Italics, not subscripts; this is how 
I get "local" Italics, These Italics appear in 
whatever typesize and boldface is in effect when 
you 	 turn them on, Like superscripting, this won't 
continue beyond the end of the line so it isn't a 
useful way to get Italics for more than a few 
words, These characters are also required in order 
to turn off the global Italics which are set by
specifying 9 characters per inch, above; use 
"subscript begin" followed immediately by
"subscript end," (If you want real subscripts use 
"ESC 	 S 1·" to begin and "ESC T ·n to end,. If you 
set 	 this up for real subscripts there is no way to 
turn off the "global" Italics set by specifying 9 
characters per inch, above,) 

D. Underlining. 

Choose option 2, "Printer has start/stop underline 
commands," For underline begin, enter "ESC 
CTRL-A .", For underline end, enter "ESC - CTRL-@ 
.", Note the "-" following the ESCAPE, Under
lining and boldface are the only actions that 
cont inue beyond the end of ali ne; if not 
specifically ended both will continue to the end of 
the paragraph, 

That's all there is to it, After you have installed 
this driver into AppleWorks, it will ask where you 
want to print the document, Old Name or LETTER 
QUALITY? If you specify LETTER QUALITY you will get
5, 6, 8 ,10, 12, or 17 characters per inch of nicely
matched type including Italics - all of which is more 
or less letter quality and can be boldfaced, itali
cized, superscripted, and underlined, Boldface and 
underline will stay in effect unt 11 the end of the 
paragraph if not specifically ended, Remember, you 
get "global" Italic type by specifying 9 characters 
per inch and printing at least one character before 
you switch type sizes, You turn off global Italics by
turning "local· Italics on then off, Local Italics 
have replaced subscripts, You also get letter quality
proportional spaCing by specifying 11 characters per
inch but proportional cannot be boldfaced or super
scripted, ~ 

SE.CURE. F ORTI-f 

PROGRAmS 
c h ~ s t ~..- 1--1 
If you ever wish to supply a FORTH program on a disk, 
with protection against disassembling or modifying,
here is a procedure to make a program secure, 

The scenario is to boot the program, identify any
words which must be recognizable as input, blank out 
the names of all other words, and then BSAVE the modi
fied program on a DOS 3,3 disk, This final program 
can be BRUN as intended, but no unauthorized words 
will be recognized, If the program is BLOADed and 
examined in the monitor, the ·prying eyes· will find 
that each word name consists of a string of Ctrl-A's, 
Analyzing such a program is difficult, 

The original program is loaded, the following screen 
is loaded, then each word to be kept is marked by
entering: 

KEEP 	 (name) CR 

After all required names are marked, HIDE replaces all 
characters of unmarked names with Ctrl-A's, then 
prints the length of the program for BSAVEing, Insert 
a DOS 3,3 disk and enter 

BSAVE (program), A$800, L$(length) 

The 	 secured program can be copied, but not readily
studied, 

SCR , 91 
o ( Secure FORTH programs 	 23JAN85CHP)
1 HEX 
2 HERE CONSTANT HERE· 
3 LATEST CONSTANT LATEST· 
4 : FIXBOOT LATEST· PFA LFA @80C I HERE· 81E I ; 
5 : FIND-LENGTH HERE· 1+ 800 - , ; 
6 : KEEP BL WORD HERE LATEST· (FIND) Oa IF 4 SPACES 
7 ," NOT IN GLOSSARY· CR ELSE DROP NFA DUP C@ 40 
8 OR 	 SWAP CI ENDIF ; 
9 : ?KEPT DUP C@ 40 AND ; 

10 : HIDE LATEST· PFA LFA 
11 BEGIN DUP @WHILE 
12 BEGIN @?KEPT WHILE PFA LFA REPEAT 
13 DUP PFA LFA DUP 1 - ROT 1+ DO 1 I CI LOOP 
14 DUP 1 - 81 SWAP CI 
15 REPEAT DROP FIXBOOT FIND-LENGTH ; Et 

APPLE WRITER II TUTORIAL 

Dianne Lorenz (of the Apple Writer Hotline) will be 
giving an introductory tutorial on Apple Writer II at 
the office on Wednesday, April 17 at 7:30 PM, 
Attendees are asked to register in advance and are 
urged to bring their equipment along with a copy of 
Apple Writer. A registration forms appears at the 
back of the Journ a 1. Et 
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BUYinG An AnD~R50n JACOB50n 
831 T~RmlnAL/PRlnT~R 

b~ 1< I n a L 

I'm sure you've noticed Anderson Jacobson's prominent 
ads on the back cover of the WAP Journal for their AJ 
831 daisy wheel terminals. In case you don't know it, 
the WAP Journal itself is prepared in photo-ready form 
using such a printer. For several years now, the 
reconditioned AJs have provided computerists with a 
need for a letter quality printer a very cost effect
ive alternative. In 1982, the AJ830 was being adver
tised for $1495, then $1295, then it was closed out 
for $6501 The improved AJ831 took its place for $995 
in October, with the price dropped to $888 a year 
later. February 1984 saw the price drop to $712, and 
in August to $598. 

Meanwhile, I had been dOing my program listings and 
utility drafts on an "ancient" (pre-Epson v1ntagel)
MPI-88T matrix printer, 80 cps, no descenders, etc. 
We also had a twenty year old Olympia office electric 
typewriter. When friends asked me for advice on 
letter quality printers, though, I recommended that 
they consider the AJ printers. These seemed like the 
best deal around in letter quality, if you could live 
with the drawbacks (more on that later). Well, the 
MPI printer is still working fine, but the Olympia
finally gave up the ghost in October. So I began
looking for a good deal on letter quality printers or 
typewriter/printers, and almost bought an SCM Messen
ger. But the WAP swap-meet was coming up, and I 
figured that maybe what I wanted would turn up there. 

Sure enough, some of our members with AJ connections 
showed up with a few of the AJ831s priced to go at 
$399. So I bought one. 

Should you consider one of these, instead of one of 
the many daisy wheel printers now showing up on the 
market for $300-600? (Most of these are Japanese,
though Radio Shack just put one on sale for $399 that 
uses a Diablo mechanism). First, what are the 
disadvantages of the AJs? Most prominent is sheer 
size and weight. These units come complete with a 
caster-wheel equipped pedestal, and take up substan
tial floor real estate. Of course, it's no worse than 
a large office typewriter on a stand, but it might not 
be appropriate for every home computer situation. 
Second, the AJs use a serial interface, whereas many 
computer installations (including Apple ][s and //e-s)
have traditionally used a parallel port for printer 
output. The last significant minus, in my opinion,
has to do with maintenance. You can buy a service 
contract from AJ for on-site servic~ut it's hard to 
believe that a home user could justify that. And the 
thing is pretty bulky to cart or ship to AJ for 
repair. Still, in theory this is industrial grade
electronic equipment and should last forever in light 
use, right ? Well, maybe and maybe not....... Read 
on ••• 

What are the advantages? For one thing, these termi
nals have a real (and very nice) keyboard, and work 
quite well as an electric typewriter, with the one 
proviso that daisy-wheel mechanisms do not provide the 
visibility of the line being typed that Selectrics and 
some other mechanisms do. Still, why should you have 
to crank up the word processor just to address an 
envelope? And how do you fill out forms with a word 
processor and printer? So the keyboard is useful even 
if used infrequently. The other, perhaps most telling
advantage of a $400 AJ over a $400 daisy-wheel printer 

is speed. Maybe you think that II, 15, or even 18 cps
is fast enough. That's probably true for a one page 
letter. But try printing a multi-page document at 11 
cps! Also, the AJs, unlike some electronic type
writers with printer interfaces, are true terminals. 
Not only does the print mechanism receive, but the 
keyboard sends. Someone could probably make use of 
this feature with CP/M and Wordstar, thereby bypassing 
the limitations of the Apple ][ keyboard, for example. 
Last, the AJ's have a 13 inch carriage \actually, 132 
characters with 10 per inch, or 158 at 12), which some 
spreadsheet users might find useful). 

But now for my tale of woe. After a few minor adjust
ments, which would have been covered by AJ's 30 day
on-site warranty if I hadn't known enough to perform
them myself, and after configuring the interface 
properly, my 831 worked beautifully for just about a 
month. I printed several lengthy reports and numerous 
smaller letters, etc. on it. Then it began acting up. 
At first it would, for no good reason, give a few 
spontaneous line feeds while sitting idle. Several 
times, these line feeds occured in the middle of 
printing a page, thereby ruining it. The problem 
seemed to get worse and worse, until one day while it 
was turned on and I was out of the room, something
happened which caused it to blow a fuse (not the main 
fuse, but one of the smaller fuses on the power supply 
board). I traced the prob 1 em to one of the boards in 
the Qume mechanism. AJ told me a board trade-in would 
cost $185 1111I I decided that, at that price, I 
would see if I could fix the board myself. To do 
that, though, I needed the service manuals, available 
from AJ in California for ONLY $95 I Well, I had 
already written the check and sealed the envelope, to 
be mailed the next day, when I decided to do a little 
more testing and probing first. It became obvious 
that the real culprit was one well known to owners of 
Apple ][s: poor contact between a plug in board and 
the motherboard connector. 

The usual advice to Apple )[ owners when they have 
board-slot contact problems is to clean the board 
contact "fingers" with an eraser, and reseat the board 
several times. In the case of the AJ, though, the 
connector had apparently become worn so much that 
cleaning did not help. Eventually I'll have to 
replace the connector; in the meantime, I have 
resorted to the crude expedient of coating the con
tacts on the plug-in with a layer of solder, in order 
to make them fatter and thereby force better contact. 
(I should note that no doubt my particular problem was 
greatly aggravated by the AJ's location in a room not 
always heated. Therefore, the electronics undergo
substanti al temperature fl uctuat ions. The same 
thermal cycling problem affects Apple ][ plug-in
boards, which is why the advice is often heard to 
leave your computer on 24 hours a day.) 

A few words on interfacing. If your word or text 
processor prints from memory, certain text material, 
especially with boldfacing or underlining, can result 
in a loss (skipping) of data if the interface is not 
arranged for "flow control" when the buffer is filled 
up. (Word processors like ScreenWriter which print
from a disk file are usually just enough slower that 
you're not likely to have this problem.) The correct 
method, though, is to modify the AJ electronics as 
described in the manual Appendix A, ·Overflow Protec

contd. 
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tionA. This gives you a proper DTR busy signal on pin 
20, which most newer serial interface cards accept to 
flow-control data output. With regard to the other 
pin connections, I found it convenient to Simply tie 
pins 4, 6, and 8 together on the AJ side of the cable. 
Pin 3 is the data lead, and grounds on pins 1 and 7 
should also be connected as usual. Most serial cards 

'-" today do support the pin 20 busy signal; prominent
exceptions are the old Apple Serial and Communica
tions cards. (Super-serial card is O~o are Apple 
III and Ilc serrar-fOterfaces, and of course the Mac). 

I really think it's unlikely that the average buyer of 
one of these will run into the problem that I had. 
Still, since you do get a 30 day on-site warranty, I 
suggest that you really put the machine through its 
paces within the 30 days. I would leave it on contin
uously for maybe a week, then begin turning it on and 
off every day. That will put it through some of the 
thermal cycles which can cause connector problems to 
show up. 

But should you buy one at all? It's hard to accurately
predict the printer marketplace, but I don't think 
you'll see 30 cps daisy wheel printers selling much 
below $600 in the near future. (Watch me proven wrong 
next month ••• !) If you can't afford the space, or 
never need to print more than a page or two, but want 
letter quality, then buy either a printer or type
writerlprinter (Juki, Silver-Reed, SCM, Radio Shack, 
???). You might also find that the near-letter
quality matrix printers will satisfy all your needs 
(still, none of these produce print quite as nice in 
appearance as daisy wheel with carbon-film ribbon 
does). fl 

BOOTinG A 
RE.LUCTAnT 

·SCRE.E.nLUR I TE.R 
b~ 130 (" S Le.v· In e. 
Using ScreenWriter II extensively lets you get to 
knows its characteristias, including some that develop
only after long use. For example, one or more of the 
sub-programs which constitute 'SWII can be mended,
using the backup disk. Now, here's another: What to 
do if SWII won't boot? 

If SWII simply spins on an'd on in Drive I, but is 
otherwise OK, here's a technique which might help.
First, boot DOS 3.3 into memory from any disk that has 
it. Next place the SWI I disk into Drive 1. Now, type
in "BRUN STARP<CR>. And SWII should arrive, ready 
for use. 

WHAT, it hasn't booted! Make two quick checks before 
calling for help beyond this article. With DOS in 
place, try CATALOG to see that the binary program
START is on the disk. Then re-check the SWII sub
programs, using VERIFY from the FlO program. If any
of them report '1/0 ERROR' or otherwise don't work, 
see my earlier article on "Mending ScreenWriter II" 
(February 1985 WAP Journal). Or, you may have 
acquired a problem entirely outside the SWII program.
Take a look at some other programs to see whether 
'non-booting' has suddenly become endemic to your 
system. 

End of nightmare. IT DID BOOT. 

5~L~CTlnG nUmB~R5 


F uR TI-iE. mARYLr~nD 

LOTTel 
E.uge:ne: S t 
Listed below is a routine that I use to help me select 
numbers for the Maryland Lotto. Perhaps a number of 
other WAP members may find the program useful. 

I use it to select six numbers in the range 1-40. 
found that I had to run it several times to get what I 
thought was the right mix of numbers. I am not the 
original author, but I changed the program to satisfy 
my needs. 

The program can be modified to select from a larger 
range of numbers, say 1-100, by changing the number 40 
to 100 in lines 10 and 20. Change the number 6 in 
line 130 to specify how many random numbers are to be 
chosen. 

10 DIM RN(40)
20 N = 40 
30 FOR I " 1 TO N 
40 X = INT (N * RND (1) + 1)
50 FOR J = 1 TO I 
60 IF RN(J) = X THEN GOTO 40 
70 NEXT J 

80 RNO).= X 

90 PRINT X 


100 Z = Z + 1 
110 IF Z 6 THEN 130 
120 NEXT I 
130 END 

Views &Reviews contd. from pg 58 

use the amount of space that 1-2-3 gives you. Other 
than that, though, the spreadsheet looks better and 
runs better than any other on the market. Period. 

The other functions (Database, Communications, Word 
processing and Graphics) look different, but are just
another view of the. spreadsheet. In other words, Jazz 
contains a spreadsheet which can be disguised to 
appear like other applications. In the word proces
sor, for example, as you enter text into what appears 
to be a full-screen editor, you are merely adding text 
to a cell which corresponds to column A row' on the 
spreadsheet. This is no problem, of course, except
!or the fact that you are just as memory-bound as you 
are in the spreadsheet, and that memory constriction 
is acute when you consider how much memory is used up
by both the Mac System files and Jazz itself. This 
constraint is particularly painful when you try to 
play dBASE-type games with the database. 

My overall rating for Jazz is not very good a 
memory-based program on the Mac should be tiny, and 
not expansive like Jazz. However, keep in mind that 
the spreadsheet is ahead of everyone else except,
perhaps, for Lotus' own Symphony. I wi s h that Lotus 
were just selling the spreadsheet alone, as an 
upgraded 1-2-3, instead of in the integrated pack
age... ~ 
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Rick Chapnlon 


Appendix E of the old Applesoft Reference Manual gives
the following hints for speeding up your Applesoft 
programs: 

1. 	Use variables instead of constants. especially
within loops. This is the most important speed
hint! For example. try the following two programs: 

10 FOR I = 1 TO 1000 : X = X + 1.23456789 : NEXT 
20 PRI NT CHR$ (7) : END 

5 Y " 1.23456789 
10 FOR I = 1 TO 1000 : X = X + Y : NEXT 
20 PRINT CHR$(7) : END 

The first program takes about 33 seconds to run. 
The second. only 3 seconds! That's what I call an 
improvement. Remember to use this technique. even 
if you're just multiplying a number by two within a 
loop. Variables are always faster than constants. 
even the simplest constants. 

2. 	Define the most frequently used variables early in 
the program so that they will be found near the 
start of the variable table. When Applesoft needs 
to fetch a variable it must search through the 
entire variable list. For example. trJ these two 
programs: 

1 	 A=O B=O C=O 0=0 E=O F=O G=O H=O 
1"0 

2 	 JoO K=O L=O M=O N=O 0=0 p=o 0=0 
RoO 


5 yo1.23456789 

10 FOR I = 1 TO 1000 : X X + Y NEXT 

20 	 PR INT CHR$( 7) : END 

o X=O y=o
1 A=O B=O CeO 0=0 E=O F=O G=O H=O 

1=0 
2 JeO KeO L=O M=O 11=0 0=0 p=o 0=0 

R=O 
5 Y=I.23456789 
10 FOR I = 1 TO 1000 : X " X + 1.23456789 : NEXT 
20 PRINT CHR$(7) : END 

In the first program. the order of the variables in 
the variable table is A.B •••••O.R.Y.X. This 
program takes about 4 seconds to run. Line 0 in 
the second program defines the most used variables 
X and Y first so they appear first and second in 
the variable table. This program executes in 3 
seconds. a 25% savings! 

3. 	Use NEXT statements without the index variable. 
This can save up to 20% in the execution speed of 
loops. 

4. 	Frequently referenced lines and commonly used 
subroutines should be placed as early in the 
program as possible. The manual states that when 
Applesoft encounters a GDTO or GOSUB statement it 
must scan the whole program starting at the lowest 
line number for the specified line. Actually.
Applesoft does some limited checking of line 
numbers given in a GOTO or GOSUB statement. and 
only returns to the beginning of the program if the 
high byte of the destination byte is less than or 
equal to the high byte of the current line number. 
Otherwise it begins searching from the present
line. toward the end of the program. Thus. if your 

destination line is 255 or more greater than your 
current line. you can insure that Applesoft will 
not search from the beginning. and hence will run 
faster. 

This hint is most important for long programs. For 
example. the following routine takes about 8 sec
onds if it is placed at the beginning of a program. 
With 25 one line REM statements preceding it. the 
time increases to about 12 seconds. 

100 X = X + 1 

110 IF X < 1000 THEN 120 

115 PRINT CHR$(7) : END 

120 GOTO 100 


To show the speed improvement obtainable by just 
renumbering. try the following modified version of 
the above. When preceeded by 25 one line REM 
statements. it only takes 10 seconds to execute. 
This represents a 16% increase in speed just from 
renumbering. 

100 X = X + 1 

110 IF X < 1000 THEN 500 

115 PRINT CHR$(7) : END 

500 GOTO 100 


There are alternative ways to speed up GOTOs and 
GOSUBs in long programs that make use of Applesoft 
pointers to trick Applesoft into beginning its 
search at some point past the beginning of the 
program. For example. see Roger Wagner's note in 
A11 About Applesoft. 

5. 	Some articles have incorrectly stated that REM 
statements slow programs down. This is really only 
true if the REM statement is on its own line. If a 
REM statement is a part of an executable line. then 
the additional execution time from the REM 
statement is negligible. 

6. 	Another. sometimes overlooked. speed-up technique
involves the use of DOS text files and the charac
teristics of the Apple disk drives. I recently 
have been upgrading a system written by another 
programmer. The system stores information on a 
group of individuals in a slightly encoded form 
using standard DOS text files. In order to 
calculate statistics from this information. the 
previous programmer would read in a single
individual's record. decode it. and add the results 
to the final statistics before gOing back to 
process the next individual. Although. this may be 
a fine technique to use if all of the information 
is res i dent in memory. it turned out that the 
processing time between disk accesses was long 
enough for the disk drive to come to a complete 
halt between each and every access. By modifying
the program to read all of the information into 
memory (using arrays) before any processing or 
decoding was done. I managed to keep the disk drive 
spinning between accesses. This simple change
reduced program execution time by 50%! 

So whenever you are using standard DOS text files. 
read as much information into the machine as you can 
before any processing is performed. Of course. 
standard DOS text files are notoriously slow. so if 
you can. use ProOOS for even faster processing. (t 
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l-1a~man 
While recently preparing for a skiing trip to Europe I 
wanted to make a packing list of all the items I was 
to take. My list was to be organized on one sheet of 
paper in columns in common groups such as Ski Bag, Dop
Kit, Suitcase and Carry!on-Bag. 

An easy task, no doubt, with my Apple Writer II Word 
Processor, except that my word processor likes to 
write horizontally, not vertically. No problem, just 
11 st an item, do a Carri age Return <CR> , 1i st the 
next, etc. When you have enough lines go back to the 
beginning, do an appropriate tab with a Ctrl-I and 
start the next column using the <CR> and Ctrl-I to 
keep on entering items until you need to start the 
third and fourth columns using the same technique. 

Well, this would be acceptable until you thought of a 
new item to take on the trip and you wanted to insert 
it in the body of a column (not at the end). Your 
groups and columns would go haywire. What to do? 
Well, this simple solution allowed me to make my list 
in several columns and keep my list intact when I 
added a forgotten item. Believe me, there were for
gotten items. 

Just type one column of all the items, keeping them in 
any group in any order you wish. Edfting in thfs 
format, then, is simple. Preface the text with an 
imbedded left margin (.lM') and SINGLE PAGE printing
code (.SP1). Count down the list a number of items 
that would not exceed the length of the page and imbed 
a form feed ( .FF) and a new 1eft margin (. lMI)
setting, allowing appropriate room for the width of 

,-". the col umn. Repeat for the th ird and, fn case, fourth 

(I listed a lot of stuff). Wfth the settfng at SINGLE 
PAGE, all I had to do was to re-insert the page fnto 
the printer when the screen asked, and a new column 
was printed. Believe me, it was easy to insert addf
tional ftems fn my list and to get a printed update. 

This technfque is probably not new, but I would like 
to share it with others, like myself, who did not know 
it. I can see a lot of applications for making lists 
in col umn form, that will be upda ted. How about: 
what's upstairs in the attfc, your tools, items in 
boxes in the garage or closets, etc. 

Here is a sample of the coding I used with Apple 
Writer II: 

.SPI 
• lM2 

Item 1 

Item 2 


. 
Item 50 

.FF 

.lM18 

Item 51 


. 
Item 95 

.FF 

.lM36 

Item 96 

etc. 

sMac and Multiolan - $39 
s~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 

ip~~pCl:r~. y~~r. t:a~~~ ~~~.~g. ~~ur 

Apple Software and Peripheral 

All Alll!..le II So/,I ware SSg o/'/' lisl 

Microsoft Multiplan ............................ $83 
PFSFile .................................................... $B3 
MicroPro Wordstar .............................. $233 
Think Tank ............................................... $99 
Flight Simulator II .............................. $36 
Sargon III ................................................. $33 
Lode Runner ............................................ $24 

I~~~~:~~\~:~~nn Ii 

i ~~st.. ~~sy~ ~~~~~~~c~~ ~.Y. 'P.I 

A II /'Ioe So/,I wore SSg o/'/' 

Multiplan ................................ $129 

Basic ........................................ $99 

Word ......................................... $129 

Chart ........................................ $129 

Fi le ........................................... $129 

Helix ........................................ $263 


Call or Wri te for other prices II 


a~ ~~ ~~~~~t.p~s.s~ble price - S339 
.9.0. ~~y ~.r~~~~~ 
free ram disk ro ram 

Send Check or Money Order + $3 S/H to : 

FutureVest Computers 
P.O. Box 20223. New York. NY 10025 
(212) 222-1607 
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This is mostly about the new Sider 10Mb hard disk that 
we all saw advertised in BYTE magazine a couple of 
months ago. Well, I boughl:lDne and have it installed 
and I am very pleased with it, with but a couple of 
reservations, and I thought other WAPI members might
appreciate some information about it. First though, I 
want to relate a series of events that happened about 
the same time that readers might find entertaining. 

One reason I bought the hard disk was that my business 
had expanded and I needed more storage space. This 
increase in business brought with it a lawyer who has 
a PC and who likes to transfer documents back and 
forth to clients over a modem. I'd been considering
buying a modem anyway, and picked up a Signalman MARK 
XII and a CCS 7711 serial card to run the thing. 

First off, the CCS card wouldn't work, and I burned up
the phone lines to the dealer, CCS, Apple, and anybody
else who would listen, trying to find out what was 
wrong. One said it was the computer, another the hard 
disk; most thought I'd messed up the switches on the 
card, and all were tired of listening to me. I knew 
it wasn't me, and I finally got a tech-support fellow 
at CCS to go look at a schematic of the card and the 
chips, and we discovered that the DTE/DCE chip (which 
must be changed manually to reverse its position) was 
labelled backwards, and it was CCS's fault in the 
first place. 

While the serial card was screwed up, the modem 
wouldn't work either, of course, and for a brief 
period I thought the modem was the culprit instead of 

slow to handle the flow of data from the modem. 

the card. During that period I was told that: 

a. 

b. 

the CCS card 
Signalman.
I had to build 

had to be rewired to support 

a new cable from the modem. 

the 

c. 

d. 

Neither the card nor the modem would work with 
Applicard (CP/M) system.
My lIe was causing the problem because it was 

my 

too 

I finally got everything working, got a WAP ABBS 
Password, and proceeded to to call a lot of bulletin 
boards through DOS 3.3. After a few days of that, I 
confronted the reality that no matter how smart my
modem might be, it wasn't going to say hello through 
my CP/M operating system until I got some software to 
help it along. I bought both WAP library disks that 
contain communications programs, and ASM'd and DDT'd 
copies of those poor little disks nearly to death 
trying to get the blasted things to work, and had no 
luck whatsoever. The opening menus came up and the 
keyboard locked. 

So, I figured I needed a commercial package. I picked 
CROSSTALK, and brought it home thinking that my
worries were over. I installed it, called it up, got
the help menu, and asked it to dial a number. It 
promptly responded that it was dialing and waiting for 
a carrier signal. And waiting, and waiting, and 
waiting, because it wasn't getting through to my
modem. Thinking I'd messed up the set-up somehow, I 
went back to DOS, dialed 986-8085 and got a prompt 
amswer from the WAP ABBS, so I knew the modem/serial
card link was working. 

I tacked another few dollars onto the phone bill 
calling Microstuf (who manufacture Crosstalk) in 
Atlanta. They said that: 

a. 	 The CCS card wouldn't support Crosstalk. 
b. 	 The modem was broken. 
c. 	 The software would support the CCS 7710, but not 

the 7711. 
d. 	 Crosstalk wouldn't support the Applicard. 

Then I called Anchor, who make the Mark XII, and was 
told that: 

a. 	 Crosstalk wouldn't support the CCS card. 
b. 	 It was my lIe's fault (in some unspecified way). 
c. 	 Anchor wouldn't support the CCS card. 

Finally, I called CCS again (Remember? The ones who 
had put the upside-down cover on the DTE/DCE chip?).
They said that, OH, GOODNESS, it was probably their 
ROM chip that was the problem. They'd had reports
that the one shipped with the 7711 cards caused prob
lems with CP/M and they'd send out a new one free of 
charge. I'm still waiting for the chip and hoping
that it will solve the problem, fully aware that the 
WAP communications programs that I bought for $5.00 
will probably work just fine, as will the rather more 
expensive Crosstalk, when the new chip is installed. 

It seems that the basic philosopy of many manufac
turers is to scream INCOMPATIBILITY instead of 
figuring out what is really wrong. 

Anyway, back to the Sider hard disk, the main purpose
of this article. 

It's a 10Mb full-height Winchester disk manufactured ".-..... 
by First Place Peripherals, who sell it mail-order 
only, for $695.00. That is a price familiar to IBM PC 
users, but one unheard of by Apple owners for so much 
storage. It promised to support DOS 3.3, ProDOS, 
Pascal, and CP/M systems of both MicroSoft and PCPI 
(my Applicard). I was skeptical, but discovered that 
it came with a full money-back guarantee, so figured I 
had nothing to lose, ordered one, and sat back to wait 
the promised 8 weeks. 

It 	 showed up right on the 8 week mark, in a huge box. 
The Sider comes with all the necessary cables, a 
controller card, and two 5 1/4" double-sided floppies
containing documentation, utilities, and driver files 
(where needed) for the four supported operating sys
tems. The documentation seemed fairly complete, but 
contains no technical information, and I was to 
discover that there were omissions regarding installa
tion. A second Sider can be piggy-backed on the first 
one for 20MB. 

The Sider's control card goes in slot 7 on the lIe, 
and I had to disconnect my floppy cables and put them 
back into the case through different holes to make 
room. The hard disk's cable is plenty long, and con
nects to the keyboard end of the card; the cable goes
in through a hole over by the power supply and can be 
wound around in front of an 80 column and printer card 
to plug into the card. 

I followed the installation instructions carefully,
and was somewhat dismayed to discover that I couldn't 
get less than 2MB assigned to Pascal, which I don't 
own. A cou p 1 e of phone calls to FPP disc 1 osed that an .~ 
installation sequence different from that given in the 
installation documentation virtually eliminated the 
Pascal, totally eliminated the ProDOS sectors, and let 
me cut down the DOS 3.3 area to under 128K, leaving me 

contd. 
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about 9.75MB of space for CP/M, which I use almost 
exclusively, to run dBaseII, Multiplan, and WordStar. 
The CP/M space can be allocated, in any proportion. to 
4 drives. A. B. C, &0. on the hard disk. Through the 
use of CP/M's 15 optional USER areas. you could con
ceivably have 60 separate places on the hard disk to 
keep fl1es. 

Otherwise. the installation instructions are menu 
driven and easy to follow. You can experiment a bit 
and do it over several times to get it just the way 
you want it. First Place Peripherals told me that 
they were preparing technical documentation which 
would be available to owners in the next couple of 
months. 

After you set up the Sider's operating areas. you have 
to install each of the operating systems you will be 
using. DOS 3.3 takes care of itself. I don't use 
ProDOS or Pascal. but looking over the documentation 
for installing them, it seems straightforward. 

The instructions for installing CP/M involved using
the DRIVERS file supplied with the Sider. Since I had 
my own PCPI DRIVERS customized. I just installed the 
HARDDISK driver included from FPP into my existing
DRIVERS file. and it worked fine. You then have to 
copy the DRIVERS onto DRIVE A: on the hard disk. along 
with PBOOT.COM. an FFP program which writes the system 
tracks on the hard disk. There's also a useful COM 
file called PEXIT.COM which performs a warm boot to 
the Sider's operating system so you can move between 
DOS. CP/M with ease. There's a similar program in the 
DOS sector. I find these especially useful. since I 
have a RAM disk from which I have occasionally lost 
data after messing up a <CNTRL><Open Apple><Reset> 
warm boot. 

When you turn on the Sider. you are given the option
of booting to Pascal, DOS 3.3, ProDOS (separate areas 
are assigned to each), or CP/M on the hard disk. or to 
Slot 6. Once you use the last option you can shut off 
the hard disk and just work from your floppy drives. 
but you have to start out from the Sider. and once 
you've booted to slot 6, you don't have access to the 
hard disk files. If you are using un-copyable soft
ware, you can boot into the proper operating system on 
the Sider, then log onto the floppy drive «E: in 
CP/M, <S6,Dl> in DOS or ProDOS) to run it. A problem 
I had with WordStar indicates that all software will 
not run with the Sider. or with an extra driver. and 
some DOS programs are self-booting. which might cause 
problems. There probably aren't enough people using
the Sider to have run enough software to get a com
plete picture. 

After you get all of this set up, there remains only 
to load your software onto the Hard Disk (if you want 
to) and go to work. The only problem, I had here was 
with WordStar - it wouldn't come up. The MicroPro 
logo appeared and the keyboard locked. I could still 
boot into slot 6 and run WS from there, but I didn't 
have access to files on the hard disk. This problem
pers isted unt 11 I found out from PCPI that WS some
times wouldn't work with over 4 drivers in the DRIVERS 
file, and I now have 6. PCPI has an ASM overlay for 
WordStar for just this situation. They sent it to me,
the problem has been solved, and WordStar now works 
fine. PCPI also sent out a HEX file called FAST.HEX. 
which contains 8 patches that speed up WordStar a bit. 
but they missed a couple that I'd already installed 
and· set one default that I didn't like. so I rewrote 
it a little. 

I am very pleased with the Sider. There are no major
problems with it. and it really does work fast. It 
makes a fair amount of noise, and I have a foam box 
built around it to cut down the sound a little bit. 
The box is built 6" bigger than the perimeter of the 

drive and is open on top to allow air circulation. I 
think that. knowing what I now know about my computer
needs. I would probably have bought a different system
in the first place. but the total amount I have spent
is not significantly higher than I would have had to 
pay for that other system. On the other hand. except 
for the limitations of the 8-bit processor (It would 
be really great to have Sidekick). I haven't found a 
machine I would rather use than the flee 

One very strong suggestion I have for anyone re
configuring a system in any way that changes drive 
names is to set as many files as possible to R/O to 
prevent any accidental deletions. With the hard disk 
operational. drive A:. or 01 is no longer the top
floppy drive and using a wild card to erase can create 
a big problem. 

There are several things to consider before buying the 
Sider. First. there is the question of servicing. At 
present, the only way to get service is to ship the 
hard disk back to Nevada. to First Place Peripherals. 
The company is currently looking for service depots on 
the East Coast. which. if established, could solve 
that problem. Then there is the question of whether 
the company will be around in a year or two years.
That's a bet. and one you may not want to take. Then, 
you have to decide just what you want a hard disk for. 
Unless you're using a database bigger than your
floppies (or a RAM disk) can handle. you probably
don't need one. I have about 5 of the 10 MB filled 
uP. and I think I'm getting good value for my invest
ment. but its a deductible investment, and one I might 
not have made for personal use. 

Another point to consider is that the Sider supports
only a single user. This is (according to the manu
facturer) a limitation of the software. not the drive, 
and therefore one that could be remedied, but whether 
the expense of writing the new software is justified
is a big question. Et 
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Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! 

Thank you, Lee Raes1y ••• 

• •• for your eloquent presentation on the magic of the 
Print Shop at the October WAP meeting. As a result of 
your enthusiasm, I bought the prgram as a Christmas 
stocking stuffer. (I talked to someone who heard your 
talk and bought the program before he bought a com
puter! ) 

Thank you, Bob Trexler ••• 

for your note in the January WAP Journal calling
attention to the need to carefully follow explicit
instructions for making a back-up disk. You almost 
scared me off. but I paid close attention and came 
away with a working back-up. 

Thank you. Broderbund ••• 

••• for designing such a simple. fun program. It is a 
real confidence builder! This year at our house the 
Print Shop ousted the 1,000 piece jigsaw puzzle as the 
escape valve for Christmas house guests who wanted to 
"get away from the crowd". 

Thank you. thank you, thank you again! 
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The average person today is increasingly exposed to 
microcomputers. Whether it's on the job or at home, 
these small, powerful computing machines are 
ubiquitous in our environment. But, as people (who,
usually are less technically interested in micro
computer technology than the typical Apple Pi member)
become involved with and dependent on microcomputer
hardware and software, the risk of loss of important
data or software and the threat of damage to vital 
hardware increases. This article points out some of 
the more common risks to be found in the office or 
the home and makes some suggestions about steps that 
can be taken to reduce exposure to damaging events. 

Microcomputers improve personal productivity and, 
because of that, have found a permanent spot in the 
office and the home. Unfortunately, micro technology 
is relatively new (the first micro was ten years old 
in 1984) and possesses special weaknesses which were 
little anticipated while the technology was in its 
infancy. We have become significantly dependent on 
micros, but tend to ignore the risks attendant to the 
use of this exciting technology. As a result, there 
is a growing need for adequate security measures for 
the introduction and use of microcomputer technology 
in the office or the home. 

Over the years, as businesses have developed experi
ence with mini/mainframe computer installations, they
have become aware of the number and variety of risks 
associated with large installations; yet, the change
in character of the risks associated with micros seems 
to have received little attention. A micro is not a 
mainframe in a breadbox; microcomputer technology has 
its own special needs and unique threats to successful 
use. 

What follows is a preliminary attempt to point out 
some of the more significant risks to hardware, soft
ware, and data security (including specific environ
mental concerns which are mentioned because they occur 
frequently and are so easily overlooked). To relieve 
the general 'gloom and doom', some specific steps are 
also provided that can be taken to avoid the worst 
problems and mitigate the damage caused by others, 

Hardware Security 

When dealing with microcomputer security issues, 
remember that security procedures designed for main
frame systems are generally inadequate or inappropri
ate for microcomputers. Mini/mainframe systems are 
large and centralized and most employees have limited 
access to them. Not so with micros: they are small, 
modular, very portable, and usually dispersed
throughout the business environment. Thus, in 
distinction to mainframe experience, hardware theft is 
greatly facilitated. 

Worse yet, because of their small size, diskettes, 
expansion boards, cables, etc. are even more subject 
to theft. The 'disappearance' of some of the 
'entrails' of a micro (e.g., a color graphics board)
might not be discovered for months, by which time, who 
is to say that it was ever delivered? The risk of 
loss of vital equipment (or data) from accidents or 
disgruntled employees must also be considered. 

While complete security is not possible, at a minimum, 
all hardware should be checked against invoices upon
arrival and tested for condition. Lists of the 10 

numbers and the description of each piece of equipment
should be kept in a secure place along with copies of 
the invoices. Further, some thought should be given 
to the ease with which a home, apartment or office can 
be burglarized. To be able to open a door with a 
credit card may be an occasional convenience to you,
but it is a positive invitation to the most maladroit 
of burglars. As a final note, don't pay the extra 
money for a double dead bolt if you are going to leave 
the key hanging nearby; believe it or not, burglars
always look for it because they generally can find it 
and save themselves time and effort. 

Hardware theft is one problem; hardware abuse is 
another. It should not be overlooked. Such hardware 
abuse problems include the private use of company
equipment, in contravention of corporate policy, to 
program reports for private sale, to run ·service 
bureaus· for profit, etc. It is easy to say that it 
'can't happen here'; however, it has happened on 
mainframes in the past and it is easier to do on 
microcomputers. On the other hand, the policy for the 
use of micros should be enlightened; allowing staff to 
prepare their resumes on office micros can provide an 
introduction to word processing programs that some 
people would never get otherwise. 

A somewhat more exotic, yet perfectly possible, abuse 
of microcomputer hardware is the use of business owned 
micros to commit crimes via telecommunications. If 
teenagers can do it from home, others can do it from 
the office. The best way to protect against hardware 
abuse is to be aware of who is using office equipment ~ 
during off-hours - and for what - since there should 
be little time during the day for extensive use of 
equipment for unauthorized purposes. 

Software Security 

If hardware problems are possible, software problems
have achieved major recognition in the press: software 
piracy - the unauthorized duplication of commerCially
sold software (e.g., electronic spreadsheets, word
processing programs) - is believed to be rampant. 

Of special concern to any business which writes its 
own specialized programs is software theft. A 
burgeoning market in stolen software exists and it is 
best to avoid becoming a supplier. This is particu
larly important when major development software (e.g., 
an accounting system) is involved. 

In trying to understand this environment, remember 
that software theft is easy, it is dHfi cu lt to 
detect, and it is very difficult to avoid. In 
general, software piracy and theft are abetted by a 
Wild West attitude and inadequate laws which make it 
hard to win a conviction. 

While it is no solution to the problem, every office 
should have a policy about what software is allowed in 
the office and what software can be taken home by
employees. 

Data Security 

Since many of the elements of microcomputer technology 
are relatively new to employees (e.g., floppy disk
ettes), preventing data loss is perhaps initially the 
most important and difficult aspect of microcomputer 
use. Experience shows that these problems can be 

contd. 
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overcome, but only with care, time, and training. 

More serious and more difficult to deal with is the 
problem of preventing unauthorized access to data on 
micros. Since both machines and data diskettes tend 
to be kept in public places, it is very difficult to 
detect unauthorized access. Data privacy is a signif
icant issue and businesses have an obligation to 

'-' 	 provide adequate protection to sensitive information. 
The use of color coded diskettes and locking up infor
mation at night can help. 

Preventing unauthorized data modification (accidental 
or deliberate) is, perhaps, even more important than 
contolling access. Company records that incorrectly
indicate that a bill is paid can be a costly experi
ence. Enforced backup procedures (e.g., the backup
diskettes must be given to a supervisor at regular and 
pre-specified intervals), proper manual contols over 
computer data, the classical technique of separation
of duties (e.g., at least two people to sign off on 
financial transactions), and periodic audits can go a 
long way to control this problem. 

Issues Now and For the Future 

The introduction of microcomputers into businesses 
will raise a number of important issues which have 
either not existed in the past or which have received 
inadequate attention. For instance, links between 
micros and mainframes which allow for the "uploading" 
and "downloading" of data to and from mainframes. 
Micros are programmable; their predecessors in this 
function, terminals, were not. It will require a 
careful setting of the rules to guarantee the con
sistency and integrity of mainframe data bases. 

Use of different versions of the "same" program (since 
with micros each user frequently has a personal copy
of the program) can lead to incorrect or outdated 
information being used for decision making. While 
this may seem like an obscure and unlikely problem, it 

'-.../ 	 is not. It is a standard problem in large data 
processing shops and will only become worse with a 
thoughtless introduction of microcomputers. 

Corporations which have extensively introduced micro
computers have discovered another problem directly
associated with this new technology. It is sometimes 
referred to as "the case of the conflicting spread
sheets: whose numbers are right?" The situation 
occurs when different individuals using differing data 
bases, software, and/or fundamental assumpt ions, 
·solve" the same problem and come to a meeting with 
different answers. Methods for improving coordination 
in an environment of distributed data processing need 
to be developed. (The September 24, 1984 issue of 
"Business Week," has an interesting discussion of this 
issue on page 94.) 

Environmental Concerns 

Microcomputer systems are menaced by a wide range of 
environmental factors that were much easier to control 
when one was dealing with a mainframe carefully locked 
away in an air conditioned vault. Cigarette smoke and 
ash are common in most offices and do no good for 
micros or diskettes. 

Static electricity is another problem that can, at 
times, seem like dealing with a latterday poltergeist:
it appears and disappears mysterious; you make angry
noises and knock things around. Nearly as mysterious 
as static electricity are power surges which are 
ignored by most home and office equipment but which 
virtually lobotomize an unprotected microcomputer. 

Closely associated with electrical problems and, if 
possible, even more mysterious are troubles with 

magnetic fields. Secretaries have been known to keep 
on their desks - right beside their diskette boxes 
three pound magnets in the base of those cute flexible 
steel sculptures which can be shaped and re-shaped.
Paper clips which have been kept in magnetic holders 
have a residual magnetic field which, when put near 
enough to diskettes, can cause inexplicable losses of 
data. Some telephones with bells contain magnets and 
TVs can produce stranger effects on diskettes than the 
afternoon soaps do on people. And, before we move on, 
let it be said that microwave ovens can do a lot more 
than 'nuke' food. 

Food on diskettes does nothing to improve their flavor 
and it has been conclusively proven that donuts are 
better than diskettes for dunking in coffee despite
certain topological similarities. 

Concluding this litany of microcomputer miseries are 
the undesirable effects of excessive heat (sun and 
radiators) and that fine black dust floating invisibly
in copying rooms. 

With care, most environmental risks can be avoided. 
Surge protectors should be considered required equip
ment for micros and only properly grounded, 'three 
prong' extension cords and outlets should be used. 

Risk Summary 

Any combination of the above problems can result in 
undetected data modification and possible financial 
loss to a business or liability for false information. 
In addition, inaccurate or delayed reports can cause 
embarrassment and disrespect that is best avoided. 
All of this ignores the unanticipated costs of repair
ing the damage. In general, remember that the hard
ware costs are likely to be the smallest part of the 
damage; reconstructing data bases is labor intensive 
and very difficult. 

Steps 	You Can Take 

Probably the first step that a business should take to 
prevent loss or abuse from the introduction of micro
computers is a careful risk analysis modeled on the 
process developed for mainframes. Readers interested 
in a detailed presentation of this technique should 
consult "Guideline for Automatic Data Processing Risk 
Analysis," Federal Information Processing Standards 
(FIPS) Publication 65, National Bureau of Standards. 

Beyond a risk analysis, micros should never be intro
duced into any environment without a proper evaluation 
of existing administrative controls. An ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of headaches. 

One of the active steps that can be taken to facili
tate the introduction of micros and simultaneously
reduce the risk of errors based on ignorance is to 
require training in the basics of microcomputer
technology for all employees. While this may seem 
excessive, it is not. Before long, everyone will be 
involved one way or another with microcomputers, and 
increasing everyone's general understanding is a wise 
investment in the future, and, in addition, it also 
tends to reduce some of the anxiety associated with 
the introduction of computers. 

While it has been said many times before, effective 
and supervised backup procedures (e.g., the use of 
color coded diskettes, off-site storage, etc.) are 
essential for controlling the damage caused by
inevitable mistakes. It is unfortunate that the 
importance of backup procedures is rarely appreciated
until something significant has been permanently
destroyed. Try to learn from the mistakes of others. 

Other steps that can be taken include insurance for 
contd. on pg 40 
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A confession. I used to delightfully devour the WAP 
Journal, but for a reason probably unlike that of any
other member. Sure, the Journal contains informative 
tips, the latest news. the warm feeling of the omni
present HOTLINE, and the discount ads. But, my
delight stemmed from the fact that the Journal used to 
be the funniest publication I had ever read, right up
there with MAD magazine. 

What, you ask, is funny about such subjects as Hybrid
Disks for Forth, Undocumented 6502 Mnemonics, Program
ming the 65SC801/816, and so forth and so on? That's 
the point. I had no idea what I was reading and 
enjoyed every word. You see, my interest in computers
is primarily confined to diversionary entertainment, 
mainly complex and detailed adventure games on my lIe 
and Macintosh. The only word processor I have ever 
used is MacWrite. Even though I've owned computers
for years and know COPYA and FONT MOVER cold, using my 
computers for anything practical has been of no great
interest to me and, frankly, a struggle, at times. 

To continue, particularly amusing was the excellent 
Q&A column of Bruce Field, recently voted, I believe, 
the most widely read WAP column. The answers are 
filled with scholarship and obvious intricate knowl
edge of all manner of Apples inside and out. If I 
could only understand the questions!! Occasionally
picking up words like firmware, grappler, and monitor 
(not the thing I'm looking at now), I dropped these 
bombs to my unsuspecting noncomputer friends whose 
eyes glazed over at such talk. Whenever I read about 
entering the monitor, I recall the scene in the movie 
POLTERGEIST where the little girl is sucked into the 
TV. Now that's what I call entering the monitor. 

Imagine my surprise at seeing our president authoring 
an article in a recent BYTE magazine's lengthy treat
ment of Apple computers. The question posed by his 
first sentence "Does ALF's new 8088 coprocessor turn 
your Apple 6502 into an IBM PC?" was better than any 
one-liner I've heard for years. 

began to question my sanity. Whoever heard of a 
grown man, and a lawyer no less, "giggling" at such 
matters that are obviously weighty and of great 
interest to many club members. Doubts began to set in 
concerning what I was doing at WAP, the first club I 
have belonged to since my college fraternity days. I 
obviously didn't belong. The dreaded spectre of being 
associated with people who were the epitome of the 
public image of a computer-type person hounded me. 

Slowly but surely, my fears were eased. The ·Office" 
people started this easing. Articles started to 
appear in the Journal by people with the same thoughts 
as me, whose preconceptions concerning these matters 
were dashed when they began to participate in club 
activities and meet the members. Columns were written 
which I understood and were geared to the rank novice 
and parti ally literate computerist. I decided to 
become active in the club in my primary area of 
interest and slowly but surely my apprehension began 
to wane. I started to think that I was not some 
out-of-place person but possibly part of a large
number, or even a majority. 

The final straw, that thing which took me over the 
last hurdle of wariness, occurred on my receipt of the 
March Journal. Two new columns started, obviously
geared toward novices, one for the Mac and one for the 

Ilc. However, the real eye-opener was the article on, 
of all things, "Poking Around Super File Cabinet", by 
Tom DeMay. Faced with "strange and mysterious" hap
penings while modifying this useful database on the 
New Members' Disk (even I have used it), his two-page
explanation of his "adventure" in solving the problem 
ended with a quote that any adventure gamer would 
relish: 

"Looking back, I spent many hours wrestling with 
the POKE 36 problem. If I had it to do over again
I would probably do it just as I did before. I 
could have solved the problem spending less time 
and effort, but my curios ity wou 1d not have been 
satisfied. But the most important thing is 
that I enjoyed the quest." 

I just substituted the names of all of the great
adventure and fantasy role-playing games and minor 
practical computer problems I've dealt with over the 
years for the phrase ·POKE 36". I re-read many of the 
prior columns which had previously only amused me. 
Although I still hadn't the foggiest notion of what 
was being discussed, I came to the realization that 
the club's experienced computerists and people like me 
are really dOing the same thing. Our successful 
identification of and solutions to difficult situa
tions and problems are equally satisfying and reward
ing. We are really brothers and sisters. 

Now, could Bruce Field or David Morganstein please
call me and explain if I should add an 8087 numeric 
processor to my RAM board for further speed improve- ~ 
ments when performing number-crunching operations? .~ 

Micro Security contd. from pg 39 
micros and parts, and the maintenance of appropriate
controls on input, processing, and output. The 
importance of controls has been emphasized by internal 
and external auditors for many years as the best way 
to avoid mistakes and to detect them when they do 
occur. This has never been more true than with 
microcomputers. 

Microcomputer technology represents an opportunity to 
bring 'computing power to the people', but only a 
careful introduction of this technology and a watchful 
guidance will result in the optimum gain for busi
nesses and individuals. 

Note: This article is based on material that first 
appeared in the July 1984 issue of Resources in Re
view, a publication of the Government Finance Research 
Center. <t 
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1$03 character DOS filename. DOS is modified to recognize
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UBA DATE Stamp. It 
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Just bring this ad or your club ID to qualify. 

OUR SHOWROOM IS LOCATED AT 
1042 ROCKVILLE PIKE ROCKVILLE, MD. 
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The Complete Electronics Furniture Center 
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Pau t 
• L. Le.wis 

I have recently resolved a compatibility problem with 
my Timemaster II and Neptune 80-column 192K extended 
memory card, or more correctly with the DOS patches
for the Timemaster II and the RAM card. I think the 
resolution may be of interest to WAP Journal readers. 

After examining the DOS.DATER patch (supplied with the 
Timemaster) locations before and after installing the 
RAM disk driver (supplied with the Neptune) I found 
that the short DATER patch would be overwritten. The 
other DOS.DATER locations were not affected by the RAM 
disk patch. Unable to find an unused area inside DOS,
I used the technique on page 7.3 of Beneath Apple DOS 
of placing routines in the 'safe' area between DOS and 
its buffers. This seems to work fine. The enclosed 
listings are my resolution. 

Listing 1 is the DOS.DATER patch, lines 1710-1940 from 
S.DOS DATER, which I reassembled (DOS TOOLKIT). Note 
that it can be relocated without reassembly. Listing
2 is the EXEC File I use to install both the RAM disk 
and DOS.DATER patches as part of my HELLO routine. 
This technique is required because the RAM disk patch
disables the IN IT command. Additional notes appear on 
the 1 is t i ng s • 

LISTING 1 

CI~I~[) 

LOY I$OE 

TYA 

CLC 

ADC $B5D9 

TAX 


LOOP 	 LOA $202,Y 

STA $B4D8,X 

DEX 

DEY 

BPL LOOP 


EX IT 	 JMP $B037 

LISTING 2 

BRUN AUTO NEPTUNE REM INSTALL RAM DISK 
PRINT "PSEUDO DISK INSTALLED" 
POKE 40192,128 REM RESET DOS BUFFER LSB $9000 
CALL 979 REM DOS COLDSTART SETS NEW BUFFERS 
PRINT "BUFFERS MOVED" 
POKE 45571,15 REM FORMAT.LENGTH $B203 
POKE 42883,14 REM FORMAT LENGTH-l $A783 
POKE 44085,208 REM $AC34 TO JSR $9CDO DATER PATCH 
POKE 44086,156 REM IN 'SAFE' AREA BETWEEN DOS & 

BUFFERS 
PRINT "DOS DATER INSTALLED" 
BLOAD DATER.OBJO,A$9CDO REM BLOAD DOS.DATER PATCH 
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One of the Questions raging on WAP's ABBS lately is, 
"How do I become a SigMac member?" For the record: 
All you have to do is become a WAP member and indicate 
that you own a Mac or Lisa (Mac XL)! There is no 
formal signup procedure for SigMac (or any of the 
other SIG's for that matter). 

At last accounting, there are now over 800 SigMac mem
bers! There were about 400 of you at the March meet
ing - good to see you a111 

HAC BBS: A new BBS is being established especially
for you! Pending receipt of a hard-to-find part, you
will be able to access this board at (301) 986-8086. 
You can use 300 or 1200 baud. Your ABBS password will 
get you on the new board. If you don't have a pass
word, call the Mac BBS and follow the signup proced
ures. We hope the Mac BBS is up by the end of March. 

HAC EXPO: Bernie Urban was given a hand for his work 
in getting WAP's booth and P.R. materials together in 
time for the Mac Expo in San Francisco. As a result of 
our trip out there we signed up 40 new WAP members 
(including 3 from the DC area!), networked with over 
20 user groups, and got a good reception from the 
Apple corporation for some of our user group ideas. 
If promises are kept, you will see some out- standing
developments between WAP and Apple in the near future! 
Keep posted! 

One of our new DC members, Paul Rud, Vice President, 
Hercules & Company, Ltd., showed us a most profes
sional company portfolio done completely with the 
Macintosh. Paul's company does commercial renovations 
and design, and Paul used MacPaint to graphically
illustrate some of the services his company has to 
offer. It was striking! 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: Creative Solutions has several 
positions open for persons with Macintosh skills. 
Contact: David Butler, Technical Director, at (301) 
984-0262. 

SIGHAC POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Interpreters for the deaf 
are needed for SigMac's Saturday meetings. Please 
leave a message for me on the ABBS or leave a message 
on the recorder at (703) 765-2454. We would like to 
start offering this service by the May meeting. 

SIGHAC POSITIONS FILLED: To remind you that this is a 
volunteer organization, we are sharing the names of 
the following people. These SigMac members are spend
ing the ir time to serve you. We hope th i s will give
both new and old SigMac members a better idea of the 
ways you can contribute to WAP. 

JoAnn Stewart and Ralph Begleiter are people who are 
volunteering their writing skills for the WAP Journal 
(See the March issue). Not too long ago, Ralph wrote 
us because of his concerns that new users' needs were 
not being addressed. Now he's taken the initiative to 
start a new-users' column. If you want to contribute 
to the Journal, send it to the WAP office. If you
have Questions, call Bernie Urban during WAP office 
hours. It's especially easy now that we have set up a 
telecommunications system for receiving copy from you. 

SigMac's new group buy coordinators are: Doug Kamerow, 
Bob Wilbur, Joe Kelly, and Pete Holt. Group purchase
volunteers will work with Rich Wasserstrom to identify
Macintosh software and hardware items for group buys, 
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work with the office to take orders and notify buyers 

of deliveries, and to handle group buy calls one or 

two evenings a week. We hope to have a "group buy·

table available at our next meeting. 


New Member Disk Coordinator: Marty Mi1rod has stepped 

forward for this task and already has the first draft 

of the disk available. If you have any suggest ions 

about what should be on this disk, to be gi ven out 

with membership, contact Marty via the WAP office. 


Substitute Correspondent: Brooks Leffler has offered 

to write this column for the May SigMac meeting as 

will be unable to attend. 


New-User Tutorials: Marty Barry and Marty Mi1rod have 

volunteered to develop a tutorial for new members to 

WAP and SigMac. We expect that these tutorials will 

be offered once a month. Stay tuned for news. 


Volunteers for Hotline: As part of your membership, 

you have access to people willing to help solve your 

software and hardware problems or just chat with you

about an area of mutual interest. These volunteers 

may be called free, before 10 p.m., and their tele

phone numbers (usually home) are listed under ·WAP 

HOTLINE" elsewhere in this Journal. The WAP Hotline 

is for WAP members only! 


MEETINGS AND TUTORIALS: 

We continue to need to revise schedules, including ~ 
places, dates and times, for SigMac events. We try to 
include them in the Journal when possible. Last 
minute changes will be posted on the SigMac BBS and on 
Terry Monk's BBS (703) 471-1378. 

The April tutorial on Microsoft BASIC is being post
poned. 

Direct from California, on Saturday, April 20, at the 

USUHS Auditorium: ThinkTank 512! Please note that 

this is the third Saturday of the month. We hope to 

be back to the second Saturday again when the May 

meeting rolls around. 


DEMONSTRATIONS 

JAZZ (demo by Rob Perry of Lotus): The highlight of 

the year came early as Rob gave us a ·sneak preview·

of Lotus Jazz (due to be released on March 31). The 

show began with a rousing video tape introduction 

which really set the stage and had us all laughing at 

the antics of a jazz band playing on their Macs. Once 

the music and laughter stopped, Rob fired up Jazz and 

took it through the paces, showing the integration of 

five applications into a single package that has made 

1-2-3 so famous. The five applications are spread

sheet, business graphics, word processing, data base 

management and conununicat ions. 


The demo clearly showed that Jazz is a totally new 
product designed completely for the Mac - not just a 
reworking of Symphony on the IBM PC. Jazz appears 
very easy to use and allows rapid changes between 
appl icat ions because you select applicat ions fran an ,---.., 
icon-based dialog box OR by using a special menu which 
lists (using the name you assign) all the active win
dows you have on the desktop. 

·Hotview· represents the breakthrough in integration 
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between applications. Hotview is the lotus technique
which allows you to automatically link information 
between applications so that the current results are 
always shown. For example, you may have information 
in a data base which is used in a spreadsheet, which 
is used to produce a graph, which is then used in a 
word processing document. When you change the data 
base the graph in your word processor changes - almost 
immediately. The ·oooohs and aaaahs· from the audi
ence said it all. 

Jazz achieves this speed by keeping information in 
RAM, and so there are 'trade-offs' on the overall size 
of individual files. Clearly, however, Jazz will be a 
great asset to users who do not want to hassle with 
moving information between applications using 'cut and 
paste'. Jazz is clearly aimed at the business user 
who really doesn't care about the technical details of 
how something gets done but just has a job to do. 

The version we saw was a pre-release, and as a result 
there were some capabilities which were not demon
strated. Jazz requires a 512K Mac AND an external 
disk drive. The program disk must be inserted in the 
external drive and the System File must reside on the 
internal drive. This would limit the amount of file 
space remaining on the internal drive. Rob indicated 
that Jazz would support both hard disk drive operation
and use of the laserWriter. Jazz should be available 
in April and will retail for $595. The program will 
be copy protected and licensed to each user. Rob did 
not yet have the details on the approach which will be 
used to develop backup disks. The released package 
will contain several lessons on the disk and the docu
mentation will lead the user through the learning 
process. 

Our thanks to lotus Development Corporation and to Rob 
for joining us and providing this advance look at 
Jazz. THeir assistance and support made this preview 
a great kick-off for the meeting. 

HYPERDRIVE - General Computer Compant (demo by Gre9,
Shuck). Do you ever get tired of the floppy shuffle' 
or seeing the "please wait watch". Hyperdrive is one 
way of getting over these frustrations. General Com
puter has installed a 10 MB disk drive (that's 10 
million bytes) inside the Mac. When you turn on a 
Hyperdrive, the smTTTng face changes quickly into the 
'Welcome' banner and the desktop - all without insert
ing a single floppy. Files and applications can be 
stored in up to 32 'drawers' (or volumes if you pre
fer) so that you can quickly find the information you 
are looking for. The name of each drawer (user
defined) is shown on a pull down menu. 

The Hyperdrive installation also includes a fan and 
power supply so there is a small increase in weight
and noise, though this is not really noticeable. The 
list price of this upgrade is $2195 to a 512K Mac or 
$2795 to a 128K Mac. A group buy for WAP members is 
be ing arranged. 

A special treat for this demo was also an early look 
at the new Finder (version 2.6x). This Finder is NOT 
yet ready for distribution so don't start browbeating 
your dealer yet. The Finder is faster than the exist
ing version, removes most (if not all) of the limita
tions imposed on hard disk users, and includes a few 
new menu commands (build a file folder directly from 
the menu, and 'exit' which Quits the application,
ejects the disk, and re-boots). Stay tuned for news 
on this development. 

lASERWRITER - Apple (demo by Greg Shuck). Thanks to 
"--' 	Falcon Systems we had a laserWriter printer available 

for demo. Greg opened a document (created in Micro
soft Word) on the Mac which included both text and a 
graph (created by Microsoft Chart). The LaserWriter 

print driver had already been loaded to the disk and 
he quickly changed the font from New York to Helvetica 
(one of the three fonts inside the laserWriter). When 
he executed the Print command a new dialog box came up
which allowed him to select either the laserWriter or 
Imagewriter. 

The LaserWriter was loaded with transparency film (it 
can take any type of paper including letterhead) so 
that we could see the output on an overhead projector.
The quality of the printing was exceptional (300 dots 
per inch resolution - rather than the 72 dots per inch 
on the Imagewriter). It takes approximately one min
ute for the laserWriter to 'set up' a page for print
ing (less if all text, more with a MacPaint file) but 
then can print six copies a minute. It contains 3 
built-in fonts and more will be released on disk for 
downloading from a Mac. 

The software demonstrated still had a few bugs (a 
stray character at the start of the text, the heading 
on the chart was not centered properly) but these 
minor problems certainly did not detract from the 
overall impression of the tremendous improvement in 
printing quality. The LaserWriter is to be available 
in April for $6995 and at this price is clearly des
tined for the office, not the home. The WAP is 
aggressively pursuing arrangements to get a laser
Writer (for publishing the Journal and other publici
ty material) and hopefully it would be available to 
the members to use for a fee. Stay tuned for news on 
this one, too. 

FASTFINDER - Tardis Software (demo by David Morgan
stein). This is an operating system (replacing the 
Finder released by Apple) which will run on any Mac. 
It is intended for the experienced (not novice) user 
because it does not use Icons (as we have all gotten 
used to) but does provide speed improvements. See 
David's review in "SOFTVIEWS" elsewhere in this issue. 
The program lists for $99 but may be available for 
group buy for $60, if enough people are interested. 

MACINTOSH Xl and PRIAM DATA TOWER - (demo by John 
Day). With 1 megabyte of RAM, a 12-inch screen and a 
10MB internal disk drive, John calls his pride and joy 
an "Obese Mac". This was the first time many of our 
members have had a chance to see a lisa (now Macintosh 
XL) and see the performance differences. The extra 
memory of the XL provides many advantages - a RAM disk 
with over 600K in RAM, larger system files (additional
fonts) without running out of room, etc. The hard 
disk also provides Significant speed improvements for 
most applications (opening MacPaint in 6 seconds) and 
further improvements can be expected with FastFinder 
or the new Apple Finder. 

At the moment the XL is not totally compatible with 
the Macintosh (because it came out a year before the 
Mac). The primary differences are with the screen 
(the Mac uses square pixels and the XL uses rectangu
lar pixels) so documents created on the Mac appear 
elongated on the Xl. The Mac ROM is not incl uded in 
the XL (but equivalency is achieved with a software 
package called MacWorks) and the XL does not have the 
same sound generation capability. Despite these 
differences, Apple's redesignation of the Lisa as the 
XL clearly shows that changes will be made over the 
next year to achieve additional compatibility. 

John also demonstrated a beta version of a Lisa-to-Mac 
transfer capability. This program allows a user to 
transfer a LisaDraw file into MacDraw and vice versa 
(correcting the minor differences in format). There 
will also be similar capabilities for transferring
other types of documents. td 
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CLOSING REMARKS 

To ensure that nobody went away without something
exciting to think about, we made two announcements. 

- A local dealer has offered a special deal to WAP 
members. For a limited time, a 512K upgrade (made by
Apple including the free software offer for 'pre-Sep 
10 pioneers' will be only $375 tax included. For 
additional information, call Steve Hunt, (301) 262
9080 during the evenings. 

- At the next meeting, Charley Largay will bring with 
him a COLOR MAC. This specially modified Mac will 
show what you are missing (or NOT missing) with the 
"black and white" set. 

AFTERNOON SESSIONS 

To real afficionados, Mac activity does not stop at 
the end of the demos. Over 100 people stayed for a 
series of afternoon sessions which included a "Lisal 
XL SIG" meeting and a detailed review of the Hyper
drive, very ably done by Charley Largay, who will be 
joining us on a regular basis. Charley brought in a 
Hyperdrive and proceeded to take it apart and explain
in detail all the changes that had to be made to 
include the 10MB disk. The discusssion ranged far and 
wide and proved to be an incredible experience for 
those who stayed. 

SUMMARY - If you missed this meeting you really missed 
a lot. We had a superb facility - the Masur 
Auditorium at the National Institutes of Health. We 
are deeply indebted to (and severly spoiled by) the 
NIH for their assistance in providing this large and 
beautiful location. It 

rrla c 1-1 
Brooks 
1. I have just gone through a couple of hours of agony 
trying to open a Multiplan disk that I crammed too 
full. The Bomb appeared between startup and the 
Finder, so I couldn't trash any documents to uncrowd 
the disk. In desperation, I pulled out SigMac Disk 9 
and opened FileEdit for the first time, with consid
erable trepidation because I don't know a hexadecimal 
from an ASCII. Needless to say, even reading the 
menus didn't help much, let alone peering into the 
mysteries of block 23. (What is BOZO, anyway?) So, 
crestfallen, I quit FileEdit, never daring to do any
thing with it, and resigned myself to never seeing
those files again. To my astonished delight, up comes 
the Finder with my crashed disk's contents laid out on 
the desktop for all to see. Three quick trips to the 
trash, and I have my disk back. So even if I don't 
have the knowledge to use FileEdit, it appears to be a 
way to open some disks that otherwise bomb. 

2. I do a lot of mailng list work with my Mac. Al
though the Imagewriter is a very flexible device, the 
non-adjustable rollers on the paper hold-down are a 
pain when it's time to use labels, since I-wide label 
stock pretty much fits between them and is not held 
tightly against the platen. I found that a Simple and 
quick cure can be achieved with a 2 1/2" piece of 
hardware store vinyl tubing, 3/16" 10 x 5/16" 00. 
Slit the tubing lengthwise and slip it over the wire 
bail between the left and center rollers. It'll hold 
itself in place without even a piece of tape over the 
slit, and can stay there permanently. 

3. A very quick way to eject two disks is to select 
Open from the File menu rather than Quit, and click 
Eject,Drive,Eject. Then shut it off and go catch your 
bus. (t 
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Many scientists and businessmen find themselves in 
need of quick presentation quality graphics. Often, 
time is of the essence and there is not time to have 
professional slides made by the audio-visual office 
By 	 using the Macintosh and Microsoft's CHART program'
the data can be quickly entered and an appropriat~ 
pie, bar or line graph prepared. The graphs can then 
be 	 printed out in various sizes and layouts using the 
Imagewriter printer. This procedure takes approxi
mately 15 minutes per graph, and if the subsequent
graphs use the same format, even less time for other 
graphs. 

The graphs are then photographed using a 35mm camera 

copy stand and Polaroid's instant 35mm Po1agraph film' 

This film is a black and white high contrast trans: 

parency film which gives excellent results. I use an 

ASA of 400, shutter speed of 500 and a F-stop of 8 

but you will need to experiment wih the shutter speed 

a~d F-stop setting for your particular setup. The 

f11m may then be developed using the Polaroid 35mm 

Autoprocess system. The entire development process

takes approximately 2 minutes. By using the accompa

nying 35mm slide mounter, the roll of slides may be 

quickly mounted in plastic slide mounts and previewed

prior to your scientific seminar or business meeting. 


The Polaroid 35mm Autoprocessor and slide mounter cost 

approximately $60 to $100, and the Polagraph film is 

about $9.00 for a roll of 12 exposures. That works 

out to less than $1.00 per slide. Try and match that 

for cost effectiveness through your usual source for 

35mm slides. In addition, most audio-visual offices 

require several weeks notice which is not always

possible. The result will be quick presentation qual

ity graphics that are hard to beat. It 
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James Buckingham submitted the following: 

recently bought Microsoft's BASIC 2.0. I enjoy
working with its capabilities and improvements over 
other forms of BASIC. However, sometimes there is a 
problem in getting the programs to print out in the 
correct fonts. According to Microsoft, it has to do 
with the Imagewriter's software running out of heap 
space. There are several possible workarounds. Not 
considering using draft mode LLIST as viable alterna
tives, Microsoft suggested the following two options
that work for me: 

1. 	 Execute the statement CLEAR,x,1024 where x is as 
small as possible. I found that x must be at 
least 5390 on my 128K Mac. 

2. 	 Execute the statement WIDTH "LPT:" ,50. 
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~ Q. What are the benefits of RAM Disk for the 5I2K Mac 

and the problems which have been 1dent1fied1 

A. 	 The RAM Disk loads all portions of a program into 
the main memory of the Mac. As a result, the 
application runs faster than when program segments 
have to be read from disk. Time savings when using 
some programs (such as MacPaint) are significant. 
In addition, RAM Disk helps those of us who do not 
have an external disk drive by providing the 
equivalent of two drives. Some applications may 
not be able to take advantage of the Ram Disk (e.g.
Microsoft Word) so it will not necessarily fit all 
your needs. 

A recent article in MacWorld was fairly critical of 
the RAM Disk, Users should make their own decision 
but we believe the benefits are worth the $29 
investment. 

Q. 	 With an external drive installed and using RAM 
disk, how do I direct files to the external drive1 

A. 	 Pull down the aFile a menu from any application and 
use the aSave As ••• • command. Click on the aDrive a 
button until you see the name of the disk you want 
the file directed to, and then click on the aSave a 
button. 

Q. 	 With RAM Disk in operation, I have had trouble with 
losing the system file. What is wrong? 

A. 	 If you try to insert a disk in the external dr1ve 
while the internal drive is still spinning you can 
lose both system files. You should wait until the 
RAM Disk initialization is complete before 
inserting the second disk. 

Q. 	 What are the differences between the Assimilation 
Processes RAM Disk and the public domain version 
supplied on a SigMac Disk? 

A. 	 The Assimilation Processes version allows you to 
specify which files are to be loaded into the RAM 
Disk area during the boot while the public domain 
version does not. 

Q. 	 I have not seen any improvement in the speed of 
Microsoft Word when using the RAM Disk. Why? 

A. 	 There do not appear to be any significant improve
ments in the speed of Word because the program is 
so large, 

Q. 	 I am having trouble moving the RAM Disk program
included on SigMac Disk'l3. What is wrong? 

A. 	 The program does work. You may have a bad copy. I 
suggest you try again or call Tony Anderson (SigMac
Disk Librarian) for a good copy, 

Q. 	 What are the differences between MacWrite and 
Microsoft Word? 

A. 	 MacWrite is easier for many users than Word. The 
extra features of Word make it a little more 
complex. Word is more powerful because it allows 
you to work with multiple column documents very
easily and to include footnotes with the document. 
Word is slower and is more awkward when setting
tabs (it is more difficult to set decimal tabs). 

I~Jl de:. r son and 

Word also fails one of the tests of the Macintosh 
environment - awhat you see is what you get· 
because you can't see headers and footers in the 
document. 

Q. 	 When using Multiplan, how can get more charac
ters on the screen? 

A. 	 Using version 1.02 of Multiplan, use Fontmover to 
remove the Seattle Fonts. The system will then 
'defau 1 t' to Geneva 9pt. Th i s will not work if you 
are still using version 1.0 of Multiplan. 

Q. 	 What is the Imagewriter 15 application and how do I 
load it? 

A. 	 This is a new version of the Imagewriter print
'driver'. It was designed to support the new wide
carriage Imagewriter but will also work with the 
original printer. This version fixes a few errors 
in the original version (including the pauses after 
every other line when printing high resolution text 
with HacWrite). Rename the file to 'Imagewriter'
and move it (dragging with the mouse) to the new 
di sk. 

Q. 	 What is the latest story on the new Finder? 

A. 	 The current version is 1.1g. There is a new 
version under development (the 'current' version 
was 2.8x when this was being written). When we 
hear that it is ready for release we will announce 
it at the next meeting and you should be able to 
get a free copy from your dealer. 

Q. 	 Whmt is the status of Switcher? 

A. 	 It is still under development. A test version 2.0 
is being examined by certified developers. When it 
is available, we will provide it on a SigMac disk. 

Q. 	 Is it safe to leave my Mac turned on all the time? 

A. 	 Yes (actually it avoids 'wear and tear' on the 
power switch), BUT you should turn down the 
brightness on the screen to avoid "burning ina a 
faint image on your screen. So you don't forget
that the Mac is still on, there is a public domain 
desk accessory called aSleep· (which we will 
provide on a future SigMac disk) which blackens the 
screen except for a bouncing apple. 

Q. 	 What is the PICT file. 

A. 	 A PICT file is a series of quickdraw files. It is 
not a Hacpaint or MacDraw picture. 

Q. 	 I am having trouble getting a Hac cable for the 
Hayes Smartmodem 300, where should I go? 

A. 	 A few possible sources are: Arlington Electronics 
on Lee Highway, Dataset Cable Co in Conn ($16),
Logical Solutions in Rockville, John Hardison (WAP
member), Falcon Systems, and Clinton Computer. 

Q. 	 I am having trouble trying to get Multiplan to be a 
startup disk on the RAM disk. 

A. 	 With the Assimilation Processes version of RAM Disk 
you cannot specify another application as a ·Start 
Up" - because the RAM Disk application is actually 

contd. on pg 49 
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HegaHerge (Megahaus). Many people buy personal 
computers to create mailing lists and to prepare form 
letters. MegaMerge is a very simple to learn utility
for merging a list of names, addresses, pictures or 
other lists with a form letter. Macintosh owners must 
use this utility program with MacWrite (Version 2.2 or 
earlier) since the program has no text entry or edit
ing capability of its own. MegaMerge also provides
the capability of printing mailing labels. My overall 
reaction is that it's price tag is quite high and its 
implementation is awkward. 

To print form letters, two MacWrite documents must be 
prepared, one containing the list of names, addresses 
or other information to be merged and a second con
taining the form letter. In the form letter, titles 
are embedded using a different font for the locations 
where the list information is to be merged. For 
example, when merging a name, an address, a city, a 
state and a zip code, you will embed label s like 
"name", "address", etc. using a different font than 
the main body of the text. The name of this font, 
called a Mergefont, is fed to MegaMerge when you are 
ready to print, enabling it to find the fields where 
the list data is to be placed. The second file, the 
one containing the list data, must be set up in a 
special, and I believe awkward, way. Consider a 
single set of information, (that is one list entry), 
as a record. Each record describes the information 
needed for one letter. The labels for the fields 
("name", "address", etc.) must appear with each and 
every record of information, like this: 

tlame: Fred Smith 
Address" 6000 First St. 
City= Germantown 
State: MD 
Zip" 20874 

Name" Sally Jones 
Address" Pierson Place 
City" Alexandria 
State" VA 
lip" 70709 

The labels for the fields may appear either in the 
specially designated font used to identify them in the 
form letter or they must be preceded by two dollar 
signs. The data to be merged ("Fred Smith", etc) must 
be entered in the font used for the main body of the 
letter. The use of the "U" is clearly easier. 
Changing fonts back and forth is tedious and, for a 
list of any length, would be nerve-wracking. Regard
less of the method, you still have to duplicate the 
labels over and over, editing the list data into each 
line. While the duplication of the labels can be done 
fairly easily using repeated Copy and Paste opera
tions, the entry of the information is done line by
line. There are Simpler systems on the Apple ][! 
Megahaus told me that MegaFiler, another of their 
products, can be (and probably should be) used to 
prepare and maintain a list file. 

Unlike most Hac applications, you will have to spend a 
little time with the accompanying documentation before 
you will know how to proceed. Fortunately, the 40 
page manual is easy to follow. I t tells you every
thing you need to know to use the program. The manual 
even contains a "Having Troubles?" section. USing
the manual and the example files provided on the disk, 

you should have no trouble learning how to use this 
ut 11 ity. 

If you need mailing labels, you can create a brief 
"form letter" with nothing but the required label 
information in it. An example is provided on the disk 
and its use is described in the accompanying manual. 
Labels can be printed as one-up or three-up (that is, 
three labels side-by-side). However, only two label 
sizes are supported, 15/16" and 1-7/16". While these 
are very common sizes, you should be sure they will 
serve your needs before depending upon MegaMerge. 

The package certainly performed as advertised given 
that you are using MacWrite 2.2 or earlier (Megahaus
said a new release will be available that is compati
ble with newer versions of MacWrite but did not 
indicate what the update cost or procedure would be).
MegaMerge, being the first such utility on the market, 
initially may have provided a valuable function. But 
because of the awkwardness of use and high cost, I 
think that other alternatives such as Microsoft's Word 
should be considered before making your decision. 
Price $195.00. 

Fast Finder. (Tardis Software). This utility replaces
the standard Finder provided by Apple. It provides a 
much faster version of the Finder and adds several 
valuable utility functions. Its major cost to the 
user is the absence of Icons and the loss of Folders 
and their ability to organize files into rational 
collections. It takes about the same amount of disk ~ 
space as Apple's 1.lg Finder. 

Let me start with the speed comparisons shown in the 
table below. The table contains the time in seconds 
to enter or exit two commonly used applications, 
MacWrite and MacPaint. You can add a plus or minus 
one or two seconds for the accuracy of my stopwatch. 
The times to open and close documents was, generally, 
in the two to five second range with Faster Finder 
(abbreviated FF in the table) having a slight edge 
over the Apple Finder (AFl. As you can see, Fast 
Finder is primarily for the hard-disk user as there is 
only a modest speed improvement when FF is used on a 
thin Hac. In addition to the table results, I can add 
that it, unlike the AF, does not slow down when a 
large number of files are stored. The hard-disk 
results were performed when about one hundred files 
taking 2 Megabytes of space were on the disk. 

Mac XL Mac 128K 
w/Hard Di sk w/RAM Disk 

AF FF AF 	 FF AF FF 

MacPaint 
Open 15 9 12 5 19 16 
Close 30 6 28 5 15 11 

MacWrite 	 18 15 16 8 31 28 
26 7 16 8 31 28 

In addition to the improved speed for the hard-di sk 
user, FF provides a number of valuable utility func
tions for anyone. The main menu selection which "" 
appear are: Quickies (user-defined commands which can 
be mouse selected or command-key abbreviated), Show 
(containing various directory options), Process (which 

contd. 
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provides for searching through and dumping of files),
Copy (for moving files around) and Utility (a pot
pourri of options). Several other menus allow for 
help, easily selecting between volumes and trans
ferring to a program. 

Using Show, you can obtain directories of all appli
cations, or text files, or documents, or pictures.
You can use traditonal "wild-cards" to obtain direc
tories of files containing specified strings. The 
directory can be either an abbreviated version con
taining file name and size or a more ·verbose" display 
identifying file id's, types, dates and so forth. 

Process allows you to search files for strings of 
characters, dump out files in Hex or ASCII, compare or 
combine two files and print a formatted listing of 
source code. 

Since you have no Icons, FF provides you the Copy
option for moving files around. Using wildcards, you 
can ident ify a set of fil es to be copi ed fran one 
volume to another. (Personally, I find the Mac's 
Icons invaluable in this area. It is so easy to 
select a group of files and move them, en masse, to 
another volume.) The Utility menu provides a way to 
erase or rename a file. With it you can turn the 
printer on or off to make a hard-copy of output such 
as file dumps and listings. 

I saved Quickies for last. In as much as FF does not 
let you double-click an Icon, my first reaction to 
using it was very negat ive. I did not want to return 
to the App1esoft days of typing in file names (espe
cially since I am a rotten typist and always misspell
things). Quickies is a do-it-yourself menu. You can 
fill it up with the names of all the app1icat ion 
programs you use and simply select the one you want to 
run. All Quickie entries can be abbreviated with 
command-key short-hand, if you choose. Quickies is 
not a perfect replacement for the icons and mouse 
since you are not going to list the names of every
document or picture but it does allow you to enter 
your commonly used applications without typing. While 
the Quickies list is erased when FF is exited, you can 
put your commands into a text file which will be 
executed each time FF is launched. 

Fast Finder is written in "C" and for some, will fill 
an important void. The big question regarding speed
is when will Apple's new Finder be available? If it 
appears soon and, as rumored, addresses the speed and 
hard-disk issue, one of FF's selling points will 
disappear. We can do a group purchase of the package
for about $70.00. If you are interested, call Rich 
Was sers trom. 

HacFortran (Absoft). We Macintosh owners have waited 
patiently for applications software. By now, must of 
us know that one reason for the delay has been the 
stringent development requirements. Initially, only
the Lisa Pascal Workshop could be used. A developer 
had to have a $6500 Lisa, had to know Pascal and had 
to learn Apple's workshop. Packages like MacFortran 
are changing that situation and should result in the 
appearance on the Mac of many programs written for 
other machines. If you like to program in Fortran 
(and there are some people who do ••• ), you can easily
develop applications on a Macintosh using the Absoft 
system. Although Mac Fortran can handle Fortran 66 
code, it prefers the newer Fortran 77. While most 
eXisting programs will run "as is·, if you want the 
results to be "Mac-like", that is use the pull-down 
menus and dialog boxes, you will have to make some 
changes to your code to incorporate special Mac ROM 
and system calls provided with the package. 

The Absoft diskette is full of goodies: a three-pass 
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Fortran compiler (whose Icon is a deck of Hollerith 
cardsl), Apple's Edit program for text editing, a 
linker, a library manager, a debugger, Apple's
Resource Maker, several useful subrout ines and the 
source code for a half dozen example programs. The 
accompanying documentation of several hundred pages
explains how to use each component to produce a 
Macintosh application. All in all, you get fairly
complete support. 

To develop an application, you enter your source code 
into a text which is then canpiled. Any calls to 
precompiled subroutines stored in a Library are 
linked. The application is ready to runl Below, we 
look at each step in more detail. 

You can either download your source code from another 
canputer into a Macintosh text file or you can use the 
Edit program to enter it the ·old-fashioned" way.
Edit was written by Apple and made available to soft
ware developers. It is a straightforward, disk-based 
text editor containing many of the features of Mac
Write. One enhancement Edit provides over MacWrite is 
the ability to have up to four windows open, fran 
possibly different files, at one time. This feature 
makes it easy to copy code from one file into another 
without having to store to the clipboard or scrapbook. 

The compiler options provides many handy features. 
You can have the canpiler check array boundaries to 
avoid overwriting other variables. You can include 
commonly used subroutines at canpile time rather than 
copying them into your source code. The options menu 
is used to indicate that your source is in Fortran 66 
or that you are compiling a subroutine (for later 
linking). A number of optional listings can be 
directed to files rather than the screen. Among these 
are a file of error messages or the source of 
"included" files. 

Absoft provides a super debugger which allows you to 
single-step through the program, display variable 
values while the program is running or to set break
points. The debugger includes a source code window 
identifying the line of code being executed and an 
input/output window for data entry and printing. The 
debugger can be run from the desktop or called as a 
compiler opt ion. 

To what extent does the compiler support the Macin
tosh's amazing toolbox? MacFortran is canplete is 
thi s regard. About fifty pages of the ac companyi ng
documentation describe the myriad of Subroutine calls 
which can open windows and dialog boxes, create icons 
and pull-down menus. You have total access to the 
font manager, quickdraw routines and window manager.
As mentioned earlier, you do not have to convert your 
program to a "Mac-like" application. You can use the 
standard Write and Read procedures in Fortran for 1/0.
These work through a non-moveable, unchanging window 
but does allow for entering data and displaying
results. 

While the manual is quite thick, it is somewhat 
deceiving. Most of the material is a standard Fortran 
reference manual which also contains enhanced features 
added by Absoft. Two additional sections provide Mac
intosh support. The first section is a brief descrip
tion of each piece of software found on the diskette. 
The second section, mentioned earlier, is a reference 
for the ToolBox routines. I found the documentation 
to be more of a reference manual than a tutorial on 
how to use the software. If you are familiar with the 
Macintosh's software internals, you will no doubt be 
able to make due with the Absoft material. If you are 
a newcomer, it may seem a bit cryptic. 

Absoft has done a good job. The tompi1er is relative
ly quick and the additional support software makes the 

contd. on pg 49 
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HacWorld is to be congratulated for a job well done. 
While the Expo was not as large as some I have wit
nessed at Brooks Hall, there were approximately 300 
exhibits and over 100 exhibitors in attendance. Per
haps you share my impression that computer shows are 
occurring too frequently and becoming commonplace. I 
think show producers are being pressured to become 
more innovative to warrant attendance on the part of 
exhibitors and to assure the proper number and type of 

for the in a receptive and willing-to-buy 

show visitors. 

HacWorld rightfully assumed that there would be 
siderable visitor interest in a Mac-only expo.
crowds did show to this countrywide first, and 

con
The 

were 
most part

mood. There were only a very few merchants (maybe a 
couple) which were involved in selling what I charac
terize as ·schlock". Apple had a very large anchor 
exhibit space and ran frequent demonstrations of JAZZ 
and other systems which drew large interested crowds 
that filled all available space in front of the large
mockup of the Mac which doubled as a projection 
screen. Unfortunately, business was quite brisk 
through all three days at our WAP booth - so much so 
that there was precious little time to spend listening 
to the demonstrators or talking to the other exhibi
tors. 

However, MacWorld placed all user group exhibitors 
together in one far corner of the Hall which natural
ly led to much discussion between user group repre
sentatives and members. Visitors apparently were not 
put off by the backwash location of the user ~roups
and thronged to that section, asked questions, Joined 
up and/or bought public domain software. Many mistook 
Washington Apple Pi for Call-A.P.P.L.E. because they 
automatically assumed we were from the state of Wash
ington. (strangely enough, A.P.P.L.E. was not a 
participating group.) Of those who determined that we 
were from the D.C. area, many were curious enough to 
question why we were there and were interested enough
in what we could do for them to ask for membership
brochures. Forty folks did actually join on the spot
and some took immediate advantage of the savings of $3 
per disk to members and avoided postage charges. I 
anticipate that we may acquire an additional 40 mem
bers when they get around to reading and reacting to 
the brochures. 

Some fleeting glimpses of faces and personalities in 
the crowds. Bill Budge and ladyfriend on the down 
escalator. John Draper, alias Captain Crunch, at the 
booth 2 removed from ours - wildeyed and windblown as 
ever. Discussions with Andy Hertzfeld at the MacWorld 
reception on Thursday evening. Ken Silverman, David 
Alpert, Jim Simpson and Harlan Felt of (or ex) Inter
national Apple Core (lAC). Harlan also works for 
Apple Computer and is responsible for putting together
exhibits at such shows. Alpert, current President of 
lAC assured me that the lAC is alive and well 
Really! Many, many, many Apple Computer folks wander
ing the aisles, both incognito and otherwise. Nope, I 
didn't spot Sculley or Jobs - too busy to attend the 
workshops or lectures. 

Some products you may want to check out: 

• Mentaur Composite 	 Video Adaptor for the Mac converts 
your Mac with no soldering or wire-splicing to 
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enable video projection. A nifty looking little 
device which I believe was selling at the show for 
$119. Mentaur Technologies, P.O. Box 1467, San 
Marcos, TX 78666. 

• 	Mouse Accessories by Frontrunner Computer Indus
tries, 316 California Ave., Reno, NV 89509. 

Mouse Mat - Clean, smooth rolling surface which 
drains away static. List $29.95. 

Mac Cover - Covers Mac, keyboard, mouse and 
Imagewriter. List $29.95. 

Mouse Around - A drawing board with cross hairs 
for accurate drawings. List $49.95. 

Mouse Medic - A cleaning tool for mouse and Mac. 
List $19.95. 

• 	MacGard by Systems Control, P.O. Box 788M, Iron 
Mountain, MI 49801. Surge, static, ground and RFI 
protection. Price? Very attractive appearance. 

• 	 Home Banking - a Versatel Service from Bank of 
America. Pay bills, transfer funds, pre-schedule 
bill payments, check account balances, view 
statements, etc. Call 1-800-652-1111. 

• 	MacVision byKoala Technologies Corporation. Another 
interesting video camera system to capture images
and edit with MacPaint. Call 1-800-KOA-BEAR. 

e Graphics Communication Software for the Mac - Tele
scape by Mainstay, 28611B Canwood St., Agoura Hills, 
CA 91301. Allows graphic messages to be sent by
electronic mail, information utility or BBS. List, 
$125. Call 818-991-6540. 

• 	MaclnTax by Softweave, 400 Mobil Ave., Bldg. 0, 
Camarillo, CA 93010 - for them Ides of April. 

• Quest 	 by Applied Logic Systems, Inc., 2614 North 
29th Ave., Phoenix AZ 85009. Small business system 

accounts receivable and payable, pie and bar 
charts, etc. 

• 	 Profit Stalker by Button Down Software, P.O. Box 
19493, San Diego, CA 92119 - technical analysis of 
stock and commodity prices. Lists at $150. 

D Turbocharger by Nevins Microsystems, 210 5th Ave., 
New York, NY 10010 - software to increase speed of 
disk accesses by up to 500%. Lists for $95. 

e 	ChequeBook by Intermatrix, 5543 Satsuma Ave., North 
Hollywood, CA 91601 - a checking account program for 
the home. Lists for $74.95. 

• 	Mind Over Mac (also MacEdge) by Think Educational 
Software, Inc., 16 Market St., P.O. Box 466, 
Potsdam, NY 13676 - 5 entertainment programs:
Destroyer, Master Code, Trivial Intrigue, Third 
Dimension and On-the- Contrary. 

• Mac.Turbo.Touch 	 by Assimilation - A two-button track 
ball. Call 1-800-MAC-5464. Lists for $129. 

• 	Scientific Typing Font: Sci Font and Electronic 
Circuits Font: ElectroFont, by Paragon Courseware, 
4954 Sun Valley Road, Del Mar, CA 92014. Sci Font 
lists for $49.95; Electrofont for $99.00. 

contd. 
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• ExperLisp by ExperTe11igence, 559 San Ysidro Road, 

Neon by
Chicago,
language 
oriented 

Kriya Systems, Inc, 505 N. LakeShore Dr., 
IL 60611 - "most powerful programming 

now available for the Mac". Object
and sma11talk-like. Lists for $155. 

exchanged business cards and promised to swap news
if possible public domain software with 20 

User Groups. Most of these were on the West Coast 
also included, for example, Brigham Young Univers
in Utah and the University of Illinois. This will 

both our newsletter and public domain software 

many thanks to the WAP volunteers who helped run 
booth. Thank you, Ellen Bouwkamp, Jim Burger and 

Mirmam. Additional thanks to WAP member Steve 
from Goleta, CA who took time out to help. And 
thanks to the two members who showed up out of 

blue and did yeoman service, but whose names I 
on names).~ 

from pg 47 
job fairly easy. Those wishing to market 

have to pay a very nominal $50.00 per 
to reproduce and distribute the run-time support

I had few, minor, negative criticisms. The 
is copy-protected. You can transfer all the 

fil es to another di sk for da il y use but you wi 11 be 
to insert the original "Signature" disk when you

the compiler. In my view, this is an unnecessary
The manual indicates that updates can be 

at a fee of $50.00 each and that no guaran
is made that future versions will be compatible
older releases. These few complaints, however, 

not mar the fine work done by Absoft. Price $395.00 
~ 

anta Barbara, CA 93108. 
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Mac Q &A contd. from pg 45 
the ·Start Up· application for that disk. 

Q. The HacStreet journal vas supposed to have 
article on how to create fonts. 

A. No one has seen this article though there is 
summary included with the SigMac Font Disks 
and 112). 

Q. I have problems when working with MacWrite 
right margin justification on. When you tab 
field, enter data, and then tab to the next 
stop, you lose the text at the first tab. 

A. Yes, this is a bug in HacWrite (version
Pending receipt of a new version, the only solution 
is to put spaces after the text in the first field 
and space over OR turn off the right
justification. This (admittedly) doesn't ke
text lined up but is the only 'work a
available now. 

Q. Does the Thunderscanner work with the vide 
riage Imagewriter? 

A. No, the current 
Imagewriter 15. 

vers ion doesn't work with 

an 

a long 
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Upgrade your 
Macintosh ™ to 

Upgrade your Macintosh'· and increase its performance! Use RAMdisk software to free yourself from 
slow-running disk-bound software, and take advantage of programs that require a half-megabyte. S2LS 
now offers a reliable memory upgrade service for owners of 128k Macs. We include system-diagnostic 
software, as well as a RAMdisk program free, so you can use your additional memory right away. For 
programs that won't run on a Fat Mac, our optional memory switch allows you to select between 128k 
and S12k. Our service includes a 90-day limited warranty on parts and labor. S2LS has already reliably 
installed hundreds of memory components. For more information, call (301) 699 - 8155. 

• Pllct" v.:1r.d through May 1. 1985. St ... u~ and local tlU not Included, Memory ,witch option avadablt .... t txtra (0\1 

MlIclnl0\h'" f'iI '''g'\lt>ft''d "adt>m.. ,k !icttn\pd 10 Appl .. (OmputN. Inc 

P.O. Box 101 
College Park, MD 20740 
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Ahal You've been having a ball with your new Macintosh 
using MacPaint, but now you want to try something
"serious." so you're going to type a letter. Should 
be a piece of cake. right? You just open MacWrite and 
start typing. When you go for the pfinter you discover 
that the letter's all wrong on your stationery! The 
date has been printed right over your letterhead. and 
the right margin's too close to the edge of the paper. 
Wish you had your old typewriter back? No, hold on. 

Before you print your first "real· letter. take the 
same time you would have taken with your typewriter to 
set-up the letter's format. You've got to set margins
and tabs. because just using the space bar to line up 
the date and "Very truly yours." isn't the way to go. 
Try this. (If you do this correctly the first time. 
you'll rarely have to do it againl) The following 
steps will give you a good-looking business letter on 
S-1/2" X II" paper. 

Open MacWrite. See the ruler at the top of the 
screen? (No. it won't print onto the letters you 
type; it's just there to help you format your page.)
Move the right margin (the black triangle at the 7" 
mark) to the 7-1/S" mark. (To move the triangle. just
position the arrow on it, hold down the mouse button. 
and "drag" the triangle to where you want it. Then 
release the mouse button.) You'll notice the triangle 
will seem to partly disappear off the edge of the 
page. Don't worry. As long as you can see it. you 
can retrieve it with the mouse if you need it, 

Hove the left margin to the 1-3/S" mark the same way. 
/lot ice that the left margin triangle has another 
little doodad hanging from it. If you carefully
position the arrow on that doodad. you can move it 
separately from the triangle, That's the marker which 
sets your paragraph indent. Leave it where it was, 
with the triangle, for now. Make sure your ruler has 
its line spacing set the way you want (the rectangles 
in the center of the ruler - choose one by clicking on 
it.) And make sure the line-justification (the group 
of rectangles on the right end of the ruler) is the 
way you want it. (I use left-justification for my
letters - the rectangle farthest left in that group.) 

Move the tab marker (the hollow triangle on the ruler) 
to the 5" mark, if it's not already there. The ruler 
you've just set will line up your addressee's name and 
address at the left margin. It will allow you to 
"tab" to the date location on the right, and then 
"return" to the left margin for "Dear Uncle Harry.".
Now hit return three times. (It's not important to 
know why, but it makes the next step easier.) 

Move your arrow to the FORMAT menu at the top of your 
screen. Click to roll down the menu window and drag 
your arrow to "Insert Ruler". Presto a new ruler, 
just like the previous one. appears on the screen. 
Move the arrow to the new ruler and make a few 
adjustments for the body of your letter: "Grab" the 
doodad hanging below the left margin triangle with 
your arrow. Move it to the 1-7/S" mark, leaving the 
black triangle where it was, at the 1-3/S" mark. 
You've now set the paragraph indent. 

Now move your arrow to the hollow triangle inside the 
small box at the extreme lower-left of the new ruler. 
That's what Apple calls the "tab well". It's an 
endless supply of tab markers. Click the mouse button 
on the hollow triangle and hold the button while you 
move a tab marker out of that box to the 3-7/S" mark. 

You've now set a pleasant-looking tab for the "Clos
ing" of your letter ("Very truly yours."). Leave 
everything else as it is. 

Move back to the FORMAT menu at the top of the page.
Open the menu and drag down to "Open Header". A new 
window will appear on your screen. partly covering the 
rest of the page. That's the "header". or the very 
top of your letter page. Decide what you'd like to 
see there. If you have a pre-printed letterhead. then 
you want to see blank space ••• so position your cursor 
at the top of the header and hit "return" three or 
four times. That will insert enough blank lines on 
the page to allow for your letterhead. If it turns 
out you need roore space. or les s. you can al ways
reopen the header later and make adjustments. (By the 
way. if you don't have a letterhead. and you want the 
Mac to print one for you. simply type it into the 
header. You can even use MacPaint later to do up a 
fancy letterhead. and cut-and-paste it into the header 
of your letter format.) 

If you want something special at the foot of your
letter pages (such as the date or page numbers) go to 
the FORMAT menu and "open footer". 

Now you've set the page format. and unless you want to 
make some minor adjustments. you'll probably never 
have to go through this process again. Move to the 
FILE Menu and choose SAVE. When Mac asks you for a 
name for the "document". type in "Letter Forma t" • Now 
QUIT. When you return to the desktop. you'll see your 
"Letter Format" sitting there in the disk window. just .~ 
waiting for you to write a letter! 

"Open" the "Letter Format". You'll see your now
familiar two rulers. Locate the cursor just below the 
first ruler; type your addressee's name and address. 
Hit "return" and "tab". Type the date. Hit "return" 
a few times. Type "Dear Uncle Harry." and hit "return 
twice." Now move your cursor below the second ruler. 
Write your letter to Harry. At the end. hit "return" 
a few times, then "tab" to the "Very truly yours" line 
and you're done. 

Here's a critical move coming up. It's simple. but 
cruciall When you're ready to print your letter or 
save it in a file. DON'T choose "SAVE" from the FILE 
menu. Choose "SAVE AS". Mac will ask you for a name 
for the letter. /lame it "Harry". Now QUIT. You'll 
see that Mac has kept your letter as "Harry" but has 
retained the "blank" Letter Format tool By choosing
"SAVE AS· instead of SAVE. you can always preserve the 
Letter Format for future use. and you'll never have to 
set those margins and tabs again! Ready to print your
first letter? Just cl ick on the "Harry" icon and 
choose PRINT from the FILE menu. When Mac asks you to 
insert the next sheet of paper. align the paper with 
the two red stripes on your Imagewriter (printer) 
paper bar. The Imagewriter only prints between those 
red lines. 

Sounds complicated? Maybe. But it's a trick they don't 
fully explain in the manuals, and it'll save you lots 
of time in the future. By the way. you can set up
"Forma ts" for almos t anyth i ng you use repeatedly: ...
letters (maybe even several letter formats with dif- , \ 
ferent letterheads!). memos. "From the desk of". tabu
lar chart formats, etc. Once you set the format. if 
you always choose SAVE AS instead of SAVE. you'll
always preserve the format for future use. It 
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I bow to no one in my joy and relief over the long
awaited appearance of Microsoft's new word processing
software, WORD for the Macintosh. Joy, because of its 
delightful, full-featured WP aspects such as automatic 
footnoting, running footers and headers allowing for 
odd-numbered and even-numbered page placements, and a 
dynamic redefinition of the Mac keyboard which permits
virtually complete ·hands-on" control of the entire WP 
process including moving of the cursor (insertion
point) directly from the keyboard. Most of all, it 
removes the barrier of the amount of pages which can 
be dealt with at one time. About 200 pages can be 
placed on an empty disk using WORD in a two-disk 
setup. My relief is due to the fact that being ribbed 
by my IBM-friends about the limits of HacWrite is now 
a thing of the past. WORD stands up well to the best 
of commercial WP software available for any home 
computer, bar none I 

Still, no WP package serves all people equally well. 
My purpose here is to critique WORD and present a 
blue-sky wish list of improvements. My version of the 
just-released product is dated January 25. 1985 so 
there has not been a great deal of time for anyone to 
have extensive experience with the released version of 
WORD. Nevertheless, here is what I would like to see 
improved or added in roughly my priority order; it 
would be surprising if many people agreed with this 
listing completely. 

1. Automatic 	 indexing and "table of content" features 
are needed. 

~' 2. 	 A way of previewing the document to-be-printed in a 
full screen version is really needed. Multi-column 
formats appear only in the column width selected. 
not in full page display. It matters little 
whether the ·Show Page" feature of MacPaint is used 
in some chained way to cover the entire document, 
or if full- screen formatting is available. 

3. 	 It would be most helpful if one could establish a 
font and fontsize to be used by all footnotes in a 
document. at the beginning of a session. as well as 
its format (one-column width with underline 
s~parating it from text?). As I understand the 
program, this must now be done on a 
footnote-by-footnote basis. 

4. 	Page numbering should follow the margins estab
lished for the document as a whole in the ·Prefer
ences· statement. Defaults should be something
like bottom, centered, using the font used in the 
Heading in fontsize 9, starting with the second 
page. Dialog boxes should be established to allow 
for varying these instructions in a schematic 
dialog box something similar to what is used in 
MacProject to assign features to the "boxes·. 
Currently, pagination instructions are too complex
for casual users. 

5. 	The current mode of eliminating dangling lines in 
printed output - the so-called ·widow· or ·orphan"
lines, is simply klutzy. There should be a box 
which would permit the user to indicate how many
lines should be involved in the document-wide 
determination to keep paragraphs together or break 
paragraphs across a page of output. For instance, 
one should be able to say that if three or more 
lines are involved, carry them over to the next 
page; if less-than-3-lines are involved, force them 
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onto the previous page. Naturally, you should be 
able to override these decisions when previewing
individual pages. (See item 2, above.) 

6. 	 I wish that WORD contained simple mathematical and 
statistical manipulation abilities to add figures
formatted in columns and rows, and present "cross
footed· totals appropriately. It would al so be 
nice to be able to get, dynamically within WORD. 
simple stuff like Minimum. Maximum, Median, 
Average. Frequency counts - perhaps also, (if the 
roof doesn't cave in,) simple T-test. Standard 
Deviation and other correlational stuff. At some 
point in time, statistical manip1uation software 
packages similar to SAS, SPSS. BMPD. etc., will be 
developed for the Mac environment necessarily
using, I imagine, fairly large hard-disk drives. 

7. Still in my dream world is the hope that Microsoft 
will take MULTIPLAN, CHART. FILE and WORD, rub them 
together in some mystical, efficient way to produce 
a fully integrated piece of software for use on the 
Mac. Once again, these would almost certainly
require harddisk space configurations. When we see 
Lotus JAZZ in the near future, I predict that we 
will see a powerful program fraught with 
compromises due to space limitations; it should not 
be expected that JAZZ could match anyone of the MS 
programs mentioned here in their individual. robust 
form. We shall see •••• We shall see. 

8. 	Wouldn't it be nice if Microsoft installed a 
scientific/Greek/Math set of fonts in WORD together
with the capability to multiply supra- and 
subscript within written text? 

9. 	WORD's documentation is very good. Obviously one 
of the reasons for the frequent delays in its 
apearance was the decision to use keyboard entry to 
move the insertion point as an alternative to using
the mouse. This is ·obvious· only because the 
instruction sheet showing how to do this (a
combination of keys to ·togg1e" on this function,)
is a little flyer included in the WORD box; it is 
not inc 1uded in the Manua1. St ill, it wou ld be 
nice for beginners to have a "cheat sheet" 
outlining all of the command keyboard alternatives 
to using the mouse. Such a sheet should be tacked 
up near the Hac until one gets a chance to memorize 
the new codes, some of which are not intuitive or 
vary from HacWrite versions. See, for instance, 
the difference in using suprascript and subscript
commands. 

10. 	 Lastly. I hope for. I yearn for, decent buffer 
areas for print spooling so that the tedious. 
annoying wait for high-quality printing can be 
avoided. I'm not sure that this a Microsoft 
problem in any way, but since I'm writing this 
article anyway. I thought I'd throw it in as a 
freebi e. By the way. I urge you to ins tall 
Imagewriter15 as soon as possible. It works well 
on the 11"(standard) Imagewriter as well and does 
three things well. (1) It Simply prints faster as 
it is an improved driver; (2) it can print across 
page breaks; and (3) it can produce printouts
optionally with a 50% reduction factor (arrayed in 
a column 	 on the standard Imagewriter.) 

List price for WORD is $195, with many dealers dis
counting it to $165 and mail-order houses selling 

contd. on pg 62 
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I am perhaps one of the last holdouts against buying a 
second disk drive for my MAC. I commute with my MAC 
every working day, and its 20 plus pounds has already 
worn a permanent crease in my shoulders. MACpacking a 
second drive would turn the crease into a canyon. So, 
as Steve Hunt suggested in the January WAP newsletter, 
I spell relief "RAMOISK.· However, un1 ike Steve, 
I've tried the strategy of leaving the Systems folder 
off the RAM disk, and I've reaped some interesting 
benefits and made some strange discoveries along the 
way. 

The Assimilation RAM disk. 

I am currently USing the $29 Assimilation RAM disk 
(Mac Memory). It is a relatively simple (but, at 21K, 
not a small) program. Following are the steps for 
creating a RAM disk. 

1. 	 Create a disk with a systems file and as many
applications programs as you can stuff into it. 
Leave 30K free. Label it something cute like 
·Start-Up Disk." 

2. 	 Boot Mac Memory and transfer its RAM disk program 
onto your Start-Up Disk. 

3. 	Double click the Mac Memory icon. This eventually
produces a dialog box allowing you to ·Create a 
temporary disk" or "Create a temporary disk at 
startup.· The last option is preferable, since you
only have to manually proceed through the following 
steps just once. Afterwards, booting the Start-Up 
Disk automatically sets up the RAM disk. 

4. 	The next window allows you to select the amount of 
RAM to be included in the RAM disk. After experi
menting, I prefer 228K. 

5. 	The final window is a mini-finder for selecting 
programs and files on the Start-Up Disk that will 
be installed at start-up on the RAM disk. Since 
MacWrite is the application I use the most often, I 
select it, the Imagewriter driver, the Calendar 
file (see WAP disk SigMac Vol. n, and the 
Scrapbook file. 

The instructions recommend also putting the complete 
systems folder on the RAM disk. I do not. The RAM 
disk will stay intact with no systems folder no matter 
how many times you swap disks and switch from one 
disk's systems folder to another (assuming you 1 eave 
the machine on). 

Instead, as I move from application to application, I 
generally trash the current application on the RAM 
disk and transfer the new application onto it. This 
strategy has at least five advantages: 

1. 	Printing out of memory. A minor irritant of the 
Imagewriter's driver is the fact that it creates 
and saves to the disk a print file for High or 
Standard resolution output. This both takes time 
and requires sufficient space on the disk to 
accomodate the print file. When using an 
application program from the RAM disk, the print
file is stored on the RAM disk, saving time and 
speeding the printing. 

2. 	 Faster applications. Except when calling on the 
system file for fonts or other such purposes, 

application programs run without calls to the 
internal disk drive. A program such as Microsoft 
Chart, when mounted in the RAM disk, really does 
work insanely great. 

3. 	Desk accessory files with staying power. Another 
of the Mac's minor irritants is that desk accessory
files do not automatically transfer from one 
systems disk to another as you move from program to 
program. But when you summon desk accessories 
during RAM disk applications, the desk accessory
files are saved to the RAM disk. There are just 
two catches. Call desk accessories from the 
desktop and they will save their files to the 
internal drive's disk rather than the RAM disk. 
Second, you must remember to transfer the desk 
accessory files from the RAM disk to a disk in the 
internal drive when concluding a Mac session. 

As a trial, open Microsoft's Chart from the RAM 
disk. During the Chart session, call the calendar 
and save an event to it. Call the Scrapbook and 
save several charts to H. Then exit Chart and 
insert a new systems disk with MacWrite. Move the 
new systems disk "to the top· by holding down the 
Option and Command keys and double clicking on its 
Finder. Afterwards, only the new disk's icon and 
the Ram diSk's icon will be on the desktop. Call 
the Scrapbook from the desktop, and it will be 
empty. Call the Calendar, and no appOintment.
Trash Chart from the RAM disk and copy the MacWrite 
file from the internal drive to the RAM diSk. Open
MacWrite by doub1ec1icking the RAM disk icon. Call 
the Scrapbook. Your charts will appear, and you 
can proceed to transfer them into your MacWrite 
text. Call the calendar, and check your
appointment. 

4. 	More RAM for the money. Putting the complete 
systems folder into the RAM disk invariabi1y
requires setting aside a full 316K for the RAM 
disk. This leaves, of course, relatively little 
RAM for the actual programs. In many respects,
196K of RAM is not much of an improvement over 
128K. On the flip side, J16K does not go very far 
as a second (RAM) drive when forced to absorb a 
complete systems folder. For instance, it is 
impossible to put 160K programs like Chart onto a 
RAM disk with an ordinary systems folder. Combining 
a systems folder, the Calendar, and MacWrite leaves 
only 30-40K of free space on the RAM disk. The 
MacWrite documents cannot exceed 30-40K in such 
circumstances, since the Imagewriter driver saves 
its printfi1e to the RAM disk. 

But a 228K RAM drive is spacious indeed with just 
one application file, the Imagewriter driver, and 
desk accessory files. MacWrite documents can 
easily exceed lOOK. Even Chart can be RAM-disked 
with 40K or so leftover to print charts or save 
charts in the Scrapbook or Clipboard. And nearly
JOOK of RAM remains for the programs. 

One glitch. If, while using a RAM Disk application, 
you ca 11 the Calendar from the Apple menu, it will 
appear as usual the first time, ready to record your ~ 
appOintments and what not. You can click the close 
box on the Calendar's title bar, and the Calendar will 
disappear as usual. But if you try to call the Calen
dar from the Apple menu a second time during the 
session, THE SYSTEM WILL BOMB. InCidentally, the 
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Hyperdr1ve from General Computer 

On Monday, 1/14/85, I v1sited Betty Ryan and John 
Mracek of General Computer in Cambridge, Mass. to 
review their 10Mbyte disk drive which they call the 
Hyperdrive. Betty Ryan is the sales representative 
for the D.C. area. John Mracek is an engineer. Ms. 
Ryan was cheerful, helpful, and well informed and 
spent almost an hour answering my sometimes pOinted
questions. In general, I was greatly impressed by the 
energy and creativity of the folks at General 
Computer. 

1) 	 Hardware Installation 

This 10Mbyte Winchester disk is internally installed 
in your Mac by either General Computer or a licensed 
Apple dealer. This leaves both of your floppy drives 
and serial ports in their originial configuration.
The modification procedure consists of: 

a) 	 The Mac digital board is modified and a ·stack
board" is securely attached to ft. The digital
board is modified to move the 68000 cpu onto the 
stackboard so that the Hyperdrive system can have 
direct access to the 68000 data/address bus. Both 
the "new" digital board and the stackboard fit back 
into the original slot in your Mac. This is a 
tight fit, but well designed and secure. 

b) 	 The 10Mbyte Winchester is securely shock mounted in 
a frame supplied by General Computer, which is 
bolted to your Mac frame at three pOints. I 
inspected this arrangement very carefully and was 
impressed that they have pa id a great deal of 
attention to the portability and shock requirements
of the Mac. 

c) 	 An additional power supply board to power the disk 
and fan is also installed inside the Mac. The fan 
is press-fit into the top cover of the Mac. 
Although the press-fit on old (beta-test) models 
was insecure, I have been assured that the new 
press-fitting is very secure. 

d) 	 Optionally, General Computer will upgrade your 128K 
Mac to 512K for an additional fee (see below).
This memory upgrade fits on the stackboard 
mentioned above. 

e) 	 Along with a special set of tools, your dealer also 
gets a copy of a professionally produced videotape 
which demonstrates the entire installation 
procedure. 

General Computer's intention is to create a stockpile 
of the modified digita1-board-with-stackboard combina
tion so that turn-around for your system will be much 
faster. In fact, just like Apple mods, you probably
won't receive your original digital board back after 
installation of the Hyperdrive. 

The installation procedure should take no more than 
one hour from an experienced dealer in your area, 
assuming that your dealer stocks the Hyperdrive kits. 
General Computer does the installation themselves in 
about twenty minutes, given the modified digital
board. If you or your dealer elect to send the unit 
off to Cambridge for installation, expect to wait two 
to three weeks for turn-around. 
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2) 	 Performance 

I examined two units at General Computer and found 
them to perform identically. Both of the units I 
inspected ran very quietly, more quietly than the 
Tecmar MacDrive. The disk has (sic) a whirring sound, 
but the fan can't be heard at all. 

Upon power-up, the Mac automatically boots up from the 
Hyperdrive (if there is no floppy in the internal 
drive), a wonderful feature. Boot-up is fast, and the 
desktop appears quickly. I understand that the effec
tive transfer rate of the Hyperdrive is about 2.5 
Mbits per second through a buffer memory onto the 
68000 bus (not including latency or seek times). This 
compares to the serially connected hard disk maximum 
(e.g., the Tecmar) of only 900K bits per second. 

Function Hyperdr i ve System Two Floppy System 

Start MacPaint 6 seconds 28 seconds 
Close MacPaint 6 seconds 22 seconds 

Start MacWrite 6 seconds 24 seconds 
Close MacWrite 6 seconds 30 seconds 

Copy MacPaint to 

another Volume 10 seconds 30 seconds 


3) 	 Software 

The software supplied with the Hyperdrive is surpris
ingly good. The user interface has been well thought 
out, and is clearly and completely presented in an 
excellent 32 page users manual. 

a) 	 The disk may be divided into as many as 32 volumes, 
which are referred to as "File Drawers." Each of 
these File Drawers may be allocated by a Disk 
Manager program. Automatic expansion of file 
drawers occurs in multiples of 256K byte chunks up 
to the available space on the disk. Files are 
allocated in 4k byte pages, which limits the 
Hyperdrive to 2560 files, max. The Manager also 
allows you to initialize, delete, open, and close 
file drawers. 

b) 	 At this writin9, the Hyperdrive works with the 
existing Finder (version 1.1g) and General Computer 
assures me that it will work with the new Apple
Finder to be announced soon (they currently have 
the pre-release version 2.1x). 

c) 	 The user can "activate" or open file drawers either 
from the disk Manager or from a nifty little desk 
accessory called Drawers. The desk accessory is a 
great timesaver in that you don't have to exit 
MacWrite, etc. to open or close a file drawer. 

d) 	 Up to eight file drawers may be open at once and up 
to 128 files may appear in each file drawer (Apple
Finder 1.lg limit of 128). 

e) 	 Each file drawer on the disk has optional password
protection. When mounting a protected file drawer, 
a dialog box appears to ask for the password, which 
is, of course, hidden as you type it. In addition, 
the entire disk may have a ·super-password." 

f) There is an excellent disk backup facility which 
allows you to back up your Hyperdrive onto floppy 
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The WAP Software Library is always searching for new 
additions. As you can see from the order form at the 
back of the Journal, we take every conceivable type of 
Apple software - including CPtM, Pascal, and Macin
tosh. And dontt forget that you get a free library
disk of your choice for your donation. We accept your 
programs at any time, by mail, at the office, and at 
the monthly meetings. 

This month SigMac introduces two new Macintosh disks. 
Descriptions are by SigMac Librarian Tony Anderson. 

SigMac 14: Filevision Templates 

Filevision, like the Mac, is an original, one of a 
kind. It was one of the first programs to take the 
Mac spirit to heart. Unfortunately the data base 
Filevision, like Visicalc, provides an environment 
unlike anything before it. You must learn to think 
and work in this new environment. This disk is devoted 
to easing that task. It contains a wide variety of 
different Filevision templates, some useful, some just 
for show, but all presented to inspire you to create 
new uses for this revolutionary tool. 

On the desktop: 

Flow Chart Illustration - This is an example of using
Fl1evision as a dynamiC flowchart. By selecting a 
d1fferent type from the "Types" menu and selecting
"Show only these" from the "Tinker" menu, you can have 
several different flowcharts in one template. 

In the FV Adventure folder: 

Nick's D&D - Believe it or not, this is a Filevision 
adventure game. It is not going to be up there with 
"Transylvania" as a top selling adventure game, but it 
has its good pOints. It uses linking extensively and 
has a lot of animation examples. All the other files 
in this folder are part of this adventure. 

In the FV Animation folder: 

Ski Slope - The winter 1985 issue, and the only issue 
so far, of "Filevision Magazine" shows how to do this 
one. It is the same principle as used for all 
Filevision animation. 

Wipeout - Get beach blanket bingo-vision with this 
little snippet of code. 

In the FV Filing folder: 

Births - This template is a very good example of how 
to use Filevision as a data base while at the same 
time creating a graphic representation of the data. 
In this case, the births at a hospital are being 
charted over a period of time. 

Calendar - Let this Filevision calendar get your life 
organized and help keep it that way. Plus, this 
calendar does not end at 1985, like some of the higher 
priced calendars we know of. 

Calendar Documentation - A MacWrite file explaining
how to set up the calendar template. 

Contacts - A Filevision file cabinet. Double-click on 
the file tabs to see the information on all your hot 
sales leads. Or use the UHighlight some ••• u menu to 

show all your customers who are smart enough to own 
Macs. 

In the FV Intelligent Illustrations folder: 

Elements (by Raines Cohen) - This template is part of 
a class of templates called intelligent illustrations. 
An intelligent illustration is a chart or painting or 
some other normally static display that now has data 
linked to objects on the display. In this case the 
static chart is the well known periodic chart of the 
elements. Each element is an object with an uinfo· 
screen that tells more about it. So if you want to 
know all elements with atomic weights less that 50, 
just use the "tinkeru menu. 

Eye - This is the eye used by Telos, the publisher of 
Filevision, in the ads for Filevision. It is an 
intelligent illustration also. Unfortunately,
clicking on Uinfo" only gets you a blank form. The 
illustration has no data behind it. If there is a 
doctor or med student out there who would like to fill 
in the blanks, please send us the result. 

Piano - Select the chord you want and Filevision will 
show which keys on the piano keyboard will create that 
chord. 

Napa Valley - Here is an example of creating a smart 
map with Filevision. This map of the wine country of 
California known as Napa Valley has wineries indicated 
as Filevision objects. 

S1gHac 15: Progammer's Playground 

If you're a programmer, or hope to be a programmer, 
this disk is for you. On it are two programming lan
guages, one complete and one presented as an example, 
a lesson in binary data trees, a new graphics routine 
demo, four new desk accessories to make your time on 
the Mac more productive, and three MacWrite files on 
how the Mac works. In less time than it takes to 
return to the desktop, you'll be showing the Mac who's 
boss. Moving whole screens of data to and fro. Cal
culating huge numbers in a single command. Getting
crazy with the keyboard. Writing code (as they say in 
the business) like there's no tomorrow. And best of 
all you'll do it your way. 

On the desktop: 

HandsOn (by John Glenn) - This application helps to 
bring life to a difficult programming concept. A 
binary tree is not one of those fun things that we all 
love to do, nonetheless, it is an important program
ming tool. This program makes binary trees as con
crete as a chenistry experiment and not nearly as 
messy. 

In the DataFlow folder: 

DataFlow (by Gustavo A. Fernandez) - DataFlow is the 
most Mac-ish programming language written to date. 
The mouse is used for all operations except typing 
numbers. DataFlow programming is a cross between 
flowcharting and electronic circuit design. While 
symbols similar to common flowcharts are used, the ~ 
program behaves more like an electric circuit where 
numeric 'tokens' replace current going through wires. 
DataFlow version 0.0 was designed mainly to show the 
concepts and shortcomings of Dataflow rather than as a 
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useful tool. 

DataFlow Documentation (by Gustavo A. Fernandez) - The 
user manual for DataFlow. 

In 	 the Demo &Graphics folder: 

Hendrix - No, you won't think you're at Woodstock. In 
~ 	fact, you might think you broke your Macintosh. To 

make Jimi play, just drag the mouse across the screen. 

Start me (by Robert Hafer) - An impressive demo of Mr. 
Hafer's dissBits routine. 

In 	 the HacInfo folder: 

launch - How to start up any icon as an application. 

MacPaint Info - Everything you ever wanted to know 
about a HacPaint document. 

Sound - About sound and how the Hac makes it. 

In 	 the Hore Desk Accessories folder: 

Delete Ffles - Allows you the convenience of delet
ing a document from a disk from within an application. 

Disk Info - Gives you info on the contents of each 
dfsk in the Hac. In addU ion, it gi ves info on the 
amount of RAM being used. 

New Key Caps - Like the old keycaps, but you can now 
specify the font you wish to see displayed. Most 
convenient when working with a new font and fonts with 
lots of special symbols. 

Quit - How many times have you wanted to quit but been 
forced to wait until the Mac closed the current 
app11cation, went back to the desktop so you could 
eject the disks and wa1t some more for Mac to f1nally 

~ 	give them up, all just so you could turn the Mac off? 
Well, wa1t no morel Th1s accessory w111 eject any and 
all d1sks and reset the Mac 1n under 5 seconds, no 
questions asked. Be careful, if your document was not 
saved, it'll be gone with the w1nd. 

In 	 the XlISP folder: 

XLISP (by Dav1d Betz) - XLISP 1s an experimental
programm1ng language comb1ning some of the features 
of LISP w1th an object or1ented extens10n capab111ty. 
It was 1mplemented to allow exper1mentat10n with 
object-oriented programm1ng on small computers. Many
trad1t10nal LISP funct10ns are built 1nto XLISP. In 
add1t10n, XLISP def1nes the object classes 'Object',
'Class', and 'Keymap' as pr1m1t1ves. 'Object' is the 
only class that has no superclass and hence is the 
root of the class heirarchy tree. 'Class' is the 
class of which all classes are instances (it is the 
only object that 1s an instance of itself). 'Keymap' 
is a class whose instances are mappings from input key 
sequences to messages. To return to the finder use the 
XLISP command (exit). 

XLISP document 1 - This and the follow1ng two files 
are MacWrite documents that are documentation for the 
XLISP language. These documents do not attempt to 
teach LISP. For a collection of art1cles on LISP see 
the August 1979 issue of BYTE magazine. ~ 
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disks. This uti11ty ("to be completed soon")
allows you to do your backups by a w1de var1ety of 
parameters, 1nclud1ng: file drawer name, filename 
extens10n (e.g. all of your .BAS Bas1c f11es),
mod1ficat10n date (e.g., all files since last 
backup), etc. 

g) 	 In addition to the above, General Computer supplies 
a "passworded" file encryption and decryption
ut111ty (us1ng a "policeman" icon!) for protecting
ind1v1dua1 f11es. 

4) 	 Warranty Cons1derations 

The modificat10ns to the Mac1ntosh, although well 
designed, are quite extensive and will void your
App1ecare or other machine warranty on the General
Computer-modified parts. General Computer realizes 
that this would be "bad" for the1r product, and so 
they include a 90 day warranty on your Mac central 
unit (i.e., the b1g box with the tube in it). In 
addition, they intend to offer full-coverage protec
tion equivalent to Applecare within about two months. 

5) 	 Prices 

Prices for complete systems, including installation,
shipping, etc. are as follows: 

Hyperdrive installation on 5I2K Macintosh: $2195.00 
5I2k upgrade and Hyperdrive installation: $2795.00 

I understand that Charles Largay of The Computer Store 
in the D.C. area has had a beta-test model for several 
months, and is stocking them now. He has indicated to 
me that a Washigton Apple Pi group discount of 9.9~ 
would be available to us for a single order of at 
least 25 units. I will try to arrange a demonstration 
of his Hyperdrive system for the SigMac meeting, prob
ably before this article goes to press. 

6) 	 Portab11ity 

For me, portab111ty is a great feature of the Mac. 
Perhaps the best feature of the Hyperdrive is that it 
1s completely enclosed 1n your Mac (no new carrying
cases!). I 11ke the fact that with the Hyperdrive you
don't even need to take along your external floppy 1n 
your suitcase when you travel. Also, the system adds 
less than 5 lbs to your Mac, unlike the bulky external 
hard disk systems on the market today. 

7) 	Conclusions 

Surpris1ng1y, my greatest objection to the Hyperdrive 
system is the whirring noise of the disk (which one 
would, of course, have with any hard disk system). 
Having floppy disks, one gets used to having a com
pletely silent machine most of the time. It will be 
strange having a machine which has a constant whir. 
To be fair, all of the other hard disks that I have 
heard are noisier than the Hyperdrive. 

Although the Hyperdrive modifications are quite
extensive, and you must consider that you are taking 
some risk with "your baby·, it is clear to me that the 
system has been well designed, well engineered, and 
properly warrantied. All in all, barring some start
ling announcement from Apple, I would highly recommend 
the Hyperdrive from General Computer. 

P.S.: I spoke to Dennis Brothers recently about the 
Hyperdr i ve. He has had one for about two months. His 
opinion is that "the Hyperdrive is a fabulous piece of 
equipment. " <t 
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A well-accepted virtue of Pascal is that Pascal pro
grams can be easily transferred across machines. Few 
people realize that this holds true only for UCSO 
Pascal and that conversion problems arise when moving
between UCSO (i.e. Apple) Pascal and other versions. 

An Apple ][ owner with an extensive Pascal library who 
seeks to upgrade to a Mac has two choices. The easier 
route is to purchase the UCSO p-System. including a 
Pascal Compiler from SofTech Microsystems at a list 
price of $195. This system will run Apple Pascal pro
grams with few problems. The more daring route is to 
convert Apple Pascal to Apple's new Macintosh Pascal. 
This article will cover a few pitfalls along this 
route. 

MacPascal 

Apple markets an interpretive version of Pascal (Mac
Pascal) at $125. MacPascal is based upon the American 
National Standard (ANS) version of Pascal. Probably
the best summary of the differences between ANS and 
UCSO Pascal can be found in an appendix to Paul Sand's 
Advanced Pascal: Programming Techniques (Osborne
McGraw-Hill 1983). In turn the di fferences between 
ANS and MacPascal are listed in Appendix A to the 
Macintosh Pascal Technical Appendix. Perhaps one day 
everyone will settle down to an effective Standard; in 
the meantime, I offer the following tips to those who 
venture from the de facto standard (Apple or UCSO 
Pascal) into the exciting new world of MacPascal. 

Compiler Options 

Apple Pascal sends messages to the compiler by com
ments which begin with a dollar sign ($). MacPascal 
will treat these as comments. However, translating 
programs require certain compiler options to be 
accomodated by changing the code for MacPascal. In 
general, options such as $1- (1/0 error checking). $S+ 
(swapping), $L (listing) and $R (range checking) can 
be ignored. However, calls to function ioerror (which 
ususally accompany $1-) should be deleted. Also, one 
common use for $1- is to trap file-not-found errors. 
A more effective way to solicit file names from a user 
at execution time is to use two new MacPascal proced
ures - OldFileName and NewFileName. 

Case Statements 

MacPascal introduces the ·otherwise" clause to specify
what should happen if the case expression does not 
equal any of the specified values. This feature is 
not available in Apple Pascal which takes no action if 
the value is not present. Unfortunately, MacPascal 
will halt program execution with an error if the value 
is not present. Therefore, add the word "otherwise" 
before the "end" of every case statement when convert
ing to MacPascal. 

FOR Loops 

The variable that appears before the assignment symbol 
is called a "control variable." Apple Pascal allows 
the control variable to be changed in the middle of a 
FOR loop; MacPascal forbids such changes. Compare
this program segment with its correct MacPascal trans
lation: 
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{Apple Pascal} 

For i:=1 to 5 do 


begin

if A[i]=pattern then 


begi n 

Found:=true; {etc •••• } 

i : =5 

end {if}

end; {for} 


{MacPascal} 

i :"1;

while (i<6) and (not found) do 


beg in 

if A[i]"pattern then 


begin

Found:"true; {etc •••• } 

i:=6 


end 

else i:=i+l 


end; {wh 11 e } 


Random Access Files 

Converting programs which access files based upon 
record numbers is proving to be very tricky. CI in
vite anyone who has mastered MacPascal's erratic 
approach to random access files to explicate the 
following mystery in a letter to the Journal.) First, 
unlike Apple Pascal, MacPascal requires random access 
files to be opened with a call to procedure ·Open"
instead of procedure "Rewrite." Program listing ~ 
RandomAccess below reflects this change. Upon execut
ing this program and choosing the Access option, one 
discovers that the seek procedure works differently in 
MacPascall At times, it will not only position the 
file to a given record, but will also perform a Get. 
In most Apple Pascal programs, a Get usually follows a 
Seek. Program RandomAccess proves that if you leave 
the Get in its normal place, you will read the record 
after the one that you expect to see! 

Mysteriously, this does not hold true for output to 

Random Access files, as shown in Program RandomWrite 

below. Here a seek to a given record number leaves 

the file pointer at that record, and not the record 

immediately following it. (Obviously, no implied get 

is performed.) The moral of the story is that Mac

Pascal uses the Lazy 110 criteria specified on page 

9-22 of the Macintosh Pascal Reference Manual to 

decide when to actually perform an input operation. 


Keyboard Input 

Many Apple Pascal programs read the arrow keys or the 

control keys. Check the ASCII table in Appendix E of 

the Macintosh Pascal Technical Appendix to select new 

Chr values and modify your program accordingly. Note 

that Read(Keyboard,ch) in Apple Pascal reads the key

board without echoing the input to the screen. 'In 

MacPascal, GetCINPUT); ch:=INPUT" must be used to 

avoid echoing the input in the Text window. 


Write and Writeln 

There are subtle differences with even mundane I10~, 
procedures such as Write. In Apple Pascal, Write(s),
where s is a string that contains one or more imbedded 
carriage returns (Chr(13)) will produce multiple lines 

on either the screen or the printer. However, in Mac

contd. 
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Pascal, the screen display will be correct, but the 
various lines will be overprinted on the printer.
This is because the printer driver does not automat
ically add line feeds (chrOO)) to each carriage 
return. One other difference that makes MacPascal 
unsuitable for telecommunications is that the Writeln 
procedure is not supported for output to the modem. 

I hope that this will get you started on the conver
sion process. I will follow this report up with a 
case study of a complete conversion in a future issue 
of the Journal. 

PROGRAM RandomWrite; 

{ random file demo for Washington Apple Pi by RC 
Pl att } 

TYPE 
str20 " STRING[20); 

VAR 
i : INTEGER; 
names : FILE OF str20; 

ch : char; 


PROCEDURE bu 11 d; 

BEGIN 


OPEN(names, 'TestData2');

names' :" 'zero'; 

PUT(names);

SEEK(names, 2);
names' :" 'two'; 

PUT(names);

SEEK(names, 4);

names' :" 'four'; 

pUT( names) ; 

SEEK(names, 1);

names' :" 'one'; 

PUT(names);

SEEK(names, 3); 

names' :" 'three'; 

PUT(names);

SEEK(names, 5); 

names' :" 'five'; 

PUT(names);

CLOSE(names)


END; {build} 

PROCEDURE Access; 
BEGIN 


OPEN(names, 'TestData2');

READLN ( i) ; 

WHILE (i ) -1) DO 


BEGI N 
SEEK(names, i);
WRITELN(' before get: i"', i, 

, fl1epos"', filepos(names),
names');

GET(names); 
WRITELN('i"', i, ' filepos"',

f1lepos(names) , names');
READLN( 1) 


END 

END; {access} 


PROCEDURE Dump; {sequential access} 

BEGIN 


RESET(names, 'TestData2'); {implied get} 
WHILE NOT EOF(names) DO 

BEGIN 
WRITELN(filepos(names), ' " names');
GET(names); 


END; 

CLOSE(names);


END; {Dump} 

BEGIN 

REPEAT 


WRITLEN('B)uild A)ccess D)ump Q)uit');

READ(ch);

CASE ch OF 


'B'. 'b' : 
build; 

'A'. 'a' : 

access; 


'0'. 'd' : 

dump;


OTHERWISE 

END; {casel 


UNTIL (ch " 'Q') OR (ch " 'q') 

EIID. 

PROGRAM RandomAccess; 
{ random file demo for Washington Apple Pi by RC 

Platt} 

TYPE 

str20" STRING(20); 


VAR 
i : INTEGER; 

names : FILE OF str20; 

ch : char; 


PROCEDURE Build; 
BEGIN 


OPEN(names, 'TestDataFile');

names' :" 'zero'; 

PUT(names);

names' :" 'one';

PUT(names);

names' :" 'two'; 

PUT(names);

names' :" 'three';

PUT( names) ; . 

CLOSE(names)


END; {build} 


PROCEDURE Access; 
BEGIN 


OPEN (names, 'Tes tDa taFi 1e' ) ; 

READLN(i);

WH ILE (i ) -1) DO 


BEGIN 
SEEK(names, i);
WRlTELN(' before get: i"', i, 

, fil~pos"'. fl1epos(names), 
names );

GET(names) ; 
WRITELN('i"', i,' filepos"',

filepos(names). names'); 
READLN(i)


END 

END; {access} 


BEGIN 
REPEAT 

WRITELN('B)uild A)ccess Q)uit');
READ( ch);
CASE ch of 

'B'. 'b' : 
buil d; 


'A', 'a' : 

access; 


OTHERWISE 

END; {case}


UNTIL (ch 'Q')D 

END. 
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I haven't gotten very much software in for review 
lately (and even if I had, I've been out of town so 
much over the last two months that I would have had a 
difficult time running through it), but I do have an 
item left over from January, and a note or two on 
previous reviews ••• 

HAC MUSCLE (Tech 2000). This package represents the 
way I bel ieve that software for the Mac is going to 
go. It is in the class of software known (somewhat
uncharitably and charitably at the same time) as 
"personal product ivi ty software", which really means 
that it is a package for people rather than busi
nesses. Let's face it. You bought your Mac for you. 
It simply doesn't have the horses that Big Blue has 
for business, but oh, my - does it ever change the way 
you think about computers. Mine doesn't even sit in 
the same area of the house as my others do. 

All of which brings me to Mac Muscle. The program has 
nothing to do with business, unless your business 
happens to be looking as good as possible. It is a 
program for self-improvement through exercise. 

Now, when I got this package I thought that it was 
going to be pretty tough to exercise in front of a 
computer, 1ike jogging in place in front of a Jane 
Fonda Workout video. Howeve~, the package turned out 
to be very useful as well as workable. Mac Muscle 
allows you to enter your own workout program, suited 
to your age, physical condition and activity pattern
(this function is guided throughout by the author's 
years of experience as a fi tness instructor). In 
other words, Mac Muscle does exactly what the coun
selors at health spas do with regard to designing
exercise programs. Included are programs in aerobics 
and in weightlifting. 

You start out by planning your workout schedule - the 
days on which you want to work out. You then advise 
the program about your overall fitness level and 
training pulse level (the program will calculate this 
for you if you don't want to do it yourself - it even 
has a 1ittle heart that will beat in 4/4 time to 
assist you). Now that you have created a workout 
profile for yourself, you select the exercises that 
you want included in the workout. The way that Mac 
Muscle does this is great. You call up an anatomical 
figure which shows you where each major muscle group
is located (it is labeled in anatomical or common 
terms, by your preference), and select the muscle 
group that you want to work on. Mac Muscle will then 
give you back a list of exercises which will work out 
that muscle group. For primary (recommended) exer
cises, there is even a graphic demonstration of how to 
do the exercise (there is always a written explana
tion). Although I didn't always agree with the 
exercises recommended by Mac Muscle, the program
always allows you to substitute an exercise of your
choice, regardless of whether it is in Mac Muscle's 
extensive encyclopedia of exercises. After an 
exercise has been selected by the user, Mac Muscle 
will add it to the workout schedule (of course you can 
go back and edit). Once you are satisfied with your
schedule, Mac Muscle will save it to a file. What is 
saved lists your name, fitness level, training pulse 
rate, date and exercises for every day of the week 
that you indicated for your preferred schedule. There 
is also a space included for you to record what you
actually did (as opposed to what you originally told 
Hac Muscle that you would do). 

Technically, Mac Muscle is a clean program. It is 
easy to move from function to function without getting
lost, and Mac Muscle is always ready to provide help 
if the user gets lost for some reason (I didn't). The 
documentation is quite adequate, even if it is a long 
way from leather-bound gol d leaf print ing. Al though
the program is copy protected, you can back up the 
files on it, including the program itself. You just
can't boot with your copy. Thus, if the program
crashes, you can copy your copy back to the boot disk 
to restore the file. Considering the frequency with 
which the Macintosh trashes files, this procedure is 
really a must. In any event, the copy protection is 
trivial, and easily broken if you feel that you must 
have a bootable backup. 

There are two reasons for buying Mac Muscle. First, 
if you want to improve yourself by exercising and want 
to save hundreds of dollars by doing it yourself
instead of at a spa. Second, if you want to see how 
an exceptionally clean software package runs on the 
Macintosh. A good buy. 

MULTIPLAN (Microsoft). I know. I did this review way 
back in November. However, I have run across a situa
tion that improves my regard for MuH iplan. It 
happened when I tried to import a standard ASCII file 
into LOTUS 1-2-3. You know what? Lotus wouldn't let 
me do anything with the numbers. It seems that the 
Cadillac of spreadsheets needs del imited text in order 
to create numeric fields. It also turns out that the 
Lotus Translate ut il ity has quite a bit of trouble ~ 
with a number of file types. However, Multiplan seems 
to have no trouble at all with anything. You can go 
~p, down, sideways and diagonal with files and there 
lS always a reasonably simple way to get them into 
Multiplan. It is compatible with Wordstar, Turbo Pas
cal, dBASE II, VisiCalc, Lotus, SuperCalc and what
have-you. Three more points for Multiplan. NOTE: 
The foregOing holds true for Multiplan Apple DOS, CP/M
and MS-DOS, but not for Multiplan on the Mac, where it 
seems to be compatible with nothing at all ••• 

JAZZ (Lotus Development Corp.). Lotus' Jazz for the 
~lacintosh is supposed to make the MAC a viable busi
ness computer capable of integrating work in word 
processing, database management, communications, 
spreadsheet analysis and graphic presentations. I 
believe that Lotus will sell a number of these pack
ages, but I don't see any way that Jazz will make the 
Mac, which is (let's face it) seriously poverty
stricken with regard to memory. After all, Jazz is a 
memory-based program. That means that your data is in 
RAM every record and every field of it. Contrast 
this to dBASE II or III, where the data is managed on 
disk, and you'll see where Jazz is going to have 
serious problems handling business data in a meaning
ful way. 

The spreadsheet is, in a word, beautiful. Lotus is 
the world's premier spreadsheet maker. 1-2-3 set the 
standard for spreadsheets, and Jazz does 1-2-3 one 
better (or even two better). In every category except 
one: 1-2-3 has a spreadsheet capacity of 256 columns 
by 1024 rows - a bundle, when compared to the runners-
up. Jazz offers a whopping 256-by-8192 spreadsheet. 1'""""'\, 
Seems like a real step up, doesn't it? Now, open up 
your Jazz spreadsheet and GOTO IVI024 (row 1024, 
column 256). Enter a one into the cell and report
back what happens? As you can see, the extra spread
sheet size doesn't mean anything, since you can't even 

contd. on pg 33 
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There's more big news this month with the unveiling of 
the first pre-release version of the Lisa to Mac 
Migration Package, version 0.9, This package allows 
you to convert text or graphics from Lisa documents to 
Macintosh and to change entire LisaWrite or LisaDraw 
documents into their Macintosh counterparts. You 
start by installing the migration package tool on your
Lisa hard disk. You then insert a Mac formatted disk 
into the disk drive which your Lisa will promptly tell 
you isn't a Lisa disk. Click Continue to tell Lisa 
that you have tools that can use this non-Lisa format 
disk. Next, open the document you wish to transfer, 
select the portion of the document you want, and copy
it to the clipboard. Open the Lisa to Mac migration 
tool and choose paste from it's edit menu. Choose 
transfer from the edit menu, click the transfer but
ton, name your file, and the portion you want to send 
will now be on the Mac diskette in either a MacDraw or 
MacWrHe format document. t1y initial experiments
worked quite well for graphics. On the other hand, 
text that is transferred will not maintain its origi
nal font, so you may need to massage the font and 
format of any text when you look at it in a Mac 
format. Apparently, whichever font is the top one in 
your Mac system folder is the one that the text will 
appear in when you finish the transfer. I guess 
that's what pre-release is all about!! 

Several weeks ago I was in Greensboro, N.C., and had a 
chance to meet and talk with Bill Stanley of the Com
puter Shoppe of Greensboro. Bill is the developer of 
the Plots II application for the Lisa operating with 
Lisa 7/7. This app11cation lets the user draw Lisa
Draw documents on one of several plotters including
the HP 7475, HP 7586, and HI DMP 41/42. The price is 
$295 for the HP 7475 and HI DMP 41/42 version and $595 
for the HP 7586 version. This package is very power
ful and is capable of plotting almost anything that 
can be pasted into LisaDraw! Plots II ignores page 

[~···,,,E
breaks in LisaDraw, so your large drawings will be 
plotted as one document on a large plotter. Scaling 
up or down can be accomplished without changing your
drawing, because it is done at plot time, and can 
effectively be used for enlarging your charts and 
graphs for presentation purposes on overhead trans
parencies, or reducing larger drawings for an over
view. The package was most impressive, especially
when seen, as I did, being demoed on a $17,500 36" 
wide HP commercial color plotter. He showed me 
several applications that his customers had made and 
they included a wide range of things such as electron
ics drafting and even arChitectural bl ueprints and 
building plans. Call Bill for more details at (919) 
299-4843, and tell him you saw it here. 

The newly released AST RamStak memory board for the 
Lisa will give you up to 2 Meg of RAM for your system.
The board comes with 512K of RAM, and is socketed to 
take up to another three 512K blocks for a total of 2 
Meg on one board!!! That has to make it the winner 
and new champ in the war for the biggest memory board. 
The board comes with a patch for the 7/7 software and 
also one for Macworks as well. (And our baby brother 
thought he had a lot of memory at 512K! l. I will have 
a demo board to show in the near future, so stay tuned 
for more details. 

Next month there will be two meetings. The first will 
be a special meeting on April 6 at the WAP club office 
at 9:30 AM, and will feature Kurt Schmucker who will 
discuss Lisa programing in general, and the Lisa 
Too 1k it in pa rt ic u 1 ar. The second meeti ng will be 
the regular meeting and will include a discussion of 
two database programs for the Lisa, Brock Keystroke,
and OMNIS 3. The regular meet ing will be Aprl1 20th 
at 12 noon at the same place the SigMac meeting is 
held. See ya there. (t 
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Do You Know ERIAl TEFRA, TRA 84... ? 

• We Do. 

ProfeSSional Tax Preparation And Counseling 

F8ITell~ Myerson~ &Myerson 

Call For An Appointment 	 Day 255-0782 
Eve 759-5479 

"--_..- .--------------------- ..._------------
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From WP1704 to ALL 02120 DOS 4.0 

Rune Software sent me a flyer offering a one-time good
deal on DOS 4.0. Does anybody know anything about 
this product? How does it differ from DOS 3.3 and 
ProDOS? Why would anybody want it? 

From WP4011 to:WP1704 02/20 DOS 4.0 

Funny - This is the 2nd time I've heard about DOS 4.0 
in as many m1nutes. The BBS has a brief comment on the 
'welcome bulletin' - It said something about 
trashing disks easily. Joshua Mendelsohn 

From WAP538 to:WP1704 02/20 DOS 4.0 

heard from some people in a users group in Con
necticut that DOS 4.0 is a real turkey. They say it 
trashed files and did other "bad" things. If the 
author has fixed it, it might be a very good thing,
but absent any assurance of that, I would recommend 
ProDOS, Diversi-DOS or (these are based on hearsay) 
David-DOS or Pronto-DOS. Tom Warr1ck 

Fom WP4649 to:WP4087 02/09 Mouse, now what? 

Chuck, the only other app11cat10ns that I know of now 
that use the mouse are: Dazzel Draw (great program, a 
drawing program s1milar to Mp, but 1n double hi-res, 
16 colors, about 20 patterns at a time, make your own, 
save them as sets, all the tools of MP, but with 
flood-fill), summer games, and some ••• 

Fom WAP148 to:WP4087 02/10 MOUSE forever!! 

You MUST check out the latest issue of A+. It has an 
excellent article which answers your quest ion per
fectly. It has a list of products in several dif
ferent catagories (f1nancial, graph1cs, productivity,
etc.) that can utilize the mouse. Several of the 
products are reviewed and the future of the mouse in 
general is discussed. One of the best issues of A+ 
yet! Bob 

From WAP148 to ALL 02/10 Full screen graphics 

Does anyone know of a graphics package that can draw a 
full (8 112 x 11) page graphic? One that can use the 
Mouse, preferably. Is there some way to do such a 
thing with MousePaint? The drawing pad is only half 
the size of a piece of paper which makes printing a 
pa1n! Any help? Bob 

From WAP208 to:WAPI48 02/12 Blazing Paddles 

Blazing Paddles lets you use the full screen. It is 
a superior program to MousePaint. 

From WP1694 to ALL 02/18 International modems 

Does anyone have any experience sending or receiving
data from overseas? A friend of mine has tried to 
connect his Mac wI Applemodem 1200 with an identical 
system in India; the two ignored each other. Any
suggestions will be appreciated! Bill Hole 

From WPI095 to:WP1694 02/18 CCITT Modems 

The equivalent international modems are designated
CCITT V.2X, for example V.21, V.22 etc. A CCITT 300 
baud modem will not connect with a Bell 103 type. A 
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CCITT V.22 WILL talk to a Bell 212 at 1200 baud. Many
foreign PTT's are set up to require the extra ·pilot"
signal that the V.22 has; an ·American" modem cannot 
be used on 'he overseas side. New Hayes supports all 
standards. 

From WP2243 to:WP1694 02/19 Intl modem traffic 

Well, the problem is probably that your two modems 
operate on different standards. The I ntl s td is 
called V.25 (?) and your US modem probably is a Bell 
211 standard. These standards are similar, but not 
identical. You might be better off going thru a 
public network (MCI MAIL, TYMENT, UNINET, etc.) that 
will take care of the standards conversion for you.
Brett. 

FRom WP4614 to ALL 02/24 Machine language 

I'm interested in machine language •••• I've learned 
some of it already, but I found my main problem was 
that I did not know where many Apple locations are. 
Does anybody out there know of a decent book that will 
GIVE ANY HELP. Thanx ••• 

From WP1326 to:WP4614 02/24 Apple MIL locations 

One of the best sources for detailed info on Apple
MIL points of interest is Luebbert's WHAT'S WHERE IN 
THE APPLE? Another would be Call-A.P.P.L.E.'s "IN 
DEPTH" Series on DOS and Applesoft. The WAP office 
should have copies of these so you may review prior to ~ 
purchase. Don't know current prices but should be 
under $20 each. 

From WP3502 to:WP4614 02/25 Apple Mem Loc Book 

WHAT'S WHERE III THE APPLE is probably the best source 
of info for the Apple's internal memory locations. It 
includes an atlas with the memory locations in 
numerical and alpahbetical order. Price is about $25. 
It isn't easy to find. You may have to order it 
directly. If you need the address, leave me a 
message. Eric Rall. 

From WP2208 to:WP4614 02127 What's Where???, etc. 

Two references: (A) "What's Where in the Apple", 
Micro Ink, Box 6502, Chelmsford, MA 01824. Be sure to 
get latest addition ••• (mine is blue and approp. for 
][+); (B) "Apple II Monitors Peeled". This is by
Apple, and expenSive ••• SI9.95 for 89 pages; but it 
has calls and useful subroutines. 

From WP4614 to ALL 02/29 Sub-routine books 

Thanks to everyone who responded to my question of 
wh ich book is most helpful; these 3 books have been 
recomended: WHAT'S WHERE IN THE APPLE, IN DEPTH, and 
APPLE II MONITERS PEELED. If anyone knows any others, 
please let me know. Thanks again to the people who 
told me about them. 

From WP2411 to ALL 01/30 ProDOS fix 

I have no experience with ProDDS, and I have someone ~ 
who has an Appleworks w.p. file that is VERY import-· 
ant with 1 (only one) bad block in it. Is there any 
way to save the file and just lose the block or even 
what's after it? Anything is better than nothing •• 
Please help! Thanks •••• Derick 

contd. 
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From WP3797 to:WP2411 01/31 ProDOS fix 

Use LIFESAVER by MicroPro to try to recover the bad 
sector (1/2 block). If Lifesaver can't read it. use a 
disk zapper to fill the sector with harmless ASCII 
characters (hi bit 10). Then try loading file into 
Appleworks again. I don't know the format of AW files. 
(It was a text file?). Just simulate what you find in 
the other sectors of that file. Locksmith might copy 
it. too. Only zap the copy. of course! And next time 
keep BACKUPSI. I rotate three disks with large files. 
One from last session kept away. and two updated
frequently during session. If you use both sides of 
disks. this doesn't get too expensive. Tom Vier 

From WP3876 to ALL 02/01 Getting 40 tracks 

A letter in the Feb. NIBBLE listed a simple patch to 
DOS 3.3 to enable one to get 40 tracks on a standard 
35-track drive. I succeed in getting 40 tracks on 
drive 1. but only the standard 35 on drive 2. The 
drives are of the same vintage. and of course use the 
same controller card. Any ideas why this happens? For 
your info. the patch is as follows: boot DOS; enter 
the monitor. and change three locations: AEB5:AO. 
B3EF:28. and BEFE:28. Then INIT HELLO. 
and you should hear the drive write 40 tracks. When I 
INIT HELLO.D2. only 35 tracks get written. 

From WP3835 to:WAP713 02/02 40-track disks 

Sam. this in not an exact answer to your question. but 
may help. I use Rana drives W/40-Trk patch. I have 
taken 40-trk disks and run them on a 35-trk Disk II 
with no problem except that when the disk gets full. 
the Disk II cannot reach the last 5 tracks. (The DOS 
is patched for a Rana drivel controller). Bottom line 
is an unequivocal maybe. This is a good question for a 
seminar. Pete Jones. 

~ From WP2653 to:WAP713 02/02 40 tracks 

It IS ok to use 40 track disks in 35-track disk 
II's ••• as long as you don't access the upper 5 
tracks. It MIGHT work, then again •••• Danny 

From WAP208 to:WAP713 02/06 Caution 

Be Careful. If you have an old Apple II drive, you 
can initialize DDS for 40 tracks but the drive will 
only readlwrite to 36. You won't have any indication 
that anything is wrong until you try to read a file 
written to those phantom tracks. 

From [YOU] to ALL 02/14 Disk Sleeves: Where? 

Where can I get the envelopes, sleeves. which one is 
supposed to keep disks in? They seem to keep getting
lost at work, and there a a bunch of disks lying
around the place naked. aAlexander-

From WP2653 to:[YOU] 02/14 Disk sleeves 

Any company who sells bulk pack disks also sells the 
Tyvek sleeves for same. Try Communications Electron
ics. Conroy-La-Pointe, and other mail order compa
nies. They usually sell them in 100's or 50's. 
-Danny 

From WAP713 to:[YOU] 02/15 Disk sleeves 

aAlexander- Naked disks! I'm shocked. Thought this 
was a family BBSII Try VF Associates (next to WAP 
office, 363-1313); I'm pretty sure they sell 50 
sleeves for $4-5. Get come clothes on them disks!! 
Sam Swersky. 

From [YOU] to ALL 01/26 Help! No boot. 

Occasionally a PRI6 or a Ctl-Open Apple-Reset fails to 
re-boot for me. Memory clears, tne disk spins, but it 
doesn't make that chunking sound, which I presume is a 
head searching for something; and, it doesn't boot. 
The disk just spins uselessly. A second try gets it. 
What's going on here? =Alexander-

From WAP538 to:[YOU] 01/28 No Boot problem 

=Alexander-: I have had the problem you describe 
(disk drive spins but won't read the disk) and have 
found that reseating the disk drive controller 
sometimes helps. If it does, it would indicate a 
dirty contact in the slot as the probable cause. 
Tom Warrick 

From WP3502 to:WAP538 01/28 Spinning Disks 

Recently my drive just wanted to spin. I removed the 
cover and noticed the teflon disk with the spiral 
groove was spinning, but the metal guide had left the 
groove. I tried cleaning the 2 metal guide rails with 

replace C7 in the supply. The in 

alcohol. 
and cheap 

The problem went away.
solution. Eric Rall. 

Seems to be a simple 

From WP2086 to:[YOU] 02/01 Boot Problem 

I had an identical problem. If you are the brave 
type, power one 
there now is A 220MFD 10V. Replace it with a 220MFD 
25V. There's a good chance that this will solve your 
problem. Good luck ........ Jack 

Fom WP1333 to ALL 01/25 More Sider 

Compuserve's MAUG has extensive file now on The Sfder. 
So I guess it's for real. The remaining question wfll 
be to see if its reliability holds up and the company 
stays in business. $695 is great for those who can 
afford it, but I prefer a brand name and think a litle 
more money to get one and support service may 'be worth 
it. 

From WP2653 to:WP1333 01/26 The Sider 

The SYSOP of a local board just purchased a Sider for 
it. The board is called ALCATRAZ. Phone 780-8766. 
It seems to be holding up quite well under the con
stant use of a BBS. -Danny 

From WP26fr3 to ALL 02115 Too Good to be True 

A friend of mine recently bought a SIDER hard drfve 
with hopes of setting up a BBS. Everything was work
ing fine, for the first few days. It sounded like a 
747 taking off, but for $700 you can't have every
thing. Yesterday, he noticed smoke ... looked to see 
where it was coming from ••• it was his hard drivel 
So, he unplugged it and sent it back at a cost of $36. 
Turns out the Company is moving to Pennsylvanfa next 
Wednesday. but they said if he would send ft 
blue-label-air, it would arrive in time for them to 
send him a new one. Wait and see ••• -Danny 

From WP5531 to:WP3419 02/22 Sider is Greatl 

Ken, don't know about your friends unit, it sounds 
like it was bad from day one. My Sider is up and my
BBS is running on it. Call 703-553-0821 and check it 
out. 

From WP4496 to ALL 02122 Sider 

I've had a Sider installed on my lIe system for 
approximately 10 weeks, using it mostly under CP/M for 
dBaseII. Multiplan, and Wordstar, and 3.3 for a couple 
of utilities. I wouldn't be without it. Noise is 
considerable, but a foam 'box' helps that. With any 

contd. 
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new product, the percentage of bad units is apt to be 
high, but FCP'S guarantee is evidently very well 
supported (lOOt return/replacement). A good practice
with any newly installed equipment is to run it hard 
initially to check for defects before trusting it with 
critical data. Long-term durability has yet to be 
proven, as with anything new, but for the moment, 
Sider appears to be a valuable tool. 

Fom WP3876 to ALL 02/09 The Woz 

The Woz is leaving Apple. What will this mean for 
future development and suport of the J[ series? One 
of his reasons for leaving is that he thought that the 
corporation was neglecting the J[. SO his personal
dr i ve will be mi s sed. On the other hand, perhap s 
someone with a marketable idea for the J[ (and Woz was 
no marketeer) will come to the fore. Ideas? 

From WP26S3 to ALL 02/09 Woz? 

Well, perhaps it will be good for The J[, in a strange 
way. He was pushing an expander board to allow the J[+ 
to use lIe double hi-res, and all of the other new 
programs. Now that he's out of Apple (?), he may be 
able to find some other company who would be willing 
to help him develop this ••• -Danny 

From WP1694 to ALL 02109 The Woz 

If what I've read is true, I don't blame him for 
leaving Apple. When is Apple going to realize that 
the // series is and always will be their bread and 
butter? When people think of personal/home (not
business) computers, they think of the Apple II. Mac 
won't change that, but if they let the line descend 
into total obsolescence, IBM, Commodore, and Atari 
will eat Apple for lunch. A 16-Bit Apple /I with a 
more powerful operating system and more memory is the 
path for Apple's continued success, no matter how much 
the idea ma offend Steve Jobs' ego. Bill Hole ~ 

RAM Disk Adventures contd. from pg 52 
system bomb dialogue box shows error code 3: illegal
instruction (can the program be fixed?). The Calendar 
can be used only so long as you leave it active 
(removing its window to the background by clicking on 
one of the application's window) after the first 
summons from the Apple menu. 

Sununary 

For my money and shoulders, a RAM disk can indeed 
subs t itute for a second di sk dri ve and in many 
respects is superior to a second drive. But I still 
am saving my pennies (in ton lots) for a Winchester 
(no matter how much my shoulders complain). ~ 

MS Word contd. from pg 51 
it for about $120. If you only write short letters 
and memos you don't need WORD. MacWrite, of 10v1ng 
memory, really is adequate. But, if your need is 
for longer documents or for more features, it is 
hard to see how you could do much better than with 
WORD. It's powerful! It's terrific! And in case 
you don't get it yet, I love it. 

look forward to getting Version 1.1 WORD which 
incorporates all of these changes, but I won't hold 
my breath. ~ 
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We have three new disks this month, one DOS 3.3 and 
two SigMac disks. The SigMac disks are discussed in 
"A Page From the Stack" elsewhere in this issue. The 
3.3 disk is ·Calculink", a donation-ware disk which 
supports a charity. (The creators, the Shriner
Midland Company, will donate their profits to the YMCA 
for relief work in Ethiopia.) 

WAP DISK 94: CALCULINK 

The disk is described in detail in the March WAP 
Journal; however, in short it converts data files into 
VisiCalc format and is used for consolidating data 
from two or more VisiCalc spreadsheets (if they are 
exactly alike in format). The disk can be run in 
either an upper case (UC) mode or mixed upper and 
lower case (LC) mode. When you boot the disk, be sure 
to select the appropriate option. 

DISK ERRATA 

Volume 153: INVESTMENTS A - The data presentation for 
the mortgage amortization lacks spaCing between the 
payment number and the interest paid. The data 
presentation also wraps around the screen on loans 
larger than $10,000. Typing in the following two 
lines cures the spacing problem and permits loan 
amounts up to $9,999,999 (which should take care of 
the most of us). 

2180 PRINT C; TAB(S); L; TAB(lS); P; TAB(30);B ~ 
2201 PRINT C; TAB(S); INT(D) / 100; TAB(lSl;

R - INT (D) / 100 

Volume 70: BUSINESS/MATH/STATISTICS - Mort Amort 

Table. The program contains a line which suppresses

printer linefeeds after carriage returns. Substitute 

the following line if your printer needs linefeeds. 


155 PRINT CHRS (4); "PRll" : HOME 

RECIPE DISK 

Remember to send in to the office your favorite 

reCipes for the WAP Recipe Disk. Get them in quickly 

so the review committee can consider them for the 

disk. 


Finally, as always, notify us, preferably in writing 

to the office, of any glitches you find in WAP disks. 

We are making a new effort to correct the bugs we find 

out about. It 
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WASHINGTON APPLE PI DISKETERIA MAIL ORDER FORM 

Software for Creative Living 


Disks from Washington Apple Pi's Disketeria are available for purchase. This form is only for ordering disks 
that you want mailed to you. 

5 1/4" DISKETTES: - Members $ 5.00 ea.; Non-members $ 8.00 ea •• Plus $1.00 ea. postage up to a maximum of $5.00 
--' 3 112"· - Members $ 7 .00 ea.; Non-members $ 10.00 ea •• Plus $1.00 ea. postage up to a maximum of $5.00 

Note: DOS 3.2 disks (Volumes 1 - 40) have been discontinued. The office will maintain an "archival" copy of 
each of these. 

DOS 3.3 
( ) Volume 41 lAC 25 Mach. Lang. Util. DOS 3.3 contd. Pascal (See also Volume 133)

( ) Vol ume 42 One Key DOS *** ( ) Volume 135 WAPABBS 1.1 Disk 1 ** ( ) Volume 300 PIGO: ATTACH 1.I/BIOS

( ) Volume 43 lAC 29 Ut11fties H ( ) Volume 136 WAPABBS 1.1 Disk 2 ** ( ) Vol ume 301 PIGl: 

( ) Volume 44 Utilities I ( ) Volume 137 lAC 21 Spreadsheet A ( ) Volume 302 PIG2: 

( ) Volume 45 Diversi-Copy *** ( ) Volume 138 lAC 23 Utilities G ( ) Volume 303 PIG3: 


( ) Vol ume 139 lAC 24 Education 3 ( ) Vol ume 304 PIG4: 

( ) Volume 70 Business/Math/Statistics ( ) Volume 140 Education 4 ( ) Volume 305 PIGS: 

( ) Volume 71 Music ( ) Volume 141 Special Data Bases ( ) Volume 306 PIG6: 

( ) Vol ume 72 Keyboard Games ( ) Volume 142 lAC 28 Pinball Games ( ) Volume 307 PIG7: 

( ) Volume 73 TeKt Adventure Games ( ) Volume 143 Sports ( ) Vol ume 308 PIG8: 

( ) Volume 74 Paddle Games ( ) Volume 144 lAC 27 Applesoft Prog. ( ) Volume 309 PIG9: 

( ) Volume 75 Color Graphics for Fun ( ) Volume 145 Apple Logo Tool Kit ( ) Volume 310 PIGI0: 

( ) Volume 76 Education ( ) Vol ume 146 Logo Documentat ion ( ) Vol ume 311 PIG11: 

( ) Volume 77 Utilities ( ) Volume 147 Apple Logo Sample Prog. ( ) Volume 312 PIGI2: 


( ) Volume 150 EDSIGI (Elem. Math) ( ) Vol ume 313 PIGI3: Gueri 11a 	 Guide 
( ) Volume 90 Spreadsheet C Genl. Bus. ( ) Volume 151 1983 Tax Template ( ) Volume 314 PIG14: 
( ) Volume 91 Spreadsheet 0 Investment ( ) Volume 152 lAC 31 Miscellaneous 
( ) Volume 92 Spreadsheet E Bus. Recd. ( ) Volume 153 Investments A CP/M
( ) Volume 93 VisiPlot &VisiTrend ( ) Vol ume 154 Investments B ( ) Volume 401 Master Catalog
( ) Volume 94 CALCULINK *** ( ) Volume 155 lAC 33 Miscellaneous ( ) Volume 402 utilities 1 

( ) Volume 156 lAC 35 Applesoft-AW//e ( ) Volume 403 Communications 
( ) Volume 100 Utilities A ( ) Volume 157 lAC 36 Arcade Games ( ) Volume 404 Utilities 2 
( ) Volume 101 Utilities B ( ) Volume 158 Apple Logo Programs ( ) Volume 405 Utilities 3 
( ) Volume 102 Games A ( ) Volume 406 ZCPR2 Install 
( ) Volume 103 Merry Christmas Eamon Series ( ) Volume 407 ZCPR2 Documentation 
( ) Volume 104 Business A 	 ( ) Volume 180 Dungeon Designer ( ) Volume 408 ZCPR2 Utilities 
( ) Volume 106 Science Engineering ( ) Volume 181 Beginners Cave ( ) Vol ume 409 Modem 730 
( ) Volume 107 Games B ( )*Volume 182 Lair of Minotaur 

~ () Volume 108 lAC 10 (Graphics) ( )*Volume 183 Cave of the Mind Forth 
( ) Volume 109 lAC 11 (Applesoft Tutorial) ( )*Volume 184 Zyphur Riverventure ( ) Volume 700 Assembler/Disassembler
( ) Volume 110 Personal/Education ( )*Volume 185 Castle of Doom ( ) Volume 701 Full Screen Editor
( ) Volume III Games C ( )*Volume 186 Death Star ( ) Vol ume 702 GoForth Tutorial 
( ) Volume 112 Utilities C ( )*Volume 187 Devil's Tomb ( ) Volume 703 Fig-Forth

( ) Volume 113 Business B ( )*Volume 188 Caves of Treas.Isl. 

( ) Volume 115 lAC 12/13 Misc. ( )*Volume 189 Furioso Macintosh - @$7.oo (see above)
( ) Volume 116 lAC 14 MicromodemII ( )*Volume 190 The Magic Kingdom () SigMac 1 MS-BASIC Pgns
( ) Volume 117 Picture Packer ( )*Volume 191 The Tomb of Molinar () SigMac 2 Atkinson's Goodies
( ) Volume 118 Utilities 0 ( )*Volume 192 Lost Isl. of Apple () SigMac 3 Fonts
( ) Volume 119 lAC 15 Misc. ( )*Volume 193 Abductor's Quarters () SigMac 4 MS-BASI C Pgms
( ) Volume 120 lAC 16 Misc. ( )*Volume 194 Quest for Trezore () SigMac 5 Desk Accessories 
( ) Volume 121 WAPABBS 1.1 Doc. ** ( )*Volume 195 Underground City () SigMac 6 Mac Paint ings
( ) Volume 122 lAC 17 Misc. ( )*Volume 196 Merlin's Castle ( ) SigMac 7 Desk Calendar &MS-BASIC 
( ) Volume 123 French Vocabulary ( )*Volume 197 Horgrath Castle () SigMac 8 Mac FORTH Programs
( ) Volume 124 Utilities E ( )*Volume 198 Deathtrap () SigMac 9 Not One Byte
( ) Volume 125 lAC 18 Misc. ( )*Volume 199 The Black Death () SigMac 10 Mostly BASIC 
( ) Volume 126 Sights and Sounds ( )*Volume 200 The Temple of Ngurct () SigMac 11 MacFonts} Recommended as 
( ) Volume 127 Math/Science ( )*Volume 201 Black Mountain () SigMac 12 MacFonts} a pair. 
( ) Volume 128 Games 0 ( )*Volume 202 Nuclear Nightmare () SigMac 13 RAM Disk and Altered Finder 
( ) Volume 129 GLAQ ( )*Volume 203 Feast of Carroll () SigMac 14 Filevision Templates
( ) Volume 130 Diversi-DOS *** ( )*Volume 204 The Master's Dungeon () Silt1ac 15 Progammer' s Playground
( ) Volume 131 Personal/Educ. 2 ( )*Volume 205 The Crystal Mountain 
( ) Volume 132 lAC 19 - Utilities F ( )*Volume 206 The Lost Adventure 

( ) Volume 133 lAC 20 - Pascal &DOS 3.3 ( )*Volume 207 The Manxome Foe 

( ) Volume 134 New Members Disk 


* Volume 181 required with these disks. ** Vols. 121. 135. 136 must be purchased together.

*** Use of this disk requires sending money directly to the author.) 


(NOTE: ALLOW 3 TO 4 WEEKS FOR MAILING.) Total Order = di sks.; postage $__; Total amount enclosed $ 

NAME Make check payable and send to: (US funds payable 
on a US bank)

'-" ADDRESS 	 Washington Apple Pi. Ltd. 
Attn. Disketeria

CITY. STATE ZI P _______________ 	 8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 

Bethesda, MD 20814 


TELEPHONE _____WAP MEMBERSHIP NO.____ 	 DATE ___________ 
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WAP TUTORIAL REGISTRATION 


The following four WAP tutorials are being offered on Tuesday evenings from 7:30 to 9:00 PM, at the office, 8227 
Woodmont Ave., Bethesda, MD. (The tutorials start promptly at 7:30. if you bring your computer please arrive 15 
minutes early to set up.) You may sign up for any or all of the series. They are designed for the "beginner" and 
will be repeated monthly. A detailed outline of the tutorials was given in the January, 1985 WAP Journal. 

() April 2 - INTRODUCTION TO APPLE COMPUTER HARDWARE () May 7 
() April 9 - HOW TO USE YOUR APPLE SOFTWARE () Hay 14 
() April 16 - BEGINNING APPLESOFT BASIC () Hay 21 
() April 23 - INTERMEDIATE APPLESOFT BASIC () May 28 

The fee for each tutorial is $10.00 with an Apple, monitor and disk drive, $15.00 without (monitors available for 
1st 5 registrants - call office). Please note that WAP does not have equipment for you to use. if you do not 
bring your own, you will have to look over someone's shoulder. 

Tutorials at $10.00 (with equipment) Tutorials at $15.00 (without equipment) 

The following "non-regular" tutorials for the Apple II are being offered on Wednesday evening and Saturday
mornings (also at the office). Please register in advance. 

Apple Writer II: An Introduction - Dianne Lorenz. Wednesday, April 17, 7:30 PM. 

) $15 with Apple, member ) $20 with, non-member 

) $20 wlo Apple, member ) $25 wlo , non-member 


AppleWorks (2 sessions) - Walt Mossberg. Attendees should have an Apple lIe or Ilc and AppleWorks.
Saturday, April 20 &May II, 9:00 AM - 12:00 Noon 

) $30 both sessions, with Apple, member ) $40 both sessions, with Apple, non-member 

) $40 both sessions, wlo Apple, member ) $50 both sessions, wlo Apple, non member 


dBase II - Paul Bublitz. Saturday, May 4, 9:00AH-12:00 

) $15 with Apple, member ) $20 with, non-member 

) $20 wlo Apple, member ) $25 wlo , non-member 


PFS File &Report - Jenny Spevak. Saturday, May 18, 9:00AM-12:00 

) $15 with Apple, member ) $20 with, non-member 

) $20 wlo Apple, member ) $25 wlo , non-member 


Please check the desired tutorials and return this form with fee(s) made payable to Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. to: 

Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. Name ______________________________ 
Attn. Tutorials 
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 Daytime Phone Evening Phone 
Bethesda, MD 20814 -------- --------

Total Enclosed $ 

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS INDEX TO AUTHORS 

Anderson Jacobson • • • • • • Back Cover Anderson, Tony. • 45 Landfng, Don. • • • • 45 
Bridget Software • • • • 27 Bahner, Lowell H • • 24 Leffler, Brooks •• 44 

13 Barnes, Alexander • 60 Levine, Boris • 33Clinton Computer • Beglefter, Ralph J • • • • 50 Lewis, Paul L. • • • • 41Computer Den Ltd •••• : : : : 27 
Bouwkamp, Ellen L. • • 42 Malcolm, John ••••• 62Computer Ware Unlimited. • • • • 15 Chano, E.L. • •• 7 Mfller, Michael S2Farrell, Myerson, &Myerson • • • • • • • 59 Chapman, Rick •••• • • • 34 Milrod, Hartin 0 • • • 51Frederick Computer Products Inside Front Combes, Peter ••• 9 Horganstefn, David .2, 46Future Furniture • • • 41 Day, John F ••• 59 Page, Chester H. 26, 31


FutureVest Computers • 35 Donelson, William 53 Platt, Robert C. 56 

Salfal Software ••• • • • • • 7 Field, Bruce F • 14 Ross, Paul • • • 30 

Hogwash Software Co. • • • • • •• 7 Gross, Tom. 22 Rowell, Richard 29 

Operant Systems • • • • Inside Back Gwertzman, James 9 Rumble, Alfred R 12 

Paragon Technologies Inc • • • • • 21 Harvey, Dave. 20 Ryan, Charlene • 5 

Ramada Computer Products • • • • 11 Hayman, Gary •• • • • • • 3S Sall • • • • • • • • • 37 

Robins Inc •••••• 9 Hobbs, Raymond 8,17,58 Schwartz, Dana J. • • 54 

Salmagundi Ltd •••• • •• 17 Ho 1ter, Kurt • 23 Shuck, Greg • • 45 

S2LS • • • • • • • • • • 49 Hunt, Steve • 42 St. Pierre, Eugene • 33 

Tysons Corner Center • •• 17 Kellock, Jim ••• 36 Thal, Jay H. • 8 


19 Kelley, Joseph T • 3B Trusal, Lynn R • 44VF Associates 
5 Kfnal, George •• 21, 22, 32 Urban, Bern ie • • 48Wheaton Plaza •••• Koskos, Pau 1 • 12 Wartow, Ronald 18, 40 

Youell, Adrfen • 10 
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Operant Systems 

HARDWARE --	 -- SOFTWARE 

Epson FX-80 (160 cps, tractor/single sheet, graphics) . . 435 

FX-100 (wide carriage version of the above) ..... . 625 

RX-80F/T (100 cps tractor/single sheet, graphics) 305 

LQ-1500 (200 cps , fantastic letter-quality lode) 1095 


okida~a 92 (160 cps, graphics, BEST print for price) . . . 379 

93 (132 coluan version of above) ......... .... .. 629 


Toshiba 1340 (144 cps draft, BEST letter-Qual latrix! .. 559 

Texas Instrulents TI-855 (150 cps draft, 35 cps NLQ) ... 795 

NEC P2/P3 (high quality latrix printing) . .•.. •..... 519/725 

Panasonic 1090/1091/1092/1093 latrix printers .... . . . (call) 

Gemini lOX (120 cps, tractorlsingle sheet, graphics! ... 269 


15X (wide-carriage, saae features as Epson HX) .. 375 

Powertype (18 cps daisywheel! .. •.. .. .... . .. . .... 335 


PCPI Laser Printer (B pages/lin, uses Canon lechanisa! 2B25 

C. ltoh F-10 Starwriter 140 cps, office quality! ... . •.•. 925 


F-10 Printmaster 155 cps, saae as above! . •. . ... 1075 

Silver-Reed 550 11B cps daisywheel, BEST at this speed! 439 


500 114 cps daisywheel, sale as above! ... . . 335 

NEC 8830 (55 cps daisywheel, built like a tank! . •..... 1749 

Diablo 620 API (25 cps daisywheel! ...... .. .... .... .. ... 775 

Qume Sprint 11/40 (40 cps daisywheel! .. .... .... ....... 1295 


MOoEMS-

Hayes Microlodel JCe Itone dialing/speakerlSlartcol I!. 229 


Slartiodel 2400 12400/1200/300 baud, RS-232I ... . . 595 

Slartiodea 1200 11200 baud, RS-232 , auto-dial! ... 389 

Slart.ode.300 1300 baud, as abovel ......... • .... 199 


Novation Apple-Cat II Iwl COlware; 1200 baud capable! •. 199 

S.art-tat 300 IRS-232, direct-connectl ..... . . . 175 

Slart-Cat 300/1200 las above! .....• ... ....... • 389 


Proletheus Promodel 1200 (300/1200 baud, RS-2321 .•..... 309 

Prolodel 1200A 1300/1200 card wI software! . . 309 


Microcoa ERA 2 (300/1200 baud card with software! . . .... 349 

ZoolModel JCe 1300 baud Microlodel cOlpat w/soltware! .. 125 

US Robotics Password (300/1200 baud, auto-dial/answerl. 249 

Anchor Autolation Express (300/1200 loaded wI features! 289 


Volkslodel 12 (300/1200 baud, RS-232) 199 

DISK DRIVES


MicroSci A2 drive 11001 Apple-colpatible Shugart 390! .. 195 

A.5 (half-height, 1001 Apple cOlpatiblel .. . ... 199 

A.5c (half-height lor Apple JCc) ........... .. . 215 


Rana Systels Elite One drive 140 track, 163K) . .. . . . .. . . 219 

Elite Two (40 track, double side, 326K) .. . 350 

Elite Three 180 track, double side, 652K). 425 

10-MEG Winchester drive ............. ..... 1125 


Davong, Corvus, and Corona Winchester drives . • . . .... Icalll 
CP/M &6502C SYSTEMS--


Applicard 16 Mhz Z-80, 64K to 192K RAM, 70-col video! .. 249 

Microsoft Softcard JCe IZ-80, 80 col &64K on one cardl 265 


Softcard II (includes CP/H 2.2 and MBASIC) ... 239 

Titan Accelerator leE (3.6 Mhz 6502C coprocessor! . . .... 209 

Speed Delon 16502C high-speed coprocessorl .. . . . .. . . ... . 229 


MON ITORS-

Amdel: 300G/300A (12" green/alber anti-glare, 18Hhz) .125/145 

NEC JB-1201/1205 (green/atber anti-glare screen, 20Mhz) 130 


JB-1260 (12" green, 15Mhz, best v;!.lue for loney) .. .. 99 

.. . .. . . . . 125
USI PI-2 (12" green anti-glare screen, 20 Mhzl 

PI-3 (12" alber anti-glare screen, 20 Mhz) . .. . . ... . 125 

INTERFACES &BUFFERS &CLOCKS-

Pkaso/U prin~er in~erface Isuperior graphics &lore I!) 125 

ShuffleBuffer (32K--128K w/cut &paste/ser and par) . . . . 259 

Gr ap pler+ pr inter in~erface (parallel w/ graphics) ..... . 99 

Bu Hered Grapp led (16K to 64K buHer plus graphicsl ... 149 

CCS 7711 Super Serial (for printers &. lodels) . .. . . . .... . 95 

Pract ical Peri phe rals Graphicard (parallel w/ graphics I . 79 


ProClock (ProDos cOlpatiblel .. . .. 109 

VIDEO 80ARDS

Videx Ultratera (1 60 colu mn/48 row display!! I......... 259 

Vi deotero (BO-coluon w/ softswitch & inverse) .... 215 


MicroSci BO-col card w/64K RAM for lCe .. . ... . ..... . .... 109 

MEMORY EXPAN SION--


Microtek 16K RAIl ca.rd .......... .... ............ ... .... .. 79 

Titan Technologies 128K RAM card ....... . . ......... . .. .. 199 


PRINTERS--	 WORD PROCESSING--
Uordstar 3.3 (including 6 Mhz Z-80 Applicard ! !I) .. 189 

ScreenWriter II (70 col display, spooling, lore!) ... as 

Super-Tex t Pro fessional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 65 

Bank Street Writer or Speller ...... .... .. .. . ..... .. . 45 

pis: Write JCe . . . . ... . ... .. . . .. . .. .... ............ . 85 

Pie Wri ter •... .. . .... ... . .. . .. . .. . . ... . . .... .... . .. . 99 

Word Handler .. . . .... . .. .. . . ... . . ..... . . .. . ... . ..... 49 

HOleUord Dr HOleWord Speller .. .. .. . .. .. . ......... 49/35

Sensible Speller IV (checks Nrf lile type) .. .. . ... .. 79 

The Word Plus (super spelling checker for CP/M) .... . 99 


SPREADSHEETS-
Multiplan Istate-of-the-art spreadsheet! ..... . .. . . . 125 

FlashCalc (VisiCalc gets a faceliftl ..... ... . .. . . ... 75 

SuperCalc 2 Ipowerlul CP/M spreadsheetl . ... .... . ... 169 


INFORMATION HANAGEHENT-
dBASE II Iwl ZIP screen generator! ............ . . . .. 295 

pis: File, Report, Dr Graph ..... .... .. .. .. .......... 85 

The General Hanager 2.0 ......... .. . . ... . ........ .. . 149 

Thinktank (electronic thought organizer) . ... . .. . . ... 99 

DB Haster 4.0 Ilatest version) . .... . .. . .. .. . . . .... . 225 


BUSINESS &ACCOUNTING-
Dollars &Sen~e laccounting w/graphicsl .. .. . .. . 69 &79 

Peachtree Peachpak IGL/AR/AP! . .......... all three: 229 


Back to Basics Accounting (GL/AR/AP) each 69 

BPI Accounting IGL/AR/AP/PAY/INVENTORYI .. ... . ... .. 249 


COMHUNlCATIONS--

Ascii Express Professional Ilor 005 3.31 . . ...... . . . . 89 

Z-terl Professional {for CPIHI .... ... ....... . . . . . . . . 99 

COlpuServe Starter Kit Ipassword &5 Iree hours) .. .. 29 


LANGUAGES-
Microsoft TASC Applesoft cOlpiler ..... ... ... . ... ... 119 


Fortran-80 ............. . . .. . ..... . ..... .. 129 

Terrapin Logo . .. . . .. . .... . ....... . ... . ...... . . . ..... 65 


ODDS 	 & ENDS-

Kensington Systel Saver Fan Iw/surge protector) . . ... 66 

Krait Joystick I TG Joystick I Hayes Hach III. 35/35/39 

KoalaPad Graphics Tablet (with graphics so/tware) . .. as 

Flight Silulator II .. ... .. . . ... ... .. ... .. .. . .. . ..... 36 

Print Shop . .. . .... . ... .. ... .. ..... . .. .. ... . . . . .. . ... 37 


Filevision (graphics database systel) .. .... . . . ... . . 129 

Odesta Helix (database lor the serious userl . ... . . . 259 


t1 Dollars &Sense (accounting w/graphics) . . . . .... . . .. . 99 

A Microsoft Word (what MacWrite should have been) .... 129 

c: Chart Ipresentation business graphics) ... . 85 

I File .......... .. ..... . ...... ....... ..... 129 

~ Basic Inew version) . .. . . .. . ..... . ..... ... . 99 

T Lotus Jazz (word proc, database, graphics, lore) (call) 

() Assililation Process Melory Disk .. .. . , . . . . . . . .. .... . 25 

5 IOlega Bernoulli Drive (5 MEG relovable cartridge) 1395 

H Shugart Microfloppy (3 .5" second drive for Hac) . . . . 299 


HacForth Level II .... . ...... . ..... . ................ 169 

Kensington HacModel 1300 baud) ..... . ............ . ... 99 


Surge Protector (replaces power cordI . .. . 39 

====--==========--====--============== 

CALL FOR PRICES OF ITEMS NOT LISTED 

-- Please Coopare Our Prices -
If you find a lower price, give us a chance to beat it . 

Feel free to call for ans~ers to technical questions . 

TO ORDER : Call Je HOi 110 nat (:3 0 1) Lj 3 <1- 0 <105 
or 

Write or visit : 

OPERANT SYSTEMS, 7676 New Halpshire Ave, Suite 312 

Langley ParI:, Md 20783 


Hd . sales add 51 tax . UPS shipping is available . 

All itels carr~ lull lanufacturer's warranties . 
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WASHINGTON APPLE PI, LTD. 
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

FORWARDING AND ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED 

BULK RATE 

u. s. POSTAGE 

P A I 0 

PE RMIT # 5389 


Silver Spring, MD 

20910 

A REFURBISHED DAISY WHEEL PRINTER 

FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS AND SMALL BUSINESSES. 


Three-In-One Offer! Just $598 
(Includes On-Site Warranty) 

• A 30 cps letter-quality printer 
• A timesharillg keyboard terminal (when modem equipped) 

• A Selectric*-style keyboard typewriter 

AJ daisy wheel printer terminals are renowned for And you can choose from a list of options including 
exceptional performance, high reliability, and applications forms tractor, pin-feed platen, paper trays, side shelves, 
versatility. Now you can have all this for only $598" in our extra printwheels, APL keyboard and 2K buffer. 
special limited offer. For information telephone 
• Optional 45 characters per second 	 Sean Belanger 

~ r"" ••• rrr,......~ ............... W'"TYY'T'Y"T ..... .... .- " . ,
• Changeable type faces 	 (301) 840-5700 
( . F• Full ASCII keyboard with It 

numeric pad 
• High resolution X-Y plotting 
• 	Complete electronic forms 

control "Suggestt'd st'liing priet', t:')I.\,:ludt's (Iptions 
and is subjt:'ci III changl' withuut nutict:' .• 	 256-character buffer 
Mudt'l shown includt:'s ct' rt,lin u ptillns. 

• 	Asynchronous RS-232 interface O ffer ava il.lblt:' lmly in fht:' conli~uuus U.s. 
• Printwheel, ribbon cartridge, 

·Stdt'Clric is a trademark of IBM .and cable included 
• 30-day parts/labor warranty ANCERSON 

JACOBSON 
8653 Grovemont Cir. 
Gaithersburg, MD 20m1 -4191 

Walter Taylor



